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ABSTRACT

In this study a unique Enrichment Programme was designed, based upon the four

cuniculum models of Renz.rlli" Betts, Treffinger and Feldhusen. Ped4gogical strategies to

reinforce the development of children's academic self concep! internal locus of control, self

efficacy and demonstration of potential special abilities formed an integral part of this

Enrichment Programme. Instead of pre-selecting children to participate in the Enrichment

Programme, this study explored the eflects of changing the direction of the identification

process for Children with Special Abilities. As a rezult, all children in the Treatment classes

participated in varying stages of enrichment. The theory underpinning this intervention

design was based upon Bandura's theory of reciprocal determinism and his principle of bi-

directionality.

In this study a pre,/post experimental design was used with both the Treatment and Control

groups. Seven inner city Auckland Primary schools were randomly selected to take part in

this study. The Treatment group consisted of four Standards 2-4 classes, the Control

goup consisted of three Standards 24 classes. During intervention the Treatment group

worked with their teachers who also attended nvo introductory workshops relating to the

Enrichment Programme. The Control goup did not participate in the Enrichment

Programme; instead they worked on their regular class programme. Meazures of children's

general academic self concept, locus of control and self efficacy were obtained using three

questionnaires. Teachers in the Treatment and Control groups also completed an adapted
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version of the Renzulli/flartman Special Ability Scale, for each child in their class at the

beginning and end ofthe intervention phase.

When combining scores for all areas measured, MANOVA showed that following

intervention there was a difference between the Treatment and Control group results but

this difference was not significant at the .05 level. MANOVA showed that a significant

Ability effect occuned in this study regardless of whether the children were in the

Treatment or Control groups. Ethnic and SES diferences were also obtained but these

were not significant.

ANOVA using Split Plot Design for Repeated Meazures focused upon the separate scores

in each of the cognitive./personal and behaviour performance areas measured. In Perception

of General Academic Ability neither the Treatment nor Control gtroup made a significant

increase, however a significant Ability efFect was obtained. The Treatment and Control

groups did not make significant increase in any of the five areas of Locus of Control and

there were no significant Ability, Ethnic or SES effects in this area. The Control group

made a significant increase in SelfEfficacy and a significant SES effect was obtained.

The Treatment group made a highly significant increase in Teachers' Recognition of

Children with Special Abilities and significant Ability and SES effects were also obtained in

this area. A number of Treatment groups made increases which approached significance in

the area of Teachers' Recognition of Children with Special Abilities.
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This study illustrates that it is possible to design a class-based Enrichment Programme

which enables all children to participate in varying stages of enrichment and which

incorporates pedagogtcal strategies to reinforce academic self concept. The self efficacy

rezults confirm Bandura's premise that reciprocal influences do not occur simultaneously

and that it takes time for a causal factorto exert its influence.

This srudy shows that changing the direction of the identification process, by including all

ohildren in a class-based Enrichment Programmg can be an effwtive strategy for enhancing

Teachers' Recognition of Special Abilities for children fiom different Ability, Ethnic and

SES groups.
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INTRODUCIION

"We w, &an, circles to slwt chil&en out or

we cat baw circles to irchde tlgm"

These two lines, adapted from a verse by Markham (in Renzulli, 1986) have been

chosen for the introduction of this thesis because they contain a powerful message for

those committed to providing equitable educational opportunities for children. The

organisation of educational prograrlmes can favour some groups of children over

others and, although it may be unintentional, it is possible that barriers can be created

in education which can have the effect of limiting some children's learning

opportunities. A Mnistry of Education document (l99aa) states that "it is possible to

identify groups in most sectors of education which face baniers to participation and

success" (p. 34). For example, as current New Zealand research states:

e "Maori participation rates and achievement levels in education are much lower than

those for the non-Maori population" (Ministry of Educatiorq 1994a" p. 38).

"There is a tendency for Pacific Island children to fall behind their age co-horts in

primary school" (Ne* Zealznd, Council forEducational Research, 1987, p. 108).

"There is a need to develop an education system which will meet the special

teaching needs of Children with Special Needs and Children with Special Abilities"

(Ministry ofEducationo 1994a. p. 36).
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With these groups of children in mind it is not surprising that the Ministry of Education

in New Zealand Q99a$ has published a statement of direction for education in the

future which states that "all education providers must work towards the removal of

barriers to access learning and achievement, to assure equitable educational outcomes

for all New Zealanders" (p. 34).

Barriers to learning however can occur due to many factors, for example, economic

funding, health and social welfare policies. These factors affect the whole community

and can also impinge significantly on schools. While acknowledging the presence of

such external factors on schools, it is important to emphasize that factors within the

school and classroom can create barriers which may inhibit children's learning and

achievement. The effects of curriculum and pedagogy are critical factors in this area

and should not be overlooked. All children deserve the chance to participate in a

classroom environment where cuniculum content and teaching practices support their

needs and learning potential. According to Haberman (1991) howeveq some groups

of children are not given this opportunity because in the classroom, they are

continually exposed to a "pedagogy of poverty" where the teacher is in control of the

knowledge and children are not encouraged to take responsibility for their learning.

Haberman states that this pedagogy of poverty can have long lasting effects on children

because "it determines the way children approach learning, it influences the nature of

the behaviours they practise and it forms the basis of children's self concept as

lerrners" (p.292).



Curriculum and pedagory can be adapted to suit the needs oflearners, and therefore

these areas should be central points of focus when investigating how to reduce

educational barriers which can inhibit children's learning and achievement. Alternative

styles of pedagogy may have the potential to enhance children's academic achievement

and academic self concept and to promote equitable educational outcomes.

In this research an alternative style of pedagogy will be introduced. Instead of

selecting children to participate in an Enrichment Prograrnme on the basis of their

behaviour performance, a change in the sequence of enrichment will be implemented.

All children in the Treatment group will be given the opportunity to participate in an

inclusive Enrichment Programme based on strategies which have potential to enhance

children's academic self concept. This study will investigate whether or not the

children who participate in this inclusive Enrichment Programme will demonstrate a

change in their academic self concept compared with children who continue to be

involved in the regular class programme. It will also explore whether or not a change

will occur in the area of Teachers' Recogrrition of Children with Special Abilities

following participation in the Enrichment Programme.

The Mnistry of Education documents (1993a; 1994a) highlight the need for all

childreq irrespective of gender, ethnicity, ability, social and cultural backgrounds to

have an education system which caters for their individual needs. With these groups in

mind, ten groups of children will receive specific focus in this study. These groups will

be:
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I Pacffic Island Children

2 Pakeha Children

3 Girls

4 Boys

5-7 Children in teacher perceived higt\ middle and low ability groups

8-10 Children in higfu middle and low socio-economic groups

The research questions in this study will focus on the three areas of academic self

concept as listed below:

r Perception of General Academic Ability

e Locus of Control

o Self Efficacy

In addition the behaviour performance area of Teachers' Recognition of Children with

Speoial Abilities will be explored.

Each of these concepts will be presented and discussed in detail in the literature

review, however in order to provide the reader with an initial overview of the key

questions being pursued in this study, the research questions are listed below:

I Is there a difference in the relationship between

o Perception of General Academic Ability

r Locus of Control

r SelfEfficacv and

r Teachers' Recognition of Children with Special Abilities



when comparing children who have participated in a three-stage class

Enrichment Programme with children participating in the regular class

prograrnme?

2 To what degree do the Perceptions of General Academic Ability, as measured by

the PASS Questionnaire, show a significant change for a group of primary school

children who are given the opportunity to participate in a three-stage class

Enrichment Programme?

3 To what degree do

(a) Pacific Island students

(b) Pakeha students

(c) Girls

(d) Boys

(e) Children in teacher perceived higb middle low ability groups

(D Children in high middle, and low socio-economic groups

show a significant change in their Perception of Creneral Academic Ability as a

rezult of their participation in a three-st4ge class Enrichment Programme?

4 To what degree do perceptions of Locus of Control, as meanred by the

Intrinsic/Extrinsic Classroom Orientation Scale, show a significant change for a

goup of primary school children who are given the opportunity to participate in a

three-stageclass Enrichment Programme?
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5 To what degree do

(a) Pacific Island students

O) Pakeha students

(c) Girls

(d) Boys

G) Childreninteacherperceivedhigh middle lowabilitygroups

(f) Ctrildren in high middle and low socio-economic groups

show a significant change in theirLocus of Conho[ as a reslt oftheir participation

in a three-stage class Enrichment Programme?

6 To wlrat degree do perceptions of self efficacj/, as meas,red by the SelfEfficacy for

class based Learning Autonomy Questionnaire, show a significant change for a

goup of primary school children who are given the opporunity to participate in a

three-stage class Enrichment Programme?

7 Towhatdegreedo

(a) Pacific Island students

O) Pakeha students

(c) Girls

(d) Boys

(e) Children in teacher perceived hieh middle low ability groups

(0 Children inhigh middle, and low socio-economic groups
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show a significant change in their perception of Self Efficacy as a rezult of their

participation in a three-st4ge class Enrichment Programme?

8 To what degree can Teachers' Recognition of Ctrildrens Special Abilities, as

measured by the RenaillilHartnan Perception of Special Ability Scale be changed

significantly for a group ofprimary school childrerq as a result oftheir participation

in a threstage class Emichment Programme?

9 To wtrat degree can Teachers' Recognition of Children's Special Abilities be

signifi cantly changed for:

(a) Pacific Island students

(b) Pakeha students

(c) Grls

(d) Boys

(e) Children in teacher perceived hiet\ middle low ability groups

(D Children in hig[ middle and low socio-economic groups

as a result oftheir participation in a three-stage class Enrichment Programme?

Rezults from these research questions may provide an indication about whether or not an

inclusive Enrichment Programme has the potential to enhance acadenric self concept and

Teaphers' Recognition of Special Abilities for more groups of children. Positive results in

this area may provide one pathway toward improving equitable educational opportunities

for children in NewZealand.



CHAPIERONE

REVIEW OF LITERATT]RE

TMORETICAL CONCEPTS

The formation of a positive self concept is described by many researchers as being one of

the most important goals of education (lvlarsh 1990; Schunlq 1990; Craven, N{arsh and

Debug l99l; Meyer, l99l). However, before educators can set about purzuing this goal it

is necessary to explore the complexities of self concept and specry a dear definition of this

construct so that there can be consistency in the direction of action plans relating to the

formation of self concept.

Historically the term self concept has been used interchangeably with terms s,rch as self

esteenr, self perceptiorq self acceptance, self confidence and self regard. tlansford and

Hattie (1982) found, in their review of 128 published studies on self con@pt, fifteen

different 'self ' terms were used. Finding one consistent definition of self concept is a

challenging task since authors in this area tend to stress different perspectives of 'self '

concept depending on the theoretical model which they have adopted in order to explain its

structure.

In general, literature presents at least four different models to explain the structure of self
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concept. It may seem logical to develop a definition of self concept by focusing on the

consistent threads within the modelg but this proves to be particularly difficult because in

some key areas the models are in direct contrast with each other. A brief overview of the

four main models of self concept will be presented, before outlining the definition of self

concept to be used in this thesis.

The Nomothetic Model

According to Byrne (1984 ) the most traditional model of self concept is known as the

nomothetic model (Mafi and Winne, 1978). The nomothetic model presents self concept

as a global construct which influences an individual's behaviour in a variety of situations.

This global model has resulted in the meazurement of self concept using global scales, such

as the Rosenberg Self Esteem Scalg in which one overall score for self concept is

presented. It is interesting to note that the term self esteem is used within this scale rather

than the term self concept. The interchangeable use of self esteem and self concept will be

explained in more depth later in this chapter. According to Streiq CairU Edelmaq and

Schwalb (1989) the nomothetic model of self concept was widely accepted until very

recently, with over one hundred published self concept articles, between 1983-1988,

presenting this construct in tenns of one global score. Those who zupport the nomothetic

model of self concept just$ their commitment to this model by explaining that a person's

overall self concept dominates so strongly within the individual that other dimensions of self

cannot be recognised reliably If self concept is a global construct, which influences an

individual's behaviour in a variety of situations, then it should follow that a percon should
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have a high or low self concept score which remains consistent ircross all domains.

Howeveg there are a number of cunent studies challenging this conjecture. For examplg

Hoge and Renzulli (1993) made 15 direct comparisons between gifted and non-gifted

children in terms oftheir self concept. Rezults from their research showed that, while giftd

children had more positive academic and behavioural self concepts than the non-gifted

studentg this was not the case when their social and physical scores of self concept were

measured separately. Such studies demonstrate that there is more to the construct of self

concept than one overall global score.

In the early 1960s Wylie argued that there were more specific dimensions to the construct

of self concept. Currently much research supports this view, with literature emphasising

that self concept is amulti-dimensional concept (Soares and Soares, 1983; Byrne, 1984;

Fitts, 1984; Schneider, 1987; Hoge and Renzulli l99l). The remaining tfuee models to be

described depict self concept in this multi-dimensional way.

The Ta,xonomic Model

The taxonomic model portrays self concept as being multi-dimensional, and according to

this model each dimension of self is seen as being independent of the other. In this

tanonomic model an individual's self concept in one area is considered to be separate fronr,

or only weakly connected to, their self concept in other domains. For examplg as Soares

and Soares (1983) report, children's self perceptions in mathematics and science can be

different from each other and from their self perceptions in the areas of an and physical
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education.

While dimensions of self concept can be weakly connected to each other there are times

when the dimensions may be linked. Strein et al (1989) explain that the main criticism with

the taronomic model of self concept is the lack of srpport for the possibility that

dimeruions of self concept can be interconnected.

The CompensatoryModel

The third model of self mncept is known as the compensatory model. It acknowledges the

multifaceted structure of self concept but this model introduces a unique perspective in

relation to self concept: this is the 'mmpensatory relationship' between the dimensions of

self concept (Winnie, Woodlands and Wong 1982). According to the compensatory

model a low self concept in one are4 such as the academic domair\ can be compensated for

by a higher self concept in another area zuch as the social domain. Strein et al (1989)

explain however that research supporting the compensatory model largely involves arypical

groups of childrerq such as gifted or leaming disabled, and therefore rezults relating to the

compensatory nature of self concept may not be generalisable to the wider population. A

study by Winnie, Woodland and Wong (1982) with learning disabled and gifted children

illustrated that while comparisons between groups of children supported the compensatory

theory results within the subgroups of these children showed that inverse relationships did

not occur. ln relation to the compensatory model of self-concept more supportive evidence

is needed if its validity is to become accepted. As Strein et al (1989) state, "unless more
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compelling $pportive and clarifying evidence emerges the compensatory model would

seem to be a poor conceptual guide for professional practicd' (p.7).

Thelfierarchical Model

The fourth model of self concept is the hierarchical model. This model integrates different

asp€cts from each of the models described abovg it acknowledges the presence of both

global and specific dimensions of self concept and it depicts these dimensions of self as

being intenelated (Shavelson, Hubner and Stantoq 1976; Shavelson and Bolus, 1982).

Within the hierarchical model self concept is divided into nrro major ar@s, academic and

non academic. Academic selfconcept is then divided into specific cuniculum areas, zuch as

reading and mathematics, while non academic self concept is divided into social, physical

and other specific dimensions. Much literature and research zupports the hierarchical

model of self concept (Marstr, Parker and Smittr" 1983; Byrne, 1984; Marsh and Shavelsorl

1985; Byrne and Shavelson, 1986; Mendaglio and B/r)4, 1995) and because the model

depicts dimensions of self as being intenelated it provides theoretical support to explain

why changes in one area of self concept may generalize to other areas. For this reasoq and

due to the strong zupport for the hierarchical model outlined in this literature review, the

definition of self concept used in this thesis will be based on the hierarchical model.

Definition of Self Concept

In this thesis self concept is defined as a person's view of themselves in relation to their

perception of feedback from others. The view of self occurs in both academic and non
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academic areas. This definition of self concept has been adapted fiom Fox (1993). An

important feature within this definition, and one which is highlighted by a number of

researchers (Nobels, 1973, Tannenbaunq 1983; Meyer, l99l; Fo:<, 1993), is that the

formation of self concept is significantly influenced by the reactions of other people. As Fox

(1993) states, "interaction with other people is crucial to the development of the pupil's self

concept" (p. 66). While self concept is a social phenomenon developing from the

individual's social interaction with otherq Meyer (1991) explains that the formation of self

concept does not occur from social interaction per se; instead he states that self concept is

influenced by fi:edback from significant others. Fox (1993) defines 'significant others' as

being 'an individual's parents, teachers and peers' (p.66).

Development of self concept however, involves more than simply direct feedback from

signfficant others. Fox (1993) explains that it is the individud's perception of the

feedback from others which forms self concept. This perception of feedback is known as

the phenomenological perspective, and is defined by Fox (1993) as "the way pupils perceive

themselves and their own personal experiences" (p. 67). The Phenomenological

perspective adds to the complexity of self concept because it means that each person may

interpret the same fbedback in different ways. Some effects of the Phenomenological

perspective will be explored in more deph towards the end ofthis literature review.

In terms of the formation of self mncept howeveq an interesting connection can be drawn

between the Phenomenological perspective and a theory of development known as
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co-constructionism. McNaughton (1995) defines co-constructionism as "a theory of

psychological development which explains development as a product of dynamic, mutual

and interdependent constructions of an active learner and social and cultural processes"

(p.199). Since the key processes underpinning the formation of self concept are based

upon mutual and interdependent construction, it follows that the formation of self concept

could be described as being co-constructive in nature, with children actively interpreting the

feedback they get from others and constructing meaning from this feedback.

When viewing self concept from a hierarchical, multidimensional perspective it is important

to acknowledge that the phenomenological and co-constructive principles also apply to the

academic and non-academic dimensions of self concept. This can be a challenging

application for educators because it emphasises that a child's academic self concept can be

formed from the powerful link between the child, the feedback Vtre is given by the teacher

and the way this feedback is perceived by the child.

The Interchangeable Use of Self Esteem end Self Concept

At this point it is necessary to deal with an issue which has become apparent when

reviewing the self concept literaturg that is the interchangeable use of the terms 'self

concept' and 'self est@m'. Although these terms are often referred to synonymously

(Strein et al, 1989), distinction should be made between these two constructs. As

previously outlined, self concept is a person's beliefs about themself, beliefs about their

personal characteristics, their abilities, strengths and weaknesses. Self esteem however is
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the individual's personal judgement of their worthiness in relation to self Self esteem can

be defined as how much a person likes or approves of their self concept (Sanford and

Donovaq 1984; Gross, 1993).

It is understandable that the terms self concept and self esteem are often used

interchangeably within some literature because, while distinctions can be made benveen the

two constructs, self concept and self esteem are also related constructs. As Feldhusen

(1986b) explains, "self est@m is the affective aspect of self concept". In other words self

esteem involves the individual's feelings, attitudes and values about their self concept.

Stenhouse (1994) explains that self steem is another way of refening to a positive or

negative self concept and therefore, when using the term positive or negative self concept,

self esteem can be a related component. For example, in relation to academic areas, an

individual's feelings about s.rccessfirlly performing academic tasks are based on hiVher

personaljudgements of worthiness in relation to these tasks. It is important to explore the

construct of academic self concept, but since one's academic self conc€pt is reinforced by

personal judgements of academic performance it is important to recognise that academic

self esteem can be considered an integral component within this construct of academic self

concept.

Acedemic Self Concept

Academic self concept has been defined by Boersma and Chapman (1992) as "a relatively

stable set of attitudes and feelings reflecting self evaluation of one's ability to zuccessfully
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perform school related tasks s,rch as reading nniting spelling and maths" (p. l). There is a

great deal of interest in the area of academic self concept because much literature and

current research shows a causal link between academic self concqt and academic

performance (I\,Iarsb Parker and Barnes, 1985; Reis, 1987; Streiq Caiq Edelman and

Sclrwalb, 1989; Meyer, l99l; Boersma and Chapm4 1992). Shavelsorq Hubner and

Stanton (1976) emphasise the importance of enhancing acadernic self concept because of

the positive impact which it has on achievement.

Studies by Chapman and Boersma (1986), Chapman (1988), Chapman and Wilkiruon

(1988) compared the academic self concepts of children performing poorly in school with

children performing at above average levels. Res.rlts showed that there were significant

gtroup ditrerence^s in the areas of academic self concep! with learning disabled children

demonstrating lower school self concepts than non leaming disabld children. In a study

by Lyon and lvlacDonald (1990) they provide correlational evidence illustrating that

academic self concept makes a significant contribution in predicting academic achievement.

However, correlations in themselves do not prove causation and one must be wary of

mncluding that academic self concept is the only factor influencing achievement. As Strein

et al (1989) explaiq it is not clear "to what degree academic self concept @uses

achievement is an outgrowth of it or whether the relationship is reciprocal" (p.8). While

there may be a definite link between academic self concept and achievement it would be

over simplistic to assume that there are not other significant variables which contribute to

this relationship.
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Reciprocal l)eterminism

Bandura (1986a) considers that behaviour performance, srch as school achievernenq is

dependent upon trvo categories of variables - cognitivdpersonal factors and environmental

events. Bandura explains that cognitive/personal factors, environmental events and

behaviour, work in interaction with and to one another and he introduces the term

'reciprocal determinism' (p.13) to emphasise the reciprocal effects of each variable upon

the other. According to Bandura (1986a), behaviour, cognitive/personal fagtors and

environmental events all operate together to produce change (p.13) Bandura likens the

concept of reciprocal determinism to a triangle with each variable being connected to each

other so that each acts as an interacting determinant of each other.

Cognitive/Personal factors

Behaviour

According to Gage and Berliner (1991) cognitivdpersonal factors are "traits, states or

cycles of arousal which are learned or unlearned" (p.327). They are corstructs within the

affective domain which deal with feelings, emotions and attitudes. Environmental events on

the other hand are factors within the environment which can influence behaviour srch as an
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individual's zubject choice at school, enrichment opportunities or class size. Gage et al

(1991) explain that a range of different cognitive/personal and environmental events can

influence an individual's behaviour. Some cognitive/personal factors and environmental

events which affect behaviour will be described in detail below.

Cognitive/?ersonel Frctors

Locus of Control

According to Rotter (1966, 1975) behaviour can be influenced geatly by an individual's

thoughts. Rotter introduced the term'locus of control'which is based on the beliefthat an

individual forms a perception of the extent to which they are in control of the events in their

life. For example, those who accept responsibility for their achievements and attribute their

success or failure to their own behaviours, efforts or abilities are said to have internal locus

of control. Alternatively, those who generally attribute their zuccess or failure to luch

chanc€, events caused by other people ortask difficulty are said to have an extemal locus of

control. According to Rotter the degree of internal or external locus of control can atrect

whether the task will be performed, the choice of the task to be performed and task

persistence (Weiner and Sierad, 1975;Bar-Tal" 1978; Herskovits and Gefferth 1992).

Self concept is closely linked to locus of control because according to Gage and Berliner

(1991) an individual with internal locus of control for zuccess and external locus of control

for failure, will enter learning tasks with a positive self On the other hand, students who

internalise their failure may believe they do not have the ability to zucceed and may avoid
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tryrng to perform academic tasks in order to reduce their feelings of self doubt and failure in

front of their peers. The literature illustrates that locus of control is a cognitive/personal

factor which can have influence on the relationship between academic self concept and

academic performance.

Attribution Theory

Weiner's Attribution theory (1986) has been referred to as an elaboration ofRotter's theory

of locus of control. According to the Attribution theory people have a desire to

understand the causes oftheir performance or to attribute who or what was responsible for

their performance (Gage and Berliner, 1991, p.338). Weiner (1986) classifies attribution in

three ways:

I source of control - this is locus ofcontrol as previously explained

2 stability - this means the cause is due to a stable factor such as ability or an unstable

factor zuch as luclg effort, timing ofthe exam

3 controllability - the degree of control a person had when performing the task; for

examplg if the individual feels they have failed due to their low effort, they have some

control over the failure and they may commit themselves to try harder next time. If the

individual perceives failure was due to luck they may consider they have no control

over future performances ofthis tlpe and they may not try again to improve their

performance

According to the Attribution theory future performance is influenced by the individual's

own interpretation of the cause of their pas performance. These interpretations can be
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defined as cognitive/personal factors which influence future performance.

Self Ellicacy

Bandura (1986a) explored the link between thought and behaviour and claimed that

perceived self efficacy is one of the most central tlpes of reflective thought influencing an

individual's motivation and behaviour, Self efficary is defined by Bandura (1986a) as "an

individual's belief in hiVlrer ability to perform a behaviour in a given situation" (p 86)

Bandura explains that an individual's perception of self efEcacy influences:

o whether or not a behaviour will be initiated

. howmuch effort will be expended

r whether or not a behaviour will be continued in the face of obstacles

Bandura and his co[eagues investigated the link between self efficacy and performance of

behaviour. A number of different studies showed that self efficacy did operate as a causal

link between motivation and behaviour and that "higher levels of perceived self efficacy

produced higher performance attainments'' @andur4 Reese and Adams, l98l; Schunh

1985; Bandura,1986a).

In 1982, Collins showed that in relation to maths performance and maths attitudg self

effcacy had more influence than children's actual maths ability. In her study, Collins

selected children from three different levels of maths abfity. Restrlts showed that within

each level children who regarded themselves as having high mattu self efficacy solved

more problems, chose to repeat more of the problems they had fficulty with and worked
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more acc'uately than those who had lower maths self efficary. Collins found that positive

attitudes to maths were more closely linked to children's perceived self efEcacy than to

their maths ability and she concluded that "pmple who perform poorly may do so becar.rse

they lack the skills, or they may have the skills but they lack the self efficacy to use them

effectively'' (Bandurq 1986a p.2). A number of studies $pport Collins' findings which

illustrate the link betwem perceived self efficacy and performance (Weinberg; Crould and

Jacksorq 1979; Schunk, l98a; Bandurg l9E6a; Cervone and Peake, 1986). On the basis of

sr,rch research it can be concluded that self efficary can influence both motivation and

behaviour.

Conditions which Influence the Perception of SelfEfficary

Bandura (1986a) explains that an individual's self efficacy can be influenced by four

principal sources ofinformation. These are:

t perfornance accomplishment

(Ihis occurs from personal mastery orperiences, with the oppornrnity for successful

performance reinforcing personal effi cacy).

2 vicarious experiences

(These are based on social comparisons, so that seeing others perform zuccessfully

can influence an individual's efficacy expectations)

verbal perzuasion

(fhis occurs when an individual is led through nrggestion into believing he/she can

or cannot cope srccessfully with tasks)
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4 emotionalarousal

(This takes place when an individual is in an environment where shdhe is not made

to feel tense or afraid).

Bandura stresses that it is the interactivg as well as the independent effects of these sour@s

of information, which influence an individual's perc€ption of self efficacy. Prior to

describing how these four conditions can be reinforced it is important to restate that in

Bandura's model of reiprocal determinisr4 cognitive/personal factors and environmental

events are connected to each other. While the four conditions influencing self efficary can

be described as cognitivdpersonal factors, they can also be described in terms of

environmental events since they can also be operationalised within both home and school

environments. This review explores Bandura's model of reciprocal determinism in relation

to the school conte)d and therefore factors within the school environment which promote

self efficacy will be outlined. Since these factors can be operationalised within the school

setting they are described under the heading of environmental variables.

Environmental Variebles

Classrooms can be major settings for providing children with self e,fficacy information since

within the classroom context children can be continually exposed both individually and in

goup situations to the four principal sources of self efficacy information. A number of

studies by Schunk (1981, 1982, 1983a, 1985) emphasise that principal sources of self

efficacy can be reinforced within the classroom context. Children learn about their own

capabilities from their personal accomplishments and failures and from seeing others in the
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class pe,rform zuccessflrlly. Ctrildren may feel they cat accomplish academic tasks by

watctring their peers zucceed with classroom tasks. This can influence efEcacy

expectatioru. Research by Bandura (1982), Schunk (1984), Schunk and llanson (1985)

confirm that modelling can be used zuccessfully to teach children academic skills and the

belief thar one has learned a skill can raise self efficacy. According to Schunk and llanson

(1985) children who obserye their peers performing a task are likely to believe that they can

srcceed as well and ther*y orperience higher self efficacy. Also, when children receive

verbal encouragement and feedback from teachers who are seen as 'credible' models in the

eyes of children this can have great influence in leading children to believe that they Gan or

cannot complete academic tasks successfully.

Schunk (1984) claims that educational contexts and practices have important influences on

children's motivation and self eftcary. He highlights a number of educational practices

which he considers can affect the self efficary of snrdents. The seven strategies outlined by

Schunk (1984) will be listed below. Each strategy will be explained in more detail in

relationto the classroom setting:

o instnrctional presentation

r strategy training

o performance feedback

e attribution feedback

goal setting

social compuison
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. rewards

Insuuctional Presentation

According to Schunk the 'methods' of presenting instruction can affect children's self

efficary because children who easily undersand oral instructions are likely to have higher

self efficacy for learning than those who do not understand the instructions. In terms of

creating a classroom environment which promotes self efficacy, Schunk recommends

combining oral explanations with modelling so children can see how the cognitive skills are

put into practice. Schunk acknowledges the role of both teacher and peer models.

According to Bandura (1981) peer models may be more effective than teachers because

peers axe uzually more similar in age and competence. To promote self efficary and self

confidence, Schunk (1985) explains that teachers should encour4ge children to observe

'peer coping models' rather than 'mastery models'. According to Schunk (1985) the

mastery models "exhibit faultless performance from the outset whereas coping models

begin by demonstrating the t1pical deficiencies and fears expoienced by observers but

gadually improve their performance and gain self confidence" (p. 214).

Strategy Training

Schunk and Rice (1989) have shown that directly teaching strategies such as self

verbalizatior\ designing cognitive plans or developing a sequenc€ of operations to solve a

problem can help in the development of self efficacy. According to Bandura (1982) this is

because self verbalization acts as a form of rehearsal for performing the task and it dso
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helps to convey a serule of control over learning which should enhance self efficacy.

Schunk (1985) recommends incorporating self verbalization into classroom instructional

pocedures.

Performance Feedback

Self efficacy is a belidin one's ability to perform a behaviour in a given situation; therefore

childre,n need clear information that they are acquiring the skills necessaqr to perform that

partiarlar behaviour. According to Schunk (1985), feedback srch as, '!ou're doing well"

or'!ou're doing much betted' informs children that they are making progress and acquiring

the skills necessary to perform social or acadernic tasla. This feedback zustains motivation

and enhances self efrcacy.

AttributionFeedback

Effort in working to complete or succeed with a partiorlar task is a factor which can

change according to an individual's motivation towards that task. Schunk (1985) elcplains

that effort attributional feedback is an important source of efficary information. Being told

that failure is due to insrfrcient effort can resrlt in increased effort and persistence @weclq

1975; fuidrews and Ddug 1978; Schunlq 1982). It is interesting to note however, that

Bandura (1981) states that "erccess achiwed with less perceived effort is hypothesized to

raise self effcacy more than when grater effort is required". Schunk (1983a) compared

ability feedback with effort feedback urd found that, although ability and effort feedback led

to high task motivation, it was ability feedback which developed the highest perception of
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self efficacy.

Goal Seuing

Schunk (1985) claims that giving children a goal is likely to promote motivation and when

that goal has been attained self effcary will also be promoted. In relation to goal settin&

both Bandura and Schunk support the fact that specific goals raise self efficacy more thatr

general goals. This is because children can gauge their progress more easily when working

towards achiwing a specific goal rather than a general goal.

Social Comparison

According to Bandura (1981) observing others who are perceived as being similar in ability

level can offer the best ffirmation for judgng one's own performance. Teachers can

promote social comparison opportunities ttrough Soup work and team tasks. Schunk

(1985) maintains that such information can promote self efficacy if the children believe they

can learn as well as their peers.

Rewards

Schunk (1985) explains that rewards are likely to enhance self efficacy when they are linked

with the students' actual accomplishments. There are a number of different ways rewards

are distributed to children in classrooms, for example competition rewards (when one child

receives a reward instead of another) and co-operative rewards (where groups share

rewards which have been gained as a result of group performance). According to Schunh
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group success and group rewards can promote high self efficacy, if working zuccessfully

with a group is considered an important goal. However, if co-operative groups fail to

achieve su@ess in an academic task this may limit an indMdual's motivation within the

group and not promote self efEcacy. Schunk explains that it is important for children to

experience succ€ss under both situations.

The literature in this review illustrates that the classroom can be a powerfi.rl environmental

setting for creating conditions which promote or inhibit the development of children's self

efficary. It is Schunk's (1985) view that teachers can influence self efficacy signfficantly by

utilizing the strategies highlighted above.

Bi-directionality

In his model of reciprocal determinism Bandura (1986a) claims that there is an interactive

relationship among cognitive/personal variableg environmental events and behaviour. A

very important feature within Bandura's model is that the variables 'act bi-directionally', so

that cognitive/personal factorg environmental eventg and behaviour performance can shape

and affect each other. ln accordance with Bandura's theory of reciprocal determinism each

of the thnee components within his model could both produce and be the product of

influence. The effects of reciprocal determinism can be demonstrated by focusing on a

particular goup of children who are performing behaviours to standards of excellence

within the school context. In terms ofBandura's theory of reciprocal daerminisnq it should

follow that children who are demonstrating their talents and special abilities within a
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$,rpportive school contoc will also demonstrate high scores in mgnitive/personal variables

relating to school. In other words, ifBandura's theory of reciprocal determinism is correct,

children who are demonsrating high levels of academic performance within a srpportive

school environment should also have high scores in the areas of academic self concept

locus ofcontrol and selfeffcacy.

Giftd Children /Children with Special Abilities

Prior to discussing linlcs between academic self concepf locus of control, self efficacy and

school performance it is necessary to explain the use of two terms which will appear in this

literature review in relation to children's academic performance. These terms are "Gfted

Children" and "Children with Special Abilities".

Gftedness is a term which has been used over many decades and is still used regularly in

some current literature (Feldhusen, 1986a and 1986b; Hoge and McShefrey, l99l; Gross,

1993; Braggett 1994). It is difrcult to provide one set definition of giftedness because as

Davis and Rimm (1994) state, 'ttrcre is no one definition of "gifted", "talented" or

"giftedness" that is universally accepted ... and common usage ofthe terms even by experts

is ambiguous and inconsistent'' (p. 16). R€nailli and Reis (l99la) also explain that misrse

ofthe concept ofgiftedness has given rise to a great deal of criticism and confusion in terms

of identification and programming. They believe "labelling students as gifted is counter-

productivd' @enanlli and Reis, 19914 p. 34). Likewise, Clark (1988) explains that the

term 'gift' carries an unfortunate connotation of high level performance which is handed to
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I person without any effort on their behalf:

The term Children with Special Abilities is anrrently usod by many New Txrrlmd

rpsearchers zuch as McAlpine (1993 and 1996a); Bwan-Brown (199a); Moltzen (1995).

It was ranked as the most prefened term by New Zealand College ofEducation students in

1990 (McAlpine, 1990).

Crardneds Model of Multiple Intelligences (1983) provides a theoretical framework for the

concept of special abilitie.s because many educators s€e Gardne/s original seven

intelligences as seven areas where special abilities can be recognised. Gardneds Model

(1983) specifies seven domains ofintelligence in the following sreas:

. linguistic intelligence

. logcal mathematical intelligence

. spatial intelligence

o musical intelligence

o bodily kinesthetic

o interpersonal intelligence

. intrapersonal intelligence

The New Zealmd Department of Education (19S6) definition of Children with Special

Abilities is based upon the principle of multiple intelligences and it is the definition which

will be adopted in this thesis, *Children with Specid Abilities Giftd and talanted) are c
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those who demonstrate high performance relative to their educational context in one or

more of a wide range of areas, such as:

o specific academic, technical or mechanical aptitude and achieveme'nt

o creative, productive or intuitive thinking

. cultural arts:verbal, visual, performing

o general intelligence

r psychomotor

o cultural traditions, values and ethics

r social skills and leadership

o aesthetics

Such abilities will become evident at different stages in an indMdual's development

provided they are given the opportunity to demonstrate their abilif' (in McAlpine,19944

p.24).

While the terms Gfted, Gifted and Talented and Children with Special Abilities are used

synonymously in the literature, the term Children with Special Abilities will be used in this

literature review unless direct references or quotes are included from researchers who use

the term Gfted.

Children with Speial Abilities end Self Concept

Positive links betrveen self concept and school achievement will been presented in this

review. However, contrasting rezults between the two areas above can also occur

@racken, 1980; Whitmore, 1980). One reason to account for these contrasting results
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could be the fact that in much researoh, self concept is viewed as being global rather than

multi-dimensional. According to Byrne (1984), in relation to school achievement, focusing

on academic self concept produces more consistent rezults than looking at general self

concept. ln general, literature shows that academic self concept is strongly linked to

acadernic achievement (Marsb Parker and Barnes, 1985) and children who have been

regularly involved in successful learning experiences tend to have positive perceptions of

their own academic ability. This link between academic self concept and acadernic

performance has been demonstrated with gifted students and there is much literature

emphasising that gifted children have significantly higher perceptions of academic self

worth than their peers (Ketcham and Snyder, L977; Ctnpman and Boersm4 1986;

Chapman and McAlpine, 1988; Schneider and Lee, 1990). In Chapman and McAlpine's

(1988) Sdy, they used the Perception of Ability Scale to compare school self concept

scores for gifted children with average achieving children. Rezults showed that the giftd

children had significantly higher scores than their comparison groups in general academic

ability, mathematics, reading/spelling ability and confidence. These higher scores for gifted

children in the area of academic self concept can be explained by refening back to

Bandura's (1986a) theory of reciprocal determinism and the interactive relationship between

thought and behaviour. For examplg feelings of academic self concept are closely tied to

experiences of success within the school conte)d and for children achieving well it is

understandable that their feelings of personal competence are likely to be reinforced

positively when compared with those children not achieving so well. Davis and Rimm

(19%) state that for children "the school setting looms very largg feedback from school
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work and the teacher is extremely important in telling each child whether he or she is

capablg competent and a worthwhile person" G,. 172). At this point, it is necessary to note

that it does not automatically follow that all children who have been identffied as gifted will

have high scores of academic self conc€pt. In fact Glenn (lg7g) and Bracken (lgg0)

present findings which higtilight conflicting results in the area of academic self concept for

gifted children. Literature shows that gifted children, not given the opportunity to have

their talents extended, demonstrate diminished self esteem scores @odger, 1979; Fults,

1980)' However, enhancing the academic self concept of children with special abilities is

more complex than simpb withdrawing these children from class so they can participate in

highly selective withdrawal progranrmes.

while there is a strong positive relationship between academic ability and academic self

concept (Strein et al, 1989), there is interesting research which zuggests that academic self

concept can provide a strong frame of reference and that comparing one,s academic

performance with the performance of immediate peers can strongly determine one,s

academic self concept (Marsh and Parker, 1984). Marsh and parker (19g4) introduce the

idea of the Big-Fistr-Littte-Pond Efect in relation to academic self concept (streiq cain,

Rlelman and schwalb; 1989, p. 4. They caution educators to be aware of the possibility

that involvement in highly selective programmes may have the effect of lowering the

academic self concept of high ability students, particularly iftheir reference group has been

peers in the regular class. This Big-Fish-Linle-Pond Etrect has been $pported by

Tannenbaum (1983) who claims that "some people who think well of their own abilities
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tend to 'play it safe' and avoid opportunities to prove themselves again and again for fear of

failure and the consequent threat to their selfimages" (Tannenbaunr, 1983, p. 167).

The literature in this review illustrates that there is a reciprocal relationship between

academic self-concept and academic performance; therefore children should be able to

participate in a stimulating school environment which promotes and develops talent

performance in a way which strengthens rather than thneatens their feelings of academic

self worth. Feldhusen and Hoover (1986) propos€ that there is a relationship for grfted

indMduals in their self concept, self esteem and rcalization of ability. While this may be

true, this relationship may also apply to many other children who have not being identified

as 'gifted' but who have potential special abilities in particular domains.

Children with Speciat Abitities end Locus of Control

A number of current references relating to locus of control highlight that internal locus of

control is strongly linked to the realization of potential @rikssorl 1990; Herskovits and

Getrerth 1992). As Skinner, Wellbom and Connell (1990) state, "an important contributor

to school performance is an individual's expectation about whether he or she has any

control over academic successes or ftilures". Rotter (1966) showed that there was "a

significant correlation between internal locus of control level of aspiration and achievement

motivation". Research with gned children supports the fact that achievement is connected

to locus of control (tvfilgram and Mlgranq 1976; Davis and Rimrq 1989) and that giftd

children have a strong internal locus of control and are more intemally oriented than their
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peers.

Why should it be that gifted children generally have higher scores of internal locus of

control than their peers who have not been identified as gifted? One possible reason for this

fend could be the fact that children who have been identified as gifted may have their

beliefs confirmed about their high ability. Also they may consider they have the ability to

control their academic performance. This view has been zupported by a number of

researchers who claim that children who believe that good grades are caused by internal

and controllable causes and who believe they possess high ability, perform better

academically(Weiner, 1979; I*fCourt, 1980; llarter, l98l; Stipe( 1988).

Self Eflicecy end High Performence

A number of studies emphasise the link between perceived self efficacy and school

performance, with heightened self efficacy being linked to groater performance attainment

(Nicholls, 1979; Paris and Ok4 1986; Bandur4 19864 Shell, Murphy and Bruning 1989).

According to Bandura (1986a) perceived self efficacy is influenced by ma*ery experiences.

Thereforg it follows that the more oppornrnity a person has to participate in zuccessfi"rl

learning experienceq the more positively this will influence an individual's perceptions of

self efficacy. As with academic self concept and locus of control self efficacy and

performance are causally linked and interactive deterrninants of each other. Baun\ Owen

and Dixon (1991) explaiq "as a person zucceeds, self efficacy is reinforced and the

heightened self efficacy increases motivation to purzue similar tasks'' (p.28) Unlike areas
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of academic self concept and internal locus of control, there was not much research to be

found which directly stated that gifted children had higher self efficacy levels than their

peers. It is more difEcult to make broad generalizations about self effcacy since self

efficacy is usually referred to in relation to a particular situation and generally measured in

relation to set tasks such as ReadingAl/riting or Maths (Norwic[ 1987; Shell, Murphy and

Bruning 1989). However, since self efficary is strongly linked to performance and there is

"a strong relationship between self efficacy and use" (Starko and Schac( 1989, p.I19), it

seems appropriate to predict that if children who have special abilities in particular areas are

given the opporhmity to develop these to higher levels of mastery then they may dwelop

higher self efficacy levels in those particular areas.

The reciprocal nature of self efficacy gives rise to an issue of concern for children who may

be experiencing failure in our school contexts. Children who are on the receiving end of

negative school experiences and who do not get opporhrnities to enhance their mastery of

particular skills may often receive cues from the environment which are likely to have

negative influences on their self efficacy. As Baunr, Owen and Dixon (1991) statg "it is

easy to predia that a student accustomed to failure will have low academic self efficacy and

that perception will motivate him to avoid classroom goals" (p 28). This is not a new

prediction. ln 1974 Tversky and Kahneman explained that people rely on a number of

judgemental cues or' anchors ' and these anchors influence judgement of self efficacy and

subsequent behaviours (Cervone and Peake 1986). It is likely that children whose special

abilities and/or cultural talents are not acknowledged in school may receive strong negative
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cues about the acceptability of these abilities, and the.se cues may serve as anchor points for

self efficacy inhibiting children's future performance in these areas of ability. On the basis of

the research abovg it is most important to consider the possible impact on self efficacy and

future performance when children are not given the oppornrnity to be included in

programmes which could promote the demonstration of potential special abilities. As

Renzulli (1986) states, '\re cannot guarantee giftd behaviours, but we can guarantee that

by making opportunities available we are increasing the possibility of these behaviours

being e>cpressed" (p.81). This issue will be explored in more daail towards the end of the

literature review.

Curiculum Prugrammes Which Support Childrcn with SpecialAbilities

Some children who demonstrate special abilities are forhrnate to be given opporhrnities in

school to participate in cuniculum programmes which zupport and foster the development

of their talents and special abilities. While these curriculum programmes are designed to

reinforce and enhance mastery of talent, many of these programmes are also based on

learning principles which can promote the development of children's academic self concept,

internal locus of control and self efficary.

Some cuniculum models will be described in detail and following this, the structures within

each model which have potential to promote the affective constructs of academic self

concept, internal locus of control and self efficacy, will be outlined. There are many

curriculum models described in the literature which provide frameworks for teachers in
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planning and designing differentiated programmes for Children with Special Abilities. Prior

to describing some of these models it is necessary to explain that s.rch models can

sometimes differentiate in their goals depending upon whether they are presoibing

acceleration, enrichment or a combination ofboth.

Acceleration and Enrichment

Davis and Rimm (1994) state that acceleration and enrichment can be a matter of

"passionate controverqy''with theorists advocating the pros and cons of one approach over

another. Davis and Rimm (1994 ) orplain that acceleration implies "moving faster through

academic content" (p. 105). This often means guing younger children the opportunity to

participate in cuniculum activities which have been recommended for older children.

Braggett (1994) notes that while acceleration gives the child the chance to proceed more

quicHy, or at an earlier age through cuniqrlum conten! it does not always require class or

year promotions. Braggett explains that acceleration can permit students to "@mmence a

unit of work earlier than otherg or move through a prograrnme more quicHy than otherg

because they are capable ofincreased speed" (p. 89).

Enrichment however refers to "richer and more varied educational experiences, a

curriculum that is modified to provide greater deph and breadth than is gmerally provided"

(Schiever and Maker, l99l in Davis and Rimrq 1994, p.105).

In addition to the two terms 'acceleration' and 'enrichment' some researchers also
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differentiate benryeen the term enrichment and octension. In Braggett's (1994) view,

..eruichment is related to broadening of content, understanding, processes and skills beyond

the core cuniculum and at a level appropriate to each child's developmental let/ef' (p 73)-

Howeveq according to Braggett, "fitension concen$ depth of studies and the ability to

integfate one's knowledge at a deeper level of conceptualisation" (p. 73). Despite

differentiating between the two concepts Braggett concludes that "enrichment and

erctension are nrin concepts and cannot be divorced from each othei" (P.73)'

Just as enrichment and ortension are connected concepts, elements of acceleration and

enrichment can be related and as Moltzen (1995) orplains, 'the important distinction is in

the emphasis, as obviously there is uzually a degree of overlap between the two" (p-291).

Whatever the emphasis, the most important fact is that children have the right to be

involved in learning programmes whictr are designed to best zuit their individual needs at

that partiorlar time and as Dalton and Smith (1991) recommend we should "include

provision for acceleratiorg enrichment and extensior\ and any appropriate provision rnay

contain elements ofeach" G.l7).

Integration of acc,eleration and enrichment is srpported by many researchers and theorists

cgrrently witing in the field of Gfted Education,Treffinger (1975 and 1982); Renzulli

(1977 and 1994); Kolloffand Feldhusen (l98la); Betts (1991);McAlpine (1993); Braggett

(199a); Davis urd Rimm (199a); Feldhusen (199a); Moltzen (1995). These cuniculum

models now to be described in this review do not treat acceleratiorl enrichment and
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extension as separate entities; instead elements of each are integrated within these models.

Of the eleven cuniculum models uzually described in literature associated with the

education of Children with Special Abilities (Renzulli 1977 and l98E; Betts, 1985 and

l99l; Cox, Daniel and Bostorl 1985; Feldhusen and Kollo$ 1986; Meeker and Meeker,

1986; Treffinger, 1986; Williams, 1986; Grilfor4 1988; Taylor, 1988; Renzulli and Reig

l9lb; Kraxrz, 1993; Schlichter and Palmer, 1993) four curriculum models will be

presented in this literature review. These four models have been selected to be used

because it is possible that they have the potential to promote academic self concept, internal

locus of control and self efficacy. It may also be possible that these four models have

potential to be integrated with each other and developed into a unique enrichment

prograrnme, so that children at risk of underachieving have the oppornrnity to demonstrate

their strengths as well as those children who have dready been identified as having special

abilities. The four cuniculum models will now be described and following this, details will

be presented about how the models can enhance academic self concept internal locus of

control and self effcacv.

Renzulli's Enrichment Triad

Renzulli's Enrichment Triad (1977) is one of the most widely used models for catering for

Children with Special Abilities. There are three qualitatively different stages of enrichment

within the model. Type I enrichment tasks are based on "general exploratory activities"

which can reinforce children's current interests or stimulate their enthusiasm in a new topic
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area. An important component of Type I enrichment is that it "capitalises on differences in

children's interests and learning styles" @enzulli, I994,p.212). TWe tr enrichment focuses

on enhancing children's process skills in areas zuch as metacognitioq researc[ written and

oral communication. Type tr enrichment tasks can be planned systematically by the teacher

or they can develop as an outcome of children's special interests. A m4jor advant4ge of

Renzulli's Emichment Triad is its potential for inclusiveness, in that Tlpe I and tr

enrichment activities can be used with all children in the class. Type Itr enrichment is for

children demonstrating special ability behaviours. In Type Itr enrichment children take on

the role of first hand investigators and they can apply their knowledge, thinking and creative

skills to an area of personal research. Type Itr investigations aim to empower the leamer

because the child has a major role in planning and designing his/her personal research.

Type tr activities can be incorporated within Type Itr tasks. The teacher provides support

for the child who is involved in Type Itr enrichment, resources may be recomme,nded and

the teacher may initiate contaot between the child and an appropriate mentor. According to

Renzulli (1994), when teachers are working with children on Type m tasks they need to go

beyond simply asking questions; rather their emphasis should be upon "problem and

product focusing" (p. 230). In addition to the three-staged structure of the Enrichment

Triad Model, Renzulli explains that the model is based upon three important considerations.

Acceptance that learning occurs in a natural way is the first of these considerations.

Instead of artificially structuring the learning environmen! the Enrichment Triad aims to

give children the opportunity to learn about problerns of 'real' interest or concern to them.

Renzulli (1994) explains that "for individuals to explore a problan with some degree of
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cornfiftment and enthusiasm the individual must see a personal reason for taking action" (p.

208). The second consideratior\ upon which the Triad is based, is that interaction between

the three types of enrichment is as important as any one type of enrichment. As Rerzulli

(1994) states, "it is a good idea to view Tlpe I and tr enrichment as identification situations

that may lead to Tlpe III' (p. 209). Renzulli's third important consideratiorl and one which

is particularly relevant to the area of academic self concep! is that the Enrichment Triad is

designed to help students gain personal knowledge about their own abilities, interests and

preferred learning styles. It seems reasonable to assume that by gaining this personal

knowledge it may reinforce and enhance children's confidence in their academic self-worth

and in their belief in their ability to perform specific behaviours.

Trcflinger's Modcl for Incrcesing Setf Ilirrcction

Treffinger's Model (1986) is a sequential model which is based on a four st4ge plan of

teaching increased independence and self directed learning. In the first stage, called the

command-stylg the teacher determines all work to be completed and evaluates finished

products according to his/her own set criteria. In st4ge two and three of the model children

are given the chance to select learning and topic alternatives zuch as working with peerg or

using learning centres. During stage two and three, children become more active

participants in their learning and the teacher encourages them to take more responsibility in

their decisions about learning and evaluation. The fourth stage of Treffinger's model is

known as the 'self-directed stage'. In this stage children are given the opportunity to

develop their own action plan of learning. As with Renanlli's Triad (1977), children
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involved in Treffinger's Model oflncreased SelfDirection are given the opportunity to take

a more active role in their learning as they progress through the stages in the model.

Eventually some children will be able to create choices in their leaming carry out activities

in a self selected time frame and evaluate their own progress @avis and Rimrq 1989,

p.l6l). Other children will work on stage one, two and tlree activities, depending on their

individual needs.

Betts' Autonomous Learner Model

The Autonomous Learner Model (Be'tts, 1985 and l99l) is made up of five different

dimensions which are presented sequentially to the learner. The first dimension called

'orientation' focuses on students learning about themselves and each other within the

context of group building activities. Individual developmen! which is the second

dimension in Betts' Autonomous Learner Model, focuses on enhancing learning skills in the

areas of

o thinking and research shlls

. interpersonal skills

o Gareer involvement

There is also an important focus in this model on the learner's self concept in terms of

helping the child develop personal understandings about their strengths ud weaknesses.

The second dimension also aims to enhance the skills which promote independent,

autonomous learning. It is interesting to note that this second dimension within Betts'

Model reinforces the importance of enhancing cognitive/personal vuiables, which Bandura
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claims are key factors promoting demonstration of behaviour. Dimensions three and four

within Betts' Model, focus on enrichment activities and seminar presentations which are

indMdually and group oriented. While Renzulli (1994) emphasises the importance of a

"sense of agdience', Betts also stresses the need for students to present information to an

audience and a key aspect within the fourth dimension ofBetts' Model is for the students to

involve their agdiences in discussion activities related to the topics being presented. An in-

depth study is the final dimension of Betts' Model. In this dimension students focus on an

individual or small group investigation. This dimension of Betts' Model is very similar to

Renzulli's Type Itr stage because the learner has as much autonomy as possible in terms of

deciding the topic to be explored, the resour@s n@essary, and how the final product will

be presented and evaluated.

The key aim of Betts' cuniculum model is to promote responsible, creative and

independent learners and it is significant to note that according to Bettg in order to achieve

this ainL the model is specifically designed to help students develop more positive self

concepts and comprehend their owngiftedness @avis and Rimr4 1994')'

Purdue Threc Stage Enrichment Modd

Feldhusen and Kolloff's Purdue Model (1986) is similar to the other three cuniculum

models previously described in this review. This model is also based on developing and

strengthening children's thinking skills from convergent problem solving to independent

leaming strategies. As with Renzulli's Triad (1977) there are also three stages within the
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purdue Model. Stage I focuses on enhancing process thinking skills and within the

contexts of science, maths and language, the model describes activities which are designed

specifically to promote creative thinking skills. Stage tr is called 'Development of Creative

Problem Solving Abilities' and within this stage learners are involved in more complex

creative thinking srategies. Creative Problern Solving and Future Problem Solving are key

components of sage tr. St4ge Itr activities focus on the 'Development of Independent

Study Skills' and, as with the final stages in each of the previously described models, Stage

Itr activities in this model involve learners in challenging and creative approaches to

investigating real life problems.

Justification for Why These Models have been Selected for this Research

The most important reason for selecting these models for this research is that each model

has potential to be incorporated effectively within the firamework of the regular class

progmflrme. This can oocur because the models are structured according to sequential

stages which can provide qualitatively and quantitatively different learning tasks for

children. Due to this structure, it is possible that children could be given the opportunity to

participate in these sequential stages within the context of a class theme or unit of work.

For example, in relation to Renzulli's Enrichment Triad Model (1977), Renzulli explains

that Tlpe I and tr enrichment can be incorporated in every class with some skills being

taught "in a small gfoup setting to those who have not already acquired the skill, and other

skills might be taught to only those students interested in learning them" @en:nrlli, 1994,

p.219). Type tr activities within Renanlli's Model provide qualitatively different learning
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ereeriences and Tlpe Itr tasks are particularly for children who have shown special

competence in the area being pursred. Similarly, within Treffnge/s Model for Increasing

Self Directedness the initial stages can also be developed by the teacher as activities for the

entire class or for indMdual children. The final stages in Treffingeds Model can be purzued

specifically by Children with Special Abilities. While Betts' Model of Learning Autonomy

and The Purdue Three Stage Enrichment Model (1986) are often referred to as 'pull out

programmes' for specific groups of learnerg it is possible that both these cuniculum models

have potential to be implemented within the regular primary class programme, because like

Renanlli's and Treffinger's Models, Betts and The Purdue Model are stnrctured according

to similar qualitative and quantitative st4ges. Davis and Rimm (1994) provide zupport for

this proposal. They highlight that the initial stages ofRenzulli's Enrichment Programme are

"considered valuable for and should be used with all students" 0r. 162) and they emphasise

the fact that the curriculum models are consistent and complementary with each other (p.

147). Due to the complementary structure of the models it seems appropriate to propose

that the four cuniculum models of Renanlli (1977); Betts (1985 and l99l); Treffinger

(1986); Feldhusen and Kolloff(19S6) could be integrated and used within the context of a

class theme or topic of snrdy.

Another strong deciding factor for using these four cuniculum models in this research is

that the models are all based on principles which have potential to promote the

development of children's academic self concep! internal locus of control and self efficacy.

In fact Betts (1985) claims that one of the key reasons why his cuniculum model was
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designed specifically to help shrdents develop more positive self concepts.

Principtes within the Models which have Potential to Promote Academic Self

Concepf Locus of Control and Self Ellicacy

Wthin each model children can experience $rcoess in the stage or stages in which they are

involved. Children are glven opporhrnity to develop more confidence in their own abilities

and it is likely that this success may reinforce their feelings of persond competence and

academic self worth. There is a strong metacognitive component within each of the

enrichment models (Davis and Rimrq 1994). This gives children opportunities to gain

knowledge and awareness of their own cognitive processes @rowrq Bransford Ferra and

Campiang 1983). Such cognitive awareness is a powerfi.rl factor furfluencing academic self

concept because it can strengthen children's feeling of academic competence and promote

confidence in aspiring to achieve higher acadernic goals. Tannenbaum (1983) proposes that

it is possible to "maximise the uses of one's general abilif' if individuals are given the

opportunity to stretch their minds to the outer limits According to Fletcher (1978) human

capabilities can be maximised by gning learners the oppornrnity to use the following

cognitive capacities:

I to assimilate experiences

2 to process (storg combine, qynthesize) experiences

3 to take action

4 to determine or create purpose (in Tannenbaunr, 1983, p.120'l2l)

These cognitive capacities are integral components of the four cuniculum models of
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Renznlli (1977); Betts (1985 and l99l); Treffinger (1986); Feldhusen and Kolloff(1986)

which have been selected for use in this research.

The four cuniculum models are structured so that children have opportunities to work with

peers and mentors who provide scaffolding for the learner. Scatrolding occurs when there

is graduated assistance during leaming from someone who is experienced and

knowledgeable, such as a teacher or mentor (Smitb 1992, p.197). Scatrolding usually

develops during paired activities such as peer tutoring, p€r problem solving or a team

investigation. According to Vygotsky (1978) children's cognitive development is enhanced

when scaffolding occurs because their level of potential can be developed as they are

gurded by others who are more capable. When children are guided towards more self

regulated leaming their gains in academic confidence may lead to gains in self efficacy and

demonstration of special ability behaviours. Research by Stanley, Siegel, Cooper and

Marshall (1995) suggests that significant differences can occur in the number of children

identified as glftd when scafFolding is incorporated as part of the identification assessment

process. Results from Stanley et al (1995) showed that fifty percent of previously identified

non-gifted children qualified as gfted when Vygotsky's dynamic assessment procedures

were used instead of static ass€ssment procedures. This study demonstrates the power of

scatrolding and illustrates that there are specific teaching processes which can optimise the

demonstration of giftedness. Feuerstein (1979) also supports Vygotslcy's dynamic

assessment procedures. In Feuerstein's view one can determine the extent to which

children's functioning levels can be modified by using appropriate helping tactics fn
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Tannenbaunq 1983, p. 45).

The four curriculum models also have potential to promote the development of children's

internd locus of control. For examplg when working with these cuniculum models

teachers can strucfure their class prograrnmes so that children have some choice in

investigating areas of individual interest. Creative problem solving challenges and higher

lwel thinking activities can be set up within leaming centres and children can be given

choice in their tasks and the opportunity to develop some autonomy in their learning. It is

possible that zuch opportunities will foster children's feelings of internal locus of control in

the academic domain because they are being encouraged to take responsibility for their

learning and the classroom environment has been structured so children feel they can

attribute successful learning experiences to their own efforts and ability. These

opportunities are key ingredients in influencing the development of internal locus of control

(Rotter, 197 5; Gage and Berliner, I 991).

The four ourriculum models may also have potential to reinforce and enhance children's self

efficary. It is possible that performance accomplishmen! which is the major souroe of self

efficacy, would be enhanced for children a.s they progress through the stages within the

curriculum models, especially if all children can accomplish $rccess with the initial

enrichment actMties (Renarlli and Reis, l99la). Children with Special Abilities could have

their feelings of personal comp€tence enhanced as they participate in more challenging

Type Itr investigations.
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According to Bandur4 self efficacy is enhanced by vicarious experiences in the form of

social comparisons with their peers. The four cuniculum models ofRenanlli (1977); Betts

(1985 and l99l); Treffinger (1986); Feldhusen and Kolloff(1986) all have the potential to

be structured in a number of ways so as to enable children to work alongside their peerg

and take part in group situations where strategies for performing academic tasks

zuccessfi.rlly are modelled. Verbal persuasion and emotional arousal are the other two

sources influencing the development of self efficacy (Bandurq 1986a). The stnrctures

within the four cuniculum models can also reinforce these important sources of self efficacy

because, if all children have the opporhrnity to participate in the initial stages within the

enrichment prognunme, it is possible that they will be gently encouraged towards believing

that they can cope successfully with these academic tasks. Ctrildren with Special Abilities,

who are given the opportunity to take an active part in designing their own investigations,

are likely to receive positive messages about their acadernic abilities fiom the learning

autonomy which they are being given. While the teachers guide children as they progress

through their Type III investigations, children are givan the opportunities to focus on their

own leaming goals and on the strategies they intend to use to achieve these goals @avis

and Rimrn, 1994). Teachers who are positive about children's action plans can give

children the confidence they need to attempt tasks with enthusiasm and to believe in their

own abilities to cope zuccessfully with these challenges.

A most advantageous feature for children and teachers working with the four curriculum
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models, is that learners can have the option to return to initial enrichme'lrt stages if and

when they need to reinforce or learn new Tlpe I and tr skills. Renanlli likens this

opportunity to a 'Revolving Door' process where an individual has the freedom to stop and

get out or continue on with their joumey as their need uises. It seems possible that this

opportunity will encourage children to feel relaxed and have more control of their learning

environment. According to Bandura (1986a) these are powerful factors affecting the

development of self efficacy. Clearly each ofthe sources of self efrcacy as highlighted by

Bandur4 can be promoted and enhanced interactively and independently with these

cuniculum models. The potential for interactive benefits is an important point to be

onphasised since Bandura stress€s that it is the interactive as well as the independent effects

ofthese sources of information which influence an individual's perception of self efficacy.

Integrating the four cuniculum models into a unique enrichment programme for children's

use in the classroon\ can be described as an environmental intervention. Literature from

Bronfenbrenner (1979); Tannenbaum (1983); Bandura (1986a); Braggett (1994)

emphasises the significant influence which environmental faclors have on the demonstration

of behaviours. Bronfenbrenner's (1979) Ecological Model stresses the importance of the

environment, conceptualising the environment at several ler,rels with each level influencing

the child's development either directly or indirectly. A very important feature within

Bronfenbrenne/s Model is the emphasis on the levels of the environment. According to

Bronfenbrenner these levels have linla with each other and the nature and strength of these

links between the home and school environment can have a major influence on children's
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development. The important role of the home and school environment is also zupported by

Braggett (1994) who states that "significant persons such as parents and teachers and

important environments such as the home and school actually enhance or retard the

expression oftalent" (p 34) The four cuniculum models ofRenz,rlli (1977); Betts (1985

and l99l); Treffinger (1986); Feldhusen and Kolloff(1986) have potentid to facilitate linlcs

between the child's home and school environment, for example, a child pursring an in-depth

Type Itr investigation within Renzulli's Enrichment Triad or Feldhusen and Kolloff's

Model is uzually pursuing a problem with a personal frame of reference and the types of

learning experiences associated with the exploration of this problem often involve

assistance, guidance and support from teachers, parents, peers and mentors. In the light of

Bronfenbrenne/s theory this feature of promoting linla between the home and school, as

within Renzulli's or Feldhusen and Kolloff's Model, is particularly advantageous for

children in terms of enhancing their developmental potential.

In the field of the education of Children with Specid Abilities there is much research and

literature suppofting the fact that environmental variables contribute significantly to the

development and demonstration of talents and abilities (TannenbaunL 1983; Gagne, 1985;

Renanlli, 1986; Moltzen; 1995). According to Tannenbaum (1983) the environment is a

key component in promoting the ernergence of talent. In his psychosocial model of

giftedness Tannenbar.rm identifies five factors which need to link together in order to

promote excellence in behaviour. He emphasises environmental factors and chance factors

within the environment as two crucial variables necessary to promote the demonstration of
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talent. According to Tannenbaum (1983), "stimulating home, school and community

settings are indispensable, not only for ma,ximising potentialities but also for helping to

determine the directions they take" (p. 86). Tannenbaum explains that chance factors

within the environment such as 'meeting the right teacher at the right time' can also serve

to promote the demonstration oftalent. Gagnes Differential Model of giftedness and talent

(1985) also emphasies that the environment is one of the key catalysts influencing the

development and performance of talent.

The literature in this review supports the fact that environmental factors have a great deal to

do with the degree to which behaviours are expressed. This perspective is widely accepted

by New Zerlarrd and Australian authors uniting in the field of Children with Special

Abilities. According to Moltzen (1995), "a truly responsive environment provides the

most effective context for identification of students with special abilities" G,.282). The

features of a responsive environment are specified by Moltzen (1995, p. 283) and it is

interesting to note that each ofthe components which he highlights such as.

regular opportunity for choice

flexibility of programme structure

. provision for moderation and study and purzuit of individual interests

is an integral part of each ofthe four curriculum models which are considered for use within

this research.

Braggett (1994) emphasises the important role of the environment in his model of the
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General Conception of Gftedness, which he claims as being arl acc€pted model by most

New Zealanders and Australians interested in the field oftalent development (p. 34). In his

model Braggett (19%) $resses the imperative role of the environment in terms of

feciliteting the demonsnation of talents and special abilities. In relation to behaviour

performance, Braggett's model $pports Bandura's (1986a) theory of reciprocal

daerminism. Braggett (1994) Erplains it takes a complex interaction of abilities, with

personal and environmental frctors, to promote the development oftalent over time (p. 34)

Renzulli (1986) also provides strong zupport to reinforce the powerfi.rl role of the

environment upon behaviour performance. Renadli states that "research clearly and

tells us that giftedness is a condition that can be developed in some people if

an appropriate inteBction takes place between a persor\ his/her environment and a

particular area of human endeavour" (p. 60). Renailli (1986) claims that "our orientation

must be re-directed from the traditional concept of "being gftd" towards devcloping

giftd behaviours in c€rtain studentq at certain times and under c€rtain circumstances' (p.

63). While Renzulli accentuates the power of the classroom environmen! in terms of

enhancing behaviour performance, questions immediately arise in response to Renzulli's

clainq for example:

who are these 'cstain students' whom educators should be focusing upon to

develop their giftd behaviours?

when are the 'c€rtain times' and what are the 'certain circumstances' which

promote the dwelopment ofgifted behaviours?
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These are very significant questions for those interested in helping children realise their

potential. What is even more significant however is that answers to these questions have

been provided by theorists and practitioners zuch as: Treffinger (1975 & 1982); Renzulli

(1977 & lD$;Feldhusen (1981); Tannenbaum (1983); Betts (1985 and l99l); Bandura

(1986a); Marjoram (1988); Dalton and Smith (1991); Renzrlli and Reis (l99lb); Gross

(1993); McAlpine (1993); Moltzen (1995).

When are the 'Certain Times' and What are the 'Certain Circumstances' ?

Conditions and sequential strategies which foster the dwelopment and demonstration of

special abilities are outlined for educators in cuniorlum models from of Renzul\ (1977);

Bems (1985 and l99l); Treffinger (1986); Feldhusen and Kolloff (1986). Advice about

how to create a responsive classroom environment so children are given opportunities to

dwelop their abilities is given by Marjoram (1983); Dalton and Smith (1991); McAlpine

(1993); Braggett (199a); Moltze4 (1995). There is also a great deal of literature

accentuating the role of affective constructs in providing important circumstances and

conditions wlrich promote the development of giftd behaviours (fannenbatrn, 1983;

Betts, 1985; Bandura" 19864 Gross, 1993). It can be argued strongly that as educators we

heve been given specific directions about conditions which can promote the developmant

of children's potential special abilities.

Who are the 'Certain Students' ?

The next important question arising from Renzulli's claim focuses upon the 'certain
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shrdents' whom Renanlli claims educators should be encouraging to demonstrate their

special abilities and talents. There is also much literature which provides suggested

directions in this area (Renanlli, 1986; Clarh 1988; Dalton and Smitt\ 1991; Renalli and

Reis, l99la and l99lb; Reid, 1992). Renzulli (1986) recommends that dl children

should be given the opportunity to participate in the initial stages of his enrichment

prograrnme because this provides opporhrnities for children to show their potential and let

their interests and abilities emerge. He draws attention to a group of children whom he

calls the 'potentially gifted' that is "those who could make it under the right conditions"

(Renzulli, 1986, p. 6l) and he stresses the need for recognising and catering for these

children in educational programmes. Rerzulli's School WideEnrichment Model is designed

to foster the development of children's potential grfts and talents with Tlpe I and tr

enrichment tasks being incorporated into every class. Renzulli claims that "as educators we

must forgo the arrogant assumption that on the first day of school we can know who is or

is not gifted" (p.63). Instead he recommends flexibility in identification and programming

so that more children have opportunities to participate in programmes which nurture their

potential talents.

While all children deserve the chance to participate in quality eruichment progrunmeq it is

essential to reflect upon the principles of equrty and to acknowledge that there are specific

groups of children who require differentiation within their school programmes in order to

enhance their leaming and academic success. Children with learning disabilities have the

right to be given extra support and to participate in learning activities which suit their
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individual needs. Such support can be given within the context of the regular classroom in

order that children with learning difficulties do not need to be labelled or segregated fiom

their peers. Likewisg there are other groups of children such as children from different

ethnic goups, children from lower socio-economic groups and children with special

abilities who require extra support becar"rse they are in the high risk category of

underachieving in school (Haberman, l99l; Jones, l99l; Renzulli and Reis, l99la;

Moltzen, 1995). These groups of children will be focused upon in the next chapter of this

review.

The Achievement Initiative Document from New Zealand (1991) states that schools must

meet the needs of "underachieving students" and those of "exceptional abilif'. It is the

educator's responsibility to explore alternative teaching strategies which may zupport these

children's special needs. To overlook these groups of children is to disregard the principles

of equity, and as McAlpine (1993) states, "equrty is the cornerstone in arguing for

appropriate and fair programmes for all groups of children" (McAlpine, 1993, p. l0).

Underachievemcnt

Underachievement occurs when children fail to achieve at a level which is consistent with

their ability. According to Davis and Rimm (1994) underachiwement can be de'fined as "a

discrepancy between the child's school performance and some index of his or her actud

ability, zuch as intelligence, achievemenL or creativity s@res, or observational data' (p.

281). While there are many definitions of underachievernen! Moltzen (1996) orplains that
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it may be more appropriate to talk about 'underachieving behaviours' rather than

'underachievement' because many students who underachieve at school may achieve highly

in activities outside school. What is particularly significant for this research is that many of

the traits associated with underachievement are directly related to the affective domain

(Whitmorg 1980). In fact, Davis and Rimm (1994) highlight that the primary

characteristic of most underachievement problems appears to be low self-esteem (p.286).

An interesting point in relation to underachievement, is that Davis and Rimm describe low

self esteem as "the students not believing they are capable of accomplishing what their

family or teachers expect of them or what they should expect of themselves" (p.286). The

above definition focuses upon an individual's belief in their performance in a given situation.

Bandura defines this as self efficary, and therefore it may be more appropriate for Davis

and Rimm to acknoryledge that underachiwement is linked to low academic self efficacy as

well as low self esteem. Whether the primary characteristic of underachievement is best

described in terms of self esteem or self efficary, the main point to be emphasised in this

review is that self efficacy, self esteem and underachievement are linked and they are all

learned as a result of an individual's perceived feedback from others within the homg

school and community environment. Whitmore (1980) suggests that school is possibly the

principal source ofunderachievement and therefore, this review will focus briefly on factors

within the school environment which can influence underachievement.

Whitmore (1980) specifies seven features within school climates which she found to cause

and support underachievement. These are:
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a lack ofrespect for the individual child

a strongly competitive climate

emphasis on outside e'valuation

hfloobility and rigidity

ooggerated attention to erors and failure

an all controlling teacher

an unrewarding cuniculum.

Unforhrnately, overseas literaturc emphasises that qpecific groups of children at school s,rch

as children fiom minority ethnic groups, children from low socio-economic groupg children

with special abilities and guls fiom ethnic minority groups are exposed to some or all of

Whitrnore's conditions causing underachievement (Clark, 1988; Reiq l99l; Davis and

Rirnr4 l99t; Ilallahan and Katrftnan, 1994). Research highlights that these overse,a.s

trends inunderachievement are of major ooncern inNewZealand (Iones, l99l; Rei4 1992;

Schoeffel & Meleisea, 1996; Thamaq 1996).

A great deal of literature zupports the fact that teacher expectations can have a dramatic

impact on children's self concept and school achievement @avis and Thomas, 1989;

Kend l99l; Fo4 1993;Davis and Rimrq 1994). In terms of the selffulfilling prophecy it

is possble that teachers' orpectations are perceived by children and in turn the children

behave in a way which confirms the teache/s expectations (Rosenthal and lacobson, 1968).

As Davis and Rimm explaiq

underachievement may be directly caused by the 'helping provided' by the teacher

in the class.... sometimes teachers may help students to label themselves. For
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childreq teachers and school succ€ss are the major - if not the only source of
fi:edback concerning one's ability, competence and worth (1994, p. 300).

It is possible that there are some children who are not given the opportunity to participate

in enrichment programmes. This may occur because they may be perceived by their teacher

as having low academic ability and perhaps their teachers consider them to be unable to

cope with enrichment challenges. According to Gardner's Model of lntelligence (1983)

however, there are seven domains where special ability should be recognised and aspects

such as music, art, desigq interpersonal and intrapersonal skills are authentic areas which

should be recognised as areas of special abilities. As Moltzen (1995) explains activities

from astronomy to weaving from photography to bone carving can be considered

legitimue areas for the recognilion and development of special ability (p.273).

Renzulli (1986) presents a ThreRing Model of Gftedness in which he claims that gned

behaviour is capable of developing if there is an interaction between the three traits of

above average ability, high levels of task commitment and high levels of oeativity within a

specific domain. tfigh ability in all areas of the curriculum is not a necessary pre-requisite in

Renzulli's Model for promoting the development of a specific special ability. Renzulli

claims that there are many high potential youngsters within the group of at-risk and

underachieving students. He stresses the need to include these children in enrichment

progranrmes so as to give them opportunity to dernonstrate their potential talents. This

proposal is zupported by Moltzen (1996) who states that "providing students with access to

programmes, activities and experiences they would not normally be considered for can

sometimes provide an opportunity for them to demonstrate a previously unnoticed abiliq/'
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(p. 421). This research will focus upon designing an inclusive classroom enrichment

progamme which gives Children with Speoid Abilities the opportunity to participate in

challenging differerrtiated learning activities and wtrich also ensures that childrerl who are

potentidly at-risk of underachieving have multiple opportunities to denronstrate potential

talents and abilities. Remailli (1986) stetes, "there are no de,fensible reasons why accele,rated

cuniculum or enrichment ... cannot and should not be used with larger groups

ofstudents" (p. 76).
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CEAPTERTWO

REVIEW OF LITERATT]RE

F'ACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO I]hIDERACHIE\IEII,IENT IN SCHOOI,S

This chapter focuses upon factors within the school environment which can influence

children's academic underachievement. The school environment receives focus in this

review because it is within this context that educators can have more consistent control

when aiming to promote the demonstration of children's talents and reduce the chances of

underachievement. In this chapter factors contributing to underachievement in school will

be described for the three specific groups of children listed below:

o those from Pacific Island cultures

o those from lower socio-economic groups

. Children with Special Abilities

These groups are receiving particular foctrs in this research because, as research previously

cited has emphasised these are some of the groups in the high-risk category in terms of

underachievement in school.

Factorc Contributing to Underachievement In School for Culturelly Dilfenent

Children

The growing diversity of ethnic groups in New Zaland is a challenge for teachers
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particularly in terms of catering for the ditrering needs of each specific goup. Educational

outcomes are not consistent for the ethnic groups within New Zealand, with the Mnistry of

Education (1993b) Statistical Profile of the Position of Maori in the Education System

stating that "Maori students are less likely than European students to remain in school to

senior form levels, and they are three times as likely as their non-Maori peers to leave

school without any formal qualifications" (in Davies and Nicho[ 1993, p.47). The New

Zealand Council of Educational Research (1987) emphasise major conc€rn for ldaori

children's education stating that "judged by the qystem's own standards, Maori children are

not being successfully taught ... Maori students as a group are severely disadvantaged by

the system" (p.7). This New Zealand Council document (19E7) also claims that

underachievement is apparent for'?acific Island children5 who even in primary schools,

have a tendency to fqll behind their age cohorts" (p.108). Likewise, a document on Pacffic

Island communities in New Zealand emphasises qualification disparities for Pacific Island

people, stating that "overall ... Pacific Island people are still less likely than people in the

general population to have obtained formal qualifications" (Krishnan, Schoeffel, and

Warreq 1994, p.43). In recent interviews with trventy-five Pacific Island families in South

Auckland, Pacific Island parents expressed concerns about their children's education. From

these interviewq Schoeffel and Meleisea (1996) report that while most Pacific Island

parents aspired for their children to do well in school, many parents expressed some degree

of disappointment about their children's performance at school (p. l2). In addition to the

data above there is New Zealand literature claiming that '?olynesian children are under-

represented in the ranks of gifted and talented, as currently identified" (Reid, 1992, p. l).
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This is a major concern because, as numy experienced New Zealand teachers would know,

there are a number of Pacific Island and Maori children who possess high levels of ability in

particular domains.

Due to the space limitation of this literature review it is not possible to explore the issue of

cultural underachievement for all ethnic groups in New Zaland, especially since the 1993

statistics on the classification of ethnicity show there to be at least thirty-four different

ahnic groups currently in New Zaland. TheMaori people are now taking mqior initiatives

towards nurturing their children's cultural talents and abilities through the formation of

Kohanga Reo, Kura Kaupapa and bi-lingual classes. The focus within this literature review

will be upon underachievement of Pacific Island children because, although preschool

initiatives zuch as facific Island language nests are underway, there appears to be liule

information at present about how these initiatives are supported within the primary school

context.

Children from Pacific Island Cultures

According to the New Zealand Council for Educational Research (1987) only a small

arnount of literature can be obtained to confirm the educational disadvantage of Pacific

Islands people in New Zealand. This is because many reports do not differentiate between

Pacific Island and Maori people, and data are often presented with reference to

'Polynesians'. Also, it is patently obvious, from the search of literature in this field that very

little has been published about the underachievement and nurturance of talent for Pacific
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Island children in New Taland. Reid and McAlpine (1981) have drawn attention to

insensitivities in this area. As Reid (1992) states in relation to the area of talent

dwelopment forPacificIsland and ldaori children..it has now fallen to my lot to attempt at

lqst to delineate the problem ... and to identi$ avenues of enqurry that might be purzued

profitably'' (p. 403). It is important to note that Reid stress€s he would much rather

someone else, preferably someone from the Pacific Island culture had tacHed this topig but

he states, "he has waited patiently for others to take up the challenge and until relatively

recently no.one has" (p.403). It is encouraging to note however, that more literature is

orrattly being unitten by Pacific Island people about Pacific Island children and their

education (Mara, 1995; Schoeffel and Meleise4 1996; Thaman, 1996). Also in February

1996 aNew Taland national symposiumwas organised in Auckland to address specifically

the topic of Pacific ISland I*arning (Thaman" 1996).

Pacific Island parents place mnsiderable value on a good education for their childrerq with

this being a prime motive for migration to New Zealand for many families (Reid, 1992).

Unfortunately however, it is srggested that the cultural identities of Pacific Island people

within our education system are not zupported by the dominant culture (Jones, 1988;Reid,

1992;Mara 1995). As Reid (1992) states, "regrettably many Pacific Island immigrants

appear to be willing to zubmerge their own rich cultures in order to assimilate with the ...

Pakeha'' 6.412). Assimilation does not lead to different ethnic groups retaining their

cultural talents and unique identities. According to lvlara (1995); Schoeffel and Meleisea

(1996), retaining cultural identity is now a challenge for Pacific Island people in New
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Zealand, Mara (1995) claims that'the challenge for us as (Pacific Island) immigrants is to

maintain our ethnic and cultural identities" (p. 83). She highlights the importance of this

enterprise being taken seriously by the wider society.

There are a number of factors within the New Zex,larrd education system which may have

led to Pacific Island peoples' academic underachievement. Some of these factors will be

outlined below.

Testing

In New Zaland it is becoming increasingly rare for tests of intelligence and achievement to

be used as the sole indicator of children's intelligence and ability (Moltzeq 1995). Moltzen

(1995) argues howwer that "some students' intellectual ability may not come to a teacher's

notice as easily or as clearly by any other means" (t. 285) This being the case, it is

important for educators to remember that zuch tests can be anlturally biased for childre,n

from different ethnic backgrounds and their abilities in specific cuniculum and cultural areas

can be concealed. As Moltzen explains, "intelligence tests produce different results for

different groups of people. Clearly the tests reflect a bias towards the dominant white

culturq and contain items that reflect the values and experiences of the middle class sector

of this cultural goup" ftr. 285). Tannenbaum (1983) o<plains however, that although IQ

tests come under heavy attack for being biased, the instnrments in themselves may not

always be prejudiced. Instead he claims that the tests "merely re,flecq fairly accurately, the

biases ofthe society, by assessing potentials of children growing up in a system that fosters
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human inequalif' (p 28).

The issue of test bias can be considered from two perspectives. As Gronlund and Linn

(1990) explain it is important to examine both:

I the possible presence ofbias in test content

2 the possible unfair use of test rezults

In relation to the pres€nce of bias in test content Gronlund and Linn (1990) emphasise that

low test scores for minority children do not necessarily indicate test bias; rather the low

scores may simply indicate a lack of skill in a particular area. Gronlund and Linn (1990)

state that a test may be fair to everyone even if the scores indicate cultural differences in the

mastery of particular skills (p. 473). Rather it is the unfair use of these test r€sults which

can disadvantage children from minority groups and Crronlund and Linn (1990) stress that

the most controversial problems associated with the use of tests occur whe,n the resrlts are

used as the basis for educational selection (p. 474).

Verbal tests are dependent upon langu4ge ability and the validity of zuch test rezultq for

children with English as a second or other language zuch as Pacific Island childrerl must be

carefully considered. Davis and Rimm (1994) support the above point, highlighting that

culturally diferent students are likely to have a diffcult time when taking tests of verbal

ability, for example, vocabulary and comprehension tests (p.260). Even Reid (1992) who

has been instrumental in the formation of the New Zealand Progressive Achievement Tests

and the Test of Scholastic Abilities acknowledges that zuch tests "reflect accurately the
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emphasis and values of the dominant culture" and are "unashamedly culturally loaded"

(p s2)

Borland (1986) claims however that "we cannot conscientiously avoid the IQ tests"

(p.166). They have a place in providing cues for teachers or helping to confirm their

hunches about children's special abilities. Davis and Rimm (1994) wam however, that

children fiom diflerent ethnic backgrounds will be ovedooked if intelligence tests are seen

as the most important indicator of potentiat (p. 261). The information presented above

supports the fact that children should not be denied opportunities to participate in

enrichment progranrmes on the basis of intelligence test rezults only'

Cognitive Personal Factors Influencing Cultural Underachievement

While Boersma and Chapman (1992) state that "ethnic background does not seem to be the

main determinant of general self concept or academic self concept" (p. 62) they emphasise

that a combination offactors zuch as the effects of achievemen! classroom experiences and

socio-economic backgrounds are likely to influence children's academic self concept.

According to Krishnarq Schoeffel and Warren" (1994) Pacific Island children fall behind

their age cohorts as early as primary school. While there is limited literanre dirwtly

relating to Pacific Island children in this area" results from studies previously outlined in this

review by Chapman and Boersma (1986); Chapman (1988); Chapman and Wilkinson

(1988); illustrate that there are significant goup differences in the area of academic self

concept when comparing children performing poorly in school with children performing at
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above average ler/els. While one cannot genaaliznthese resrlts to other groups of children

it is important to recognise that ifPacific Island children do fall behind their peers in sohool

progre$ this could have negative influences upon their academic self concept and self

efficacy. This has been srpported by Thaman (1996) who states that "there is no doubt in

my mind" in the past twemty years formal education has failed most Pacific Island students,

and worse sti[ many ofthe children who dont make it at school blame thenrselves for wtrat

happened" (p. l5).

Bandura (1986a) claims there is a reciprocal link between performance and self etEcacy:

higher lerrels of self efficacy can produce higher performance attainment. It is likely that the

rev€rse €trect can also occur in relation to performance and self efficacy and children who

may be fatling behind their peers at school may develop lower perceptions of self efEcacy

relating to academic domairu. Children from different ethnic groups such as Pacific Island

childreq may be regularly exposed to learning situations in which they have limited control

over their performance. Repeated ocposure to such situatiors could result in promoting

feelings of external locus of control and may also encourage children to beliene that they

do not have the ability to srcceed in acadenric situations. As Thaman (1996) claims a

Pacific Island student who recently failed to pass an e;€m stated, "I didnt have the brains, it

was my fault" (p. l5).

Teacher Observation

Teacher obseruation has become a widely acce,pted method of identifying children's
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potential talents and abilities. There are numy checklists which teachers can us€ to assist

them with their observations and direct them to focus on a range of characteristics relating

to behaviour, motivatiorL learning and creativity. McAlpine and Reid (1996) have

developed a checklist specifically for New Zealnd teachers so as to assist them with the

identification of Children with Specid Abilities. Davis and Rimm (1994) suggest howwer,

that children from diferent ethnic groups can be disadvantaged by teacher nomination

because teachers may have lower expectations for these children. Clark (1988) dso states

that 'there remains a persistent attitude that giftd children are not found in certain

populations" (p.262). It is important to note however that Moltzen (1995) claims the

findings relating to concern about teacher observation are almost entirely based on overseas

research. He acknowledges the special strengths of New Zealand teachers in terms of

being more attuned to the faa that learning environments need to be stnrctured in order

that they are based on children's needs. Johns (1985); Jones (1988); Reid (1992); Schoeffel

and Meleisea (1996) and Thaman (1996) are not as optimistic as Moltzen; each of these

researchers expresses concem about the needs of Pacific Island and trrlaori children in

schools and highlights the dramatic effect which teacher expectation can have upon Maori

and Pacific Island children. According to Jones (19E8), students learn what is expected of

them from their communication with the teacher. Jones' research illustrates diferent

patterns of verbal interaction between teachers with Pakeha and Pacific Island grls at

school (Jones, l98S). Reid (1992) emphasises that the key to success ofany educational

programme is the teacher. Teachers who are knowledgeable about the characteristics of

Children with Special Abilities and who are willing to acc€pt different perspectives of
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giftedness can be most effective in terms of identifying Childnen with Special Abilities from

different cultures @avis and Rimn\ 1994). However, the importance of pre-service

training and on-going opportunities for teacher education in this field is crucial. McAlpine

(1993) writes of encouraging signs particularly within the New Zealand context. He

explains that there are increasing numbers of primary and secondary students and teachers

enrolled in courses for the Gifted and Talented and he acknowledges new courses which

are now being taught at the Auckland College of Education" Waikato University and

Palmerston North College of Education. McAlpine (1993) stresses that "Colleges of

Education have a critical role in this area of teaching since nll teachers are potentially

teachers ofgifted and talented" (p.8).

While teacher observation can be a most effective sfiategy in identi$ing Children with

Special Abilities, Moltzen (1995) explains that its effectiveness depends on whether

teachers "consider all students as potentially talurted " (p. 284). Such inclusive teacher

expectations are crucial, particularly for children from different ethnic backgroundg in

order that cultural talents are acknowldgd and children from different cultures are not

overlooked in favour ofthose from the mqiority group.

Parent, Peer and SelfNomination

Wallace (1983);Davis and Rimm (199a);Moltzen (1995) stress the importance of parent,

peer and self nomination in terms of alerting teachers towards areas of children's potential

talent and ability. While these can be successful identification strategies for Pakeha
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childrerq Reid (1992) explains that these have been inadequate for the identification of

Pacific Island children's cultural talents. For examplg while parents can often reliably

identi$ their children's cultural gifts and talents, Reid (1992) explains that Pacific Island

parents in partiorlar, may rarely be in the position of sharing theirviews with teachers about

their children's abilities. Work pressures, extended family commitnents and community

denrands often mean Pacific Island parents have limited opporhrnities to communicate with

the teacher at school. Also it is possible that the parents may be shy in approaching

teachers and school authorities (Schoeffel and Meleiseg 1990..

There is debate too about the effectiveness of peer nomination for the identification of

Children with Special Abilities from different ethnic groups. While Banbury and Wellington

(1989) claim that peer nomination is partiorlarly effective for students from ethnic minority

goups, Gagne (1989) considers that research supporting these claims has been based on

weak methodology. A study by Gagne, Begn and Talbot (1993) concludes that peer

conseruilrs was best for intellectual and physical attributes but not so effective for

nomination of academic and artistic, socio-affective and interposonal talents. Reid (1992)

expresses concern about peer and self nomination as a strategy for identifying Pacific Island

children with potential special abilities. He claims that peer and self nominations can be

quite inappropriate for Pacific Island children particularly because goup co-operation and

loyalties are considered very important within these cultures and procedures which

segregate chil&en fiom each other are at variance with Pacific Island cultural norms and

values. Schoeffel and Meleisea (1996) nrpport Reid's concern. They explain that
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individualistic behaviour is likely to be discour4ged in the Pacific Island culture and in

Samoa for example, "the term 'fia palag' (wanting to be like a European) is used

reprovingly to correct children's individualistic behaviours" (Schoeffel and Meleisea, 1996,

p. I l).

Structures within Renzulli's Enrichment Triad give children oppornrnities to identi$ their

own special interests and potential abilities and to participate in enrichment tasks on the

basis of their self nomination. Reid (1992) challenges the appropriateness of such strategies

for Pacific Island and Maori childreq questioning whether "we can expec't Maori and

Pacific Island students to come forward and identi$ themselves in this fashion" 0t.409).

While acknowledging Reid's (1992) concen\ Renzulli's Enrichment Triad and other

cuniculum models utilizing this structurg should not be dismissed as being inappropriate

for Pacific Island and Maori children. If Renanlli's Tlpe I and tr enrichment tasks were

designed to form an inclusive part of the class progamme, it is likely that all childrerl

including Pacific Island and Maori would have a chance to participate in initial enrichment

tasks. As a result should be no need for particular groups of children to have to draw

special attention to themselves. Even Reid (1992) claims that it is necessary to look in

different ways to identifr potentid talent for children from different ethnic groups.

According to Davis and Rimm (1994) "admitting minority students to gifted programmes

can make a dramatic difference" (p. 266). The New 7-ealmd Counoil for Educational

Research (1987) claims "the response to needs of ethnic minority children must go beyond

a cultural understanding to a change in actud classroom practices if students are to increase
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their leaming succqss" (P.95)

Moltzen (1995) emphasises that a responsive classroom environment provides the most

effective context for identi$ing children's potential talent and ability $,.282). He Sate.s that

one of the key components of a responsive environment is that *diversity and individual

differences are valued" (p.283). Valuing diversity mearut providing respect and zupport for

different ethnic groups within the class, Davis and Rimm (19%) provide some guidelines

about how teachers can srpport children fiom different cultural backgrounds. They specify

six factors to be emphasised by teachers when aiming to support children from different

cultural groups. These factors are:

I maintaining ethnic identitY

2 extra cunicular cultural enrichment

3 counselling

4 parent support groups

5 development of significant models

6 car@r education

Davis and Rimm accept that it may not be possible to include all these components within

the classroom context. Three of these components will be discussed in detail in this

literature review. These three have been selected because they are particularly relevant to

the primary classroom context. The three components to be describd arg maintaining

ethnic identity, extra curricular cultr,rral enrichment and development of significant models.
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Maintaining Ethnic Identity

Education programmes which focus on the achievements of particular ethnic groups are

likely to promote feehngs of pride in one's ethnic identity (Banks, 1979; Davis and Rimrn'

1994). It seems probable therefore that by providing Pacific Island children with

opportunities to learn about their culture and investigate the special abilities of their

ancestors it may reinforce children's pride in their ethnic identity and foster feelings of

personal competence and self worth. Thaman (1996) sees culhtre as central to the

understanding of human relationships. He states that in relation to Pacific Island people

"c,ulture is something that is lived and continually demonstrated as a matter of behaviour

and performance" (p. 3). Acknowledging Pacific Island children's different languages and

ethnic groups zuch ap Samoarg Cook Island, Niuean, Tokelauan, Tongan and Fijian is most

important in helping these children to maintain their ethnic identity (Thamaq 1996). The

New Zealand Council for Educational Research (1987) specifies that "the lack of wide

recognition of separate Pacific Island cultures within the general education cuniculum' (p.

108) is a key area of disadvantage for the Pacific Island children in New Zealand schools

Extra Cunicular Cultural Enrichment

Expozure to enrichment opportunities which foctrs upon skills unique to specific culhrres,

can reinforce children's potential talents in those areas. As Tannenbaum (1983) states

"society determines which talents it wants to foster and honour" G.3). Davis and Rimm

(1994) explain that it is particulady advantageous for children from minority ethnic groups
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when cuniculum areas are treated in a more integral way. Interestingly Reid (1992) also

stresses this point in relation to the Pacific Island cultures. He suggests that, instead of

compartmentalising knowledge into zubject areas, Pacific Island cultures focus on the

'\ryholeness and interconnectedness of life and knowledgd' (Reid, 1992, p.413). While

gving children opporhmities to participate in enrichment progammes based on one specific

curriculum area is an acceptable approac[ alternative strategies which integrate cuniculum

areas and tasks of enrichment can be more supportive of the Pacific Island cultures' integral

perspective of interrelated knowledge. This holistic approach to enrichment may provide

Pacific Island children with more opportunities to evidence their cultural abilities.

Development of Significant Models

Bandura (1986a) explains that social comparison with peer models is one of the principal

sources of influence on children's self efficary. Providing children with opportunities to

work with their peers and elders can be a most effective way of exposing children to

significant role models within their cultural groups. Providing Pacific Island children with

opportunities to work with cultural role models may be a very positive strategy towards

enhancing children's potential in the area of cultural strengths and abilities.

There are a number of factors which can contribute towards promoting a responsive

classroom environment for children from different ethnic groups. The three factors which

have been outlined in this literature review have potential to be integrated into regular

primary school classroom prograrnmes. Research by Holland (1991) illustrates that
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providing positive cultural role modelg in the primary school context, can have very

positive effects for children fiom these same cultural groups. Davis and Rimm (199a) and

Moltzen (1996) also highlight the importance of role model identification as a powerful

smtegy to reverse pafferns of behaviour associated with underachievement. The Ministry

of Education (1993a) is srpportive of integrating factors which can promote a responsive

environment for children from different ethnic groups. In the New Zealand Cuniculum

Framework it states,

the school cuniculum will be zufEciently flexible to respond to each student's
learning needs... will encourage students to understand and respect the different
cultures which make up NewZealand society ... and ensure that the experiences,
cultural traditions, histories and languages of all New Zealanders are recognised
and valued @.7)

In 1979 Frasier wrote that "differences should be celebrated for their contribution to

diversity, the very trait that has brought gifted children to our attention. The challenge

should be to develop potential, not to wish conformity to one model of giftedness with all

else being deficient" (in Reid, 1992,p.405). This challenge is still particularly appropriate

for teachers aiming to create a responsive classroom environment for children from

different ethnic groups because according to Moltzen (1996) "under-representation of

culturally different children in programmes for the gifted is an internationally recognised

phenomenon and New Zqland is no exception" (p. 417).
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Fectons Contributing to Underrchiwement in Schools for Children fiom Lower

SocioEconomic Groups

There are some disconcerting statements in the literature relating to socio-economic groups

and children's academic performance (tlabermur" l99l; Nash, l99l; Davis and Rimn,

1994; Hallahan and Kurftnaa 1994). While there are a number of factors which can

contribute to the underachievement of children from lower socio-economic groups, this

review will focus upon factors within the school environment which can influence academic

underachievement, The school environment has particular anphasis in this rerriew because

it is within this environment that teachers have the oppornrnities to develop intervention

strategies which may reverse behaviours relating to underachievement.

The SchoolEnvironment

Factors within the school environmen! such as teachers' orpectations and the style of

pedagogy used, have been identified by Jones (1988); Haberman (1991); Fox (1993); Davis

and Rimm (1994) as atrecting the academic progress of children from low socio-economic

groups. Fox (1993) states that "teachers are constantly bombarded with information

coming at them from all directions. To make sense of the information the teacher ...

organises and categorizes it" (p. 89). Fox explains that sometimes these categories limit the

teacher's perception and lead the teacher to form stereoqpes such as socio-economic

stereoqpes. Research from Crross and Darley (1982) confirms the presence of teachers'

socio-economic stereotlpes. In their study Gross and Darley (1982) found that teachers'

perceptions about pupils' abilities were based on the socio-economic level of the children.
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Davis and Rimm (1994) support this poinq explaining that in relation to the identification of

Children with Special Abilities teacher nomination can create special trazards for "poot"

children (p.262).

Classroom Pedagogy

Haberman (1991) presents an iszue of mqior concern in relation to the style of teaching

wtrich he considers is often delirrered to children from poor and minority backgrounds.

Haberman claims that many children from low sociorconomic backgrounds are being

taught within a 'pedagogy of poverty ' which he orplairu is a dircctive, controlling

pedagogy "appealing to those who have low expectations for minorities and the poo/' (p.

291). Strategies within the pedagog5r of poverty are identified byllaberman as:

. gvinginformation

. gving directions

o giving tests

. gving grades

o punishing non-compliance

When working within a pedagogy of poverty, tlaberman (1991) explains that there are

limited opportunities for students to be involved in planning their own learning tasks, in

pursuing real-life investigationq in being taught metacognitive skills or in having

opporhrnities to work together. According to Haberman (1991) efforts within the school

environment to improve opportunities for children from low socio-economic backgrounds
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will be undermined if a pedagogy of poverty is being implemented because as he states, "it

determines the way pupils spend their time, the nature of the behaviours they practise and

the basis oftheir self-concept as learners" Gt.292).

So far, the literature on socio-economic status (SES) and attainment referred to in this

review has been based on overseas research. One can question there,forg whether these

data are actually relevant to the New Zealand contod. Unfortunately, New Zealand

literature in this field shows similar trends to overseas findings. The New Zealatrd Council

for Educational Research (1987) states that 'T.{ew Zealand's Education system has

persistent differential rates of achievernent and participation that are related to SES" (p.

46). Despite the concept of egalitarianism and the strong notion of equality of educational

experience which McAlpine and McGrath (1972) emphasise in relation to the New Zealand

education systenL the New Zealand Council for Educational Research (1987) reports that

the "overwhelming weight of evidence concerning SES in education is bleak" (p 46).

Smith (1992) states that "there is ample evidence that economic sfiess adversely affects

children's learning and dwelopment" @. 234) and she refers to a New Zealand study by

Wilson and Dupois (1992) which found that the New Zealand children in the study who

were from poor homes had limited resouroes at home to $rpport their school work and the

relationships between home and school were 'poor'.

Like literature from overseas, New Zealand literature states that there is an overlap between

fow socio-economic status and some ethnic groups. The New Zealmd Council for
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Educational Rescarctr (1987) clafuns thd *low SES (as mea$€d by categories four, five

and six of the Etley-Irving scale) ovulaps considerably wittt the lvlaori ud Pacific Islutd

population' $.47). In rdation to the Pacific Island community, KdshnarL Schoeffel and

Warren (1994) state, 'the sharp decline in the economic status of the Pacific Islutd

community in recent )'ears ... has had profoundly negative dects" (p. 85). New Zealand

research by Jones (1988) also srggested that a pedagory of povrty, as outlined by

I{aberman (1991), was being pres€rrted to a group of low socio-economic Pacific Island

grts in an Auckland secondary school. As lones (1988) concludeq '?acific Island girts are

learning ditrerent things about the process of learning and their role and ability in this

process" (p. 144. "The power rdations ttnt orist betnreen race and economic class groups

in New Zealand continue to op€rate in the classroornl' G. 15 l).

The cuniculum models of Renarlli (1977); Betts (1985 and 1991); Treffinger (198Q;

Feldhusen and Kolloff (1986) are based on pedagogical strategies which are entirely

opposite to those highlightd in llaberman's pedagogy of poverty. Ilaberman (1991)

enplains that alternative strategies to the pedagogy ofpoveay should require ttre snrdents to

be involved in learning about concepts urd issles wtrich they regard as important. He

€tplains that children strould be planning and apptying ideas strch as fairness and equity to

real life problems ud they should be working in heterogeneous groups, questioning re

doing and polishing work and haning access to the technolory of information. AIso

Haberman emphasises the need for recognition of individual differences. Brookhart and

Rusnak (1993) claim that these strategies can create a 'pedagory of eruichment' and they
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challenge those who teach children from low socio-economic backgrounds to utilize these

strategies within the classroom. Renzulli (1977); Betts (1985 and 1991); Treffinger

(1986); Feldhusen and Kolloff (1986) have developed cuniculum models which have

potential to provide a ped4gogy of enrichment. If these cuniculum models form an

integral part of the class programme, all childre4 including children fiom low socio-

economic groups could have the opportunity to participate in initial enrichment tasks.

Gage and Berliner (1991) state that "schools and teachers have a responsibility to break the

poverty cycle, to eliminate or at least reduce the differences in educational achiwement

between lower-class and middle-class students. But how?" (p 84) Guing children from

low socio-economic backgrounds opportunities to participate in Renzulli (1977); Betts

(1985 and l99l); Trefrnger (1986);Feldhusen andKolloff(1986) cuniculum models could

be one practical stratery towards achieving this goal. Admining children to enrichment

prograrnmes can make a dramatic difference to their acadernic self concept and motivation.

As Nash (1991) explains, "the goal is not to make what is hard - easy, but to ... create

contexts in which working class students can find and create the most favourable

opporhrnities to learn" @.214)

Factors Contributing to Underachievement in Schools for Children with Speciel

Abilities (CWSA)

Previous chapters in this review have emphasised that children from specific ethnic and

socio-economic groups, can be at-risk of underachieving in school. In relation to these
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groups, Renanlli and Reis (1991a) recommend "flexibility in both identification and

programming endeavours that will encourage the inclusion of at-risk and underachieving

students" (p. 34).

i_ ( (h/1,A)

I Children with Special Abilities, who are not in these high-risk ethnic or
t\

goups, can also be in jeopardy of underachieving if their talents are overlooked, or not

recognised in the school context. As Moltzen (1995) reports "the extent to which students

with special abilities needs are not met in our classrooms has led some commentators to

zuggest that they are amongst the most disadvantaged in our education systan" @.267).

The identification of CWSA can be a challenging task. CWSA are not a homogeneous

goup and unlike children from different ethnic groups, they do not have specific physical

characteristics which can alert teachers to their special needs. While CWSA can

demonstrate behavioud motivational, affective and learning characteristics to draw

attention to their needs, Renzulli and Reis (l99la) explain that the display of zuch

behaviours is not automatic and children need to be encouraged to continue demonstrating

behaviours which indicate their potartial areas of special ability. Dalton and Smith (1991)

emphasise that of the behavioural characteristics of CWSA can be interpreted positively or

negatively by the teacher and children's peers.

In addition to the above challengeq CWSA many also be unintentionally ovedooked

because ofthe restricted definitions ofgiftedness zuch as those of TermarU Q925); Terman

and OderU 0947), which may continue to be accepted by those not familiar with current
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literature in this field. As Renarlli (1986) explains'

a definition can limit the number of specific performance areas that are considered

in deternrining eligibility for special progranrmes. A conssr,'ative definition for
e,xamplg might limit eligibility to academic performance only and exclude other
areas such as: music, art, dratna, leadership ... (p. 63).

Broadening the concept ofgiftednesq so that it includes "dernonstrated achievement and/or

potential ability in other areas apart from mental ability'' (Feldhuseq 1986a, p.8) has been

emphasised by many researchers s,rch as: Tannenbaum (1983); Feldhusen (1986a and

1986;b); Renzulli (1986); Baska (1989);McAlpine (1993); Moltzen (1995).

Literature by Wallace (1983); Renarlli (1986); Renanlli and Reis (l99la); Gross (1993);

McAlpine (1993); Braggett (199a); Davis and Rimm (199a); Moltzen (1995) present a

number of recommendations about strategies which assist in the identification of CWSA

The straregies presented by the researchers above fall into the main categories of :

o a responsive classroom environment

o teacher obseruation

o intelligence tests

r standardized achievement tests

r tests of creativity

parenL peer, m€,ntor nomination

self selection

When considering how these id:miq*liqq_Stutgo should be use4 it is of paramount

importance in this review to introduce a cnrcial feature of giftedness which is emphasised
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by Renzulli (1936). This feature is emphasised here because it illustrates the importance of

incorporating the identification strategies above within the class progrilnme. Renzulli

(1986) states that "giftedness does not exist in a vacuunt'' (p. 73). It follows therefore that

identification strategies should not exist in a vacuum and as Feldhusen (1986a)

recommends, for identification to be most effective the strategies need to be an integral and

continuous part of the class programme. Moltzen (1995) lists "a responsive classroom

environment'' as the first priority for identification of Children with Special Abilities.

According to Moltzen (1995) "the responsive classroom environment is arguably the most

effective context for identification" (p. 282). Renarlli (1986) zupports identification within

a responsive environment emphasising that'\ve must re-examine identification procedures

that rezult in a total pre-selection of certain students" G 63) Renzulfi (1986) questions the

aszumption that young people are, and always will be gifted and he states that "this absolute

approach is not consistent with what research tells us" (p. 63). The importance of this

flexible identification and programming approach is made further apparent by Baska (1989)

who emphasises that "the characteristics of gifted leamers may be viewed as

developmental in the sense that some children may not display them at early stages of

development but may at later stages" (in Feldhuserq 1991, p. I l).

An additional component ofgiftedness is outlined by Feldhusen (1991) who states that it is

important for gned children to have an'enabling self-concept' which views self as capable

of high levels of achievement. This 'enabling self concept' can only be developed over

time. Bandura's (1986a) theory ofreciprocal determinism emphasises the bi-directional link
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between self concept and perforrnance and he stresses the importance of gving children

opportunities to perfbrm zuccessfully in order that they can develop positive perceptions

about their capabilities. This philosophy of reciprocity forms the basis ofBetts' cuniculum

model which aims to enhance children's self concepts by giving them more autonomy in

their leaming. A responsive classroom environment provides children with opportunities to

develop self-awareness and acceptance of their own capabilities, interests and needs.

Feldhusen and Wyman (1980) stress that these opportunities are essential if CWSA are to

realise their full potential.

According to Smith (1992) children's development occurs as a result of their "@mpetence

being challenged and extended with help" (p. l9). Development takes place at different

times for different childrerq and ifthe identification of CWSA is based on one-time selection

this can disadvantage children with emerging potential. Unless there is flexibility in the

sequence and timing of identification and programmeg it is likely that some CWSA will be

at-risk of being overlooked because they may not have had adequate time to develop an

awareness and acceptance of their own capabilities. Renzulli and Reis's recommendation

for flexible identification and programming is also supported by Feldhusen (1991) who

stntes that "the identification process must be continuing and changing in relation to

different levels ofdevelopment in childrenl'(p. 16).

In this literature review, factors contributing to low academic self concept and

underachievement have been outlined in relation to:
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o Pacific Island children

Childr€Nt fiom low socio-economic backgrounds

Children with Special Abilities

Prior to this section of the review, two important factors have yet to be

introduced. These factors are: the ldatthew Etrect and the Phenomenological perspective.

They are partiarlarly important because they are relevarf to the groups of children outlined

above and they contribute in some way, towards understanding wlty persistent difficulties

have been found with the identification of representative numbers of Children with Special

Abilities fiom different ahnic groups and lower social class groups (Iannenbaunr, 1983).

The Matthew Efrett

According to Merton (1968) The Matthew Effect occurc when "individuals, who have

advantageous early educational o(perie,lrces, are able to utilize new educational experiences

more effici€ntly'' Crn Stanovic[ 1986, p. 122). The title and definition of the Matthew

Effect has developed from the biblical ptrase'the rich get riched'. It could be argued that

the lvlatthew Effect may have some influence upon the dwelopment and demonstration of

the potentid talents and abilities for each ofthe high risk groups described above.

The Nfatthew Effect in Relation to Pacific Island Children

Schoeffel and Meleisea (1996) orplain that Pacific Island children have been brought up to
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believe that "it is impertinent to question others or contradict their elders, and that it is

unacceptable to draw attention to oneself or speak out of turn or above your agd' (p 13)

As a rezult of their cultural values, Pacific Island children approach learning tasks very

differently from Pakeha children who have been encouraged to question, discuss and

demonstrate their individual strorgths and talents (Jones, 1988). It is possible therefore that

a Matthew EfFect may be created for Pakeha childrerl because they are familiar with the

teaching and learning processes modelled by Pakeha teachers in school. Alternatively,

Pacific Island children may be disadvantaged in their learning because their culture does not

encourage them to utilize educational experiences in the same way as Pakeha children do.

The Manhew Efect in Relation to Low Socio-Economic Groups

A ldatthew Effect could also be created for children from high and middle class socio-

economic groups. For example, if parents provide extra resourc€s at home, zuch as:

reference books, computers and extra home tutoring this can enable children to build up

research and technology skills so they can utilize educational experiences at school more

effectively. Unfornrnately, as Wilson and Dupois' (1992) New Zealand research shows,

children from low socio-economic backgrounds have limited resources at home to zupport

their school work and as Tannenbaum (1983) explains they can be "denied a fair chance to

achieve excellence" (p. 353).

The Matthew Efu in Relation to Children with Special Abilities

Renanlli (1986) wams against identification strategies which rezult in the 'total pre-
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selection' of children. Sometimes enrichment programmes are structured so that groups of

'pre-selected ' children are given the opportunity to participate in a term's withdrawal

programme. On the basis of Bandura's theory of reciprocal determinism (1986a) it seems

appropriate to suggest that for the children selected to participate, their belief in their

academic ability would be confirmed and they might approach new educational challenges

more confidently and efficiently as a result of their enhanced skills. On the other hand,

groups of children who are never selected for enrichment tasks, may interpret this to mean

that teachers have less confidence in their academic abilities and as Davis and Rimm (1994)

explain this can have "a dramatic impact on children's self concept and academic

achievement" (p. 300). Furthermorg if these children have not had the opportunity for

metacognitive training they may be less advantaged than their peers, as they approach

further educational experiences. Continued exposure to such learning experiences would

do little to enhance children's perception of themselves as learners. The Maffhew Effect

provides discredit for the traditional belief that people are given the fieedom and

opporh.rnity to make of themselves what they will (Tannenbaunr, 1983, p.28). Gving more

children the opportunity to participate in enrichment progranunes may contribute in some

way towards reducing the impact of the Matthew Effect for these children. As Gallagher

(1995) states,

there are many students with high native abilities that remain uncrystalized because
of a lack of opportunity, practice and motivation.... one step in the right direction
would be the creation of early and continuing enrichment progftrlnmes that are

directed at minority youths in particular (p. 410).
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The Phenomenologicd Perspective

A number of factors influencing academic self concept and talent performance have been

outlined in this review. It is crucial to emphasise however that these factors can affect each

child's self concept in different ways. This is because the formation of self concept is

dependent upon the child's perception of feedback from others. As outlined earlier in the

review, the interpretation of fbedback from others is known as the Phenomenological

perspective (Fox, 1993, p. 67). Much ofthe literature in this review supports the fact that

the cuniculum enrichment models of Renarlli (1977); Beus (1985 and l99l); Treffnger

(1986); Feldhusen and Kolloff (1986) have potential to reinforce children's academic self

concept and talent development. However, when incorporating these curriculum models

within the class programme it is most important to remember that "everyone is different urd

pupils have different meanings and interpretations for the same event" (Fox, 1993, p. 68).

In accordance with this Phenomenological perspective, it follows that children who are

given the opportunity to participate in class eruichment programmes may each interpret

their involvement in a different way. As Fox (1993) states, "any event is always open to

reconstruction" (p. 68).

Gallagher (1995) stresses that in order to create a favourable atmosphere for the full

development of all students the aim should be to take away the barriers that stand in the

way of equity (p. 408). In relation to the Phenomenologcal perspectivg removing these

barriers may be perceived in different ways by different children. The Phenomenological

perspective however, should not be used as an excuse to deny children the opportunity to
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participate in alternative learning programmes. Rather it should siFal respect and

recognition for the uniqueness of individual pupils (Foa 1993). According to Fox, this is

the strength of the Phenomenological perspective.

Summary

Bandura (1986a) claims that the demonstration of behaviour is influenced by

cognitive/personal factors and environmental events. Tannenbaum (1983) also stresses the

powerful role which the environment has upon children's demonstration of talent. He

explains that human potential cannot flowish unless it is nurnred and cultivated within the

child's home, school or community environment. Much literature and research has been

outlined in this review to support Bandura and Tannenbaum's claim.

Bandura (1986a) highlights a crucial point in relation to cognitive/personal factors,

environmental events and behaviour performance. He explains that these variables 'act bi-

directionally' so that each can "produce or be the product of influence" (p. l3). In other

words this could mean that cognitive/personal variables, environmental events and

behaviour performance could produce change or be the product of change. In this study

the concept of bi-directionality was explored in relation to the school context. The main

focus of the research was to investigate whether or not an environmental event' in the form

of an inclusive class based Enrichment Programmg could promote a change in children's

academic self concept and/or behaviour performance. According to Tannenbaum (1983)

"special encounters with the environment are required to promote the links between
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promise and fulfilment ... high self regard has to be actr"ralised through risk taking

behaviours. In this way children can believe in their own abilities" (p. 167).

New Zealand literature presents bleak statistics about specific groups of children who are at

risk of underachieving in schools. Principles of equity and excellence are of paramount

importance within this research. Moltzen (1995) ernphasises that a responsive classroom

environment, where children are provided with multiple opportunities to evidence interests

and abilities, arguably provides the most effective context for identification of Children with

SpecialAbilities. ln terms of equity, children who are at risk of underachievement should

have the chance to be in a responsive environment where they can evidence their intere*s

and abilities. Unless these children are given such opportunities they may conthually have

to compete with barriers which may inhibit them from achieving standards of excellence

which they may be capable of attaining. As Tannenbaum (1983) explains when working

with children we have to be prepared to deal with "talent in the making ... and create a

pool of hopefuls ... if we want to increase the chances of uncovering hidden talents" (p.

342).

In relation to at risk and underachieving students, Gallagher (1995) stresses the need for

flexible identification and programme endeavours. The cuniculum models of Renzulli

(1977); Betts (1985 and l99l); Treffinger (1986); Feldhusen and Kolloff (1986) have

potential to promote learning environments which allow for this flexibility in identification

and programming. ln relation to Renzulli's Errrichment Triad, Newell and D'Ibenville
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(1989) statg "it provides a framework for change for both the student and teacher and is

thus flexible and adaptable to special circumstances. The model favours integration into the

curriculum rather than isolation in programming for the gifted" 0r. l0l).

Literature in this review emphasises that there are specific groups of children who are at

risk of underachieving in New Zealnd schools. The literature also suggests that the

cuniculum models dasigned by Renzulli (1977); Betts (1985 and l99I); TrefEnger (1986);

Feldhusen and Kolloff (1986) have potentid to become an integral part of the primary

school class programme. It is possible that by incorporating the"se enrichment models in the

class progranrme more children could have the opportunity to participate in enrichment

tasks. On the basis ofBandura's theory (1986a) of reciprocal determinism and the principle

of bi-directionality it is possible that participation in class based eruichment may produce a

change in children's academic self concept and/or behaviour performance. This research

explores this prediction and the research questions relating to this have been presented in

the lntroduction.
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CHAPTERTEREE

METHOI)

A,.pre-test - post-test control g:oup design" (Tuckmarl 1978, p. 143) was used in this

study. Pre-test scores were obtained, for children in the Treatment and Control gloupg in

the following areasl

o Perception of General AcademicAbility

o Locus of Control

o SelfEfficacy for leaming autonomy

o Teachers'Recognition of Childrenwith Specid Abilities

During inte6rention, children in the Treatment gfoup worked with their teachers for eight

weeks, on a class based Enrichment Programme. Children in the Control gtroup did not

participate in this Enrichment Programme but instead continued working on the rqgular

class programme. Following intervention post-test scores were obtained in the same four

areas outlined above. Group score compadsons were made for children in the Treatment

and Control groups, in order that the specific research questions oudined in the

Introduction could be exPlored.

Qtralitative and quantitative research was undertaken in this study' According to Crage and

Berliner (1991) both these research approaches contribute to each other and "should be
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regarded as complementa{f' (p. 26). Quantitative researctq which focuses upon

measurement and statistics, formed the basis of this study, with statistical analysis and

comparison of children's s@res occuning in the four areas of :

o Perception of General Academic Ability

r Locus ofControl

o SelfEfficacy

o Teache/s Recognition of Children with Special Abilities

Qualitative research was also incorporated in this snrdy in order to obtain information about

the personal attitudes of the teachers involved in the Enrichment Programme. The

qualitative data were obtained by asking teachers to give written feedback about their

involvement and opipions relating to the ttree stage Enrichment Programme.

Sample and Selection of Schools

A totd sample of forty-four primary schools was identified by the researcher on the basis of

the following criteria. The school was:

1. within a twenty kilometre radius ofthe inner city Auckland zone

(it was considered that inner city schools within this radius would contain the

population make up of thirty to seventy percent Pacific Island childreq which was a

requirement of this study)

2. classed as a contributing Primary School

(a school where childrerr can attend up to the Year six level and which contributes
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3.

children to the local Intermediate School for Years seven and eight).

sited in a zone which was likely to contain between thirty to seventy percent Pacific

Island children

@acific Island children were of particular focus in this study because 1993 statistics

show that the Pacific Island population is still the largest immigrant population in

New Zealand and literature implies that many ofthese children are at-risk of

underachieving within New Zealand schools.)

not defined as aNormal School

(i.e. the staffofthe school were not attached to a College ofEducation).

While it was possible that each ofthe teachers in the schools selected forthis study

would have teacher trainees based in their class at some time during the year, it was

likely that these teachers would have more time alone with their classes than if

teachers from Normal Schools were selected. Normal School teachers tend to have

teacher trainees in their roolns on a regular basis throughout the year.

Seven inner city Auckland Primary Schools from the total sample of forty-four were

randomly selected to participate in this study. Random sampling was used in order to

reduce the possibility of bias with the schools selected. Following random selectiorq the

principals from each of the seven schools were contacted in order that a brief introductory

visit could be arranged. This visit occuned in October 1991. Work with the schools was

to begin at the end of March 1992. During this visit the principals were given a brief

introduction about the purpose of the study, the school population and class level

4.
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requirements and a suggested time commitment for the teacher who might be involved. If

the principals considered their schools were able to comply with the study requirements, the

schools were accepted for the study, The principals from four of the schools initially

selected were positive about being involved in the study. The other three principals were

not able to commit their schools to be involved in the study. ln trro cases this was because

the principals were leaving at the end of the year and they would not accept responsibility

for the school the following year. In the third case the school was expecting a number of

new staff members beginning n L992, and therefore the principal would not allow this

school to take part in the study. A further three schools were randomly selected from the

sample of forty-four. Each of these three principals agreed to their schools participating in

the study.

The schools in this study were located in inner city residential areas. Four of these seven

schools were also situated in industrial zones in Auckland. Five schools were State Primary

Schools and rwo were Catholic Integrated Schools. Six schools had non-teaching

principals, three principals were females and thnee were males. The seventh school had a

teaching principal. This principal was female. One class in each of these schools was

required to be involved in this study. If trryo or more classes in the same school were to

participate in this study it was considered that the teachers might work together in a team

teaching capacity and, while this can be a most effective approac[ it is possible that in the

current srudy this could introduce a range of variables which might limit consistency among

the classes. It was more reliable thereforg if one teacher in each school participated in this
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study.

Initially it was requested that children from the Standard Four (Year six) level participate in

this study because literature emphasises that primary school children's academic self-

concept becomes more stable around this stage @oersma and Chapmarl 1992). Tlpically

in New Zealand however, many schools organise their classes according to variable age

groupings. The seven schools, which had been randomly selected for this study, did not

have seven separate Standard Four classes, As a rezult, most ofthe children participating in

this snrdy were from composite classes of Standards Two, Three and Four, with children's

ages ranging fiom eight to eleven years. These class levels were still considered acceptable

for this study since literature from Wylie Q97$; Chapman (1988); Boersma and Chapman

(1992) emphasises that children's school related self perceptions change considerably

during the first two years of school but scores are fairly stable after that, particularly from

about Grade Three (around eight years of age) @oersma and Chapmarq 1992). Table I

shows the class levels and age ranges of children in each class in this study.

Tablc 1 Class Levels and Age Ranges for Treatment and Control Groups

Treatment Group
Class Levels

Control Group
Class l.evels

Standard 2, 3
Standard 3,4
Standard 2,3 & 4
AgeRange
7.10 - 10.8

StanAarA:, +
Standard 2,3 & 4
Age Range
7.2 - t0.to

Note: There were two classes at the Standard 3 and 4 level in the Treatment and Control
Groups
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Reason for Selecting Seven Schools

In order for the intervention procedures to be monitored consistently and reliably, it was

considered necessary for the researcher to visit each school at least once every two weeks,

and spend a one and a half hour morning block in the classroom with the teacher and

children. The intervention in this study had to be completed by the end of the second term

to enable teachers to begin working on their own class programmes 4gain after the August

holidays. When integrating the researcher's work timetable with the school times of 9am to

3pnq there were seven moming slots over a two week period which were available for

school visits. For this reasorl seven rather than eight schools were selected to participate in

this study.

Teachers Participating In This Study

The principals from each of the seven schools selected the teachers whom they considered

should be involved in the study. It was not deemed appropriate for the researcher to be

involved in teacher selection for the following rea.solls:

(a) it was not possible to observe all teachers at length from each ofthe seven schools

O) more importantly, the Enrichment Programme which the teachers were to

trial, had been written by the researcher for use with any teacher.

Five female and two male teachers were selectd by the seven school principals to

participate in this study.
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Treatment and Control Classes

Following the decision to work with seven schools, four schools were randomly selected as

Treatment schools, and three as Control schools. Random sampling occurred here in order

to reduce the possibility of bias when selecting the Treatment schools.

Four Treatment schools were selected because the greater number of classes would keep

the number of participants up in this group, if children were absent unexpectedly or if their

parents did not give permission for them to participate in the study. It was less likely that

parents of children in the Control goup would not grant permission for children to

participate because, unlike the Treatment group, the children were continuing to work on

the regular class programme with their teachers. The school principals, teachers, parents

and children were not told that the study was designed according to Treatment and Control

conditions. This was done in order to control for possible llawthorne Effects. All parents

were given the researcher's contact address and phone number if they required more details

relating to the study. Information about the class Enrichment Programmg which the

Treatment teachers were trialling would be given to parents by the researcher if they

requested more information.

Before finally confirming the Treatment and Control classes for this study each of the

teachers who had been selected by their principals was visited during school time. This was

so the researcher could determine whether or not the teachers were positive about

participating in the study and if there was consistency among the seven classes in terms of
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teaching spaces such as single classrooms, open plan spaces or variable teaching spaces.

The principals from each school gave an assurance to the researcher that each of the seven

teachers who were to be involved in the snrdy would be working in the same, or a very

similar, teaching space the following year. A university education lecturer accompanied the

researcher during this visit. Prior to this visig the principals had spoken to the teachers

whom they had selected for this study. All seven teachers expressed enthusiasm about

being involved in the study n 1992. Consistency was determined in terms of the teaching

spaces for the proposed Treatment and Control classes. The four Treatment classes were

single teaching space classroonu, as were two of the Control classrooms. One Control

class was working in a variable teaching space at the time of the researcher's initial visit, but

the teacher explained that this space was used for syndicate assemblies and she usually

worked with her class in their own single room. Based on these findings the Treatment

classes and Control classes were confirmed for this study.

Overview of Treatment and Control Conditions

Teachers In the Treatment Groups

In the four Treatment classes, two teachers were fernale and two were males. Wthin this

group offour teachers, two had less than five years' teaching experience, and nvo had been

teaching for over ten years.

Control Group

In the three Control classes there were three female teachers. Two had been teaching for
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over ten years and one for less than five years. Details relating to the teachers in the

Treatment and Control groups are zummarised in Table 2.

Table2

Crender and Years of Classroom Teaching Experience for Teachss in Treaffnent

and Control Groups

Gender

Treatment Group

Years Teaching

Control Group

Years TeachingGender

Female

Female

IMale

Male

l0+
l-5

l0+

l-5

Female

Female

Female

10+

l0+

l-5

Treefinent Group Conditions

The Treatment group was composed of one hundred and eight children in fouq Standard

Two to Four classeq and their four teachers. Each class in the Treatment goup worked

with their teacher tlroughout the second term of 1992, on a three stage class based

Enrichment Programme which had been designed by the researcher. All four teachers in

the Treatment classes attended two workshops relating to this Enrichment Programme.

Prior to working with the Enrichment Programme, all children in the Treatnent classes

completd three questionnaires in the areas of:
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. Perception ofGeneral Academic Ability

o Locus of Control

. SelfEfficacy

Following the completion of the Enrichment Programme, and twelve weeks after the

beginning of the tern\ the same tluee questionnaires were completed again by the children

in the Treatment goup. All teachers in the Treatment group completed a modified version

of the Renzulli/Hartman Special Ability Scale for each child in their class both at the

beginning and the end ofthe second term.

Control Group Conditions

The Control group wix composed of seventy-two children in ttree Standard Two to Four

classes, and their three teachers. Instead of working on the Eruichment Programme as the

Treatment goup had done, each class in the Control goup worked with their teacher

throughout term two, on the regular class integrated themes which had been prepared for

the children by their teachers. Control teachers were not told about, nor asked to attend

any of the workshops which the Treatment teachers were attending because the Control

teachers were not required to work in any different way with their classes. At the beginning

of term two, within the same two week period as the Treatment classes, all children in the

Control goup completed the same thrree questionnaires as the Treatment goup. Agat4

nvelve weeks later at the end ofterm two, the children in the Control classes completed the

same three questionnaires. As in the Treatment group, the teachers in the Control Sloup

completed the modified version oftheRenzulli/Hartman Special Ability Scale for each child
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in the class, at the beginning and at the end ofthe second term.

The timing of the questionnaires, the completion of the Renzulliitlarunan Scaleg and the

number of researcher's visits to each classroom were exactly the same for the Treatment

and Control groups in this study. There were only two differences betrveen the Treatment

and Control conditions. Firstly, the Treatment group worked on the tlree stage

Enrichment Programme while the Control goup worked on their regular class themes.

Secondly, the four teachers in the Treatment goup attended two workshops relating to the

Enrichment Programme while the thnee teachers in the Control classes did not attend these

workshops. Details about each of the phases relating to the Treatment and Control groups

are outlined in the timetable section of the Method. A zummary of events and their

sequences for the Treatment and Control group has been illustrated in Table 4, p. 129.

Class Population

Details of the populations within each of the Treatment and Control classes has been

presented in Table 3, p. 105. This table provides information about each class in the

following areas:

t.

2.

a
J,

4.

5.

class level

number of children in the class

number of children in each class level (if a composite class)

gender groups

ethnic groups
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6. age range in the class

7. parenls occupation; as recorded by the teacher

8. SES level ofthe children, as recorded by the researcher

9. number of childrerq as perceived by the teacher, to be in overall hig[ middle or

low ability groups in the class

10. number of children with ESOL (Engltsh as a second or other language)

I l. number of children repeating a year at that same level

12. number of children attending special needs programme at the school srch as:

reading or maths snpport programmes

There are occasions when there are slight variations from the original sample in the

numbers of children.making up the population of the groups. The following reasons are

explanations for this:

l. The total number ofMaori childrerl as identified by the children's class teachers

in the seven schools, was very small compared with other Ethnic groups in this

study. (In the case ofthe Control group there were only four Maori children and

absences for the post test further reduced the size ofthis gfoup.) Due to these

small numberq MANOVA and AIIOVA rezults specifically relating to lvlaori

children have not been presented.

2. Some children were absent when the post questionnaires were presented.

3. The Special Abfities questionnaire was completed by the children's teachers and

their responses were not dependent on children's attendance on that particular day.
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Teble 3

Population Details of Treaffnent and Control Groups

Trea,frnent Group

N%
Control Group

N%
ClassLevels

Number of Children

Classlevel Std 2

std 3

Std 4

Gender Girls

Boys

Ethnic Crp Pacific Island

Pakeha

lvlaori

Other

fue Rangefim./mth)

SES Grp I
2

3

Ability Cqp I
2

3

ESOL (English as a Second

or otherlangu4ge)

Repeating Year

Attending Special

NeedsProgrammes

std 2, 3 &4

108

ll
g
33

57

51

58

2l
l6
l3

7.10 - 10.8

l8
50

40

30

54

24

std 2, 3 &4

72

8

3l
33

36

36

28

25

4

l5

7.2 - tO.rO

18

36

l8

24

23

25

23

I

l0
59

3l

53

47

54

l9
l5
t2

17

46

37

28

50

22

ll
43

46

50

50

39

34

6

2L

25

50

25

33

32

35

32

4332

69

35 3l
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Timetable (Sequence, Time frame and Content within each Phase)

This study consists of twelve phases. Each phase will be described in detail below. fut

overview of the sequence of these phases is presented in the form of a table at the end of

this section - Table 4,p.129.

Phase I

April l99l Introductory Survey

A class of eighteen first year teacher fainees was asked to complete a questionnaire during

their three week Teaching Experience in primary schools. Teacher trainees were

to work ttrough the questionnaire with their associate teachers. The

questionnaire focused upon teachers' use of integrated themes when working with their

classes. Specific questions were asked about the number of themes covered within one

tenn" the teacher's prefened length of an integrated themg and therne topics which had

most appeal for teachers and children. Teacher trainees were encouraged to ask the

children which themes they had er{oyed and which theme topics they would like to study in

the future. Completed questionnaires w€re refirned to the researcher at the end of the

three week Teaching Experience. Information obtained from these questionnaires was

taken into account in decisions relating to planning the theme for the Enrichment

Programme in this study.
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Phase 2

August 1991 Ethics Approval

Research proposat timetable plarq questionnaireg letters for the school principals, Boards

of Trustees and parentg and details about the Eruichment Programme were sent to the

University of Auckland Human Subjects Ethics Committee. Ethics approval was granted in

December l99l by this Ethics Committee. The letter from the Ethics Committee granting

approval for this study is in Appendix A

Phase 3

Septerrber/Octoberl99l SchoolSelection

Details of how the seven schools were selected, and the seque,nce of meetings associated

with the school selectio4 have been described at the beginning of this Method chapter.

Class levels selected for this study determined the parameters of the children selected to

participate in the pilot investigation.

Phase 4

October/November l99l Pilot Investigation to Trial the Questionnaires

A pilot investigation was specifically designed to trial the questionnaires which were to be

used in the study. The three questionnaires to be used were:

l. Perception ofAbility Scalefor Students (PASS) (Boersma and ChapmarL 1992).

2. Self Report Scale of Intrinsic and Extrinsic Orientation in the Classroom (tlanea

lesl)
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3. Self Efficacy Questionnaire relating to children's class-based learning autonomy

(RawlinsorL 1992)

Each of these questionnaires, and the reasons for using them in this study, have been

described in the Measurement section of this chapter. Piloting of these questionnaires was

carrid out to determine:

l. whether or not the readability levels of the questionnaires suited Standard Two,

Three and Four children

2. whether or not children of this 4ge group preferred to answer the questionnaires

independently or have each question read out one at a time to them

3. whether or not the set instructions provided enough ffirmation for Standard Two

to Four children to complete the questionnaires conectly

4. the length of time it would take children of this age group to complae the

questionnaires.

Considerable evidence regarding these points, within the New Zealand context, had been

provided about the Perception of Ability Scale for Students @oersma and ChapmA 1992)

and therefore it was not deemed necessary to include this questionnaire as part of the pilot

investigation.

The Self Report Scale of Intrinsic and Extrinsic Orientation in the Classroonr, @arter,

l98l) and the questionnaire relating to self efficacy (Rawlinson, 1992) were trialled in the

pilot investigation. llarter's (1981) Self Report Scale was trialled on the basis of the above

four criteria because its length had been adapted for this particular study. Details relating to
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the specific questions within this SelfReport Scale have been described in the Measurement

section of this chapter. Rawlinson's (1992) Self Efficacy questionnaire was trialled within

the pilot investigation because this was a new questionnaire designed by the researcher and

it had not been presented to children before this pilot investigation.

The pilot investigation was conducted in a SUndard two to four composite class in an inner

city Auckland primary school. This primary school was not one of the schools which had

been randomly selected as a Treatment or Control school for this shrdy. Nrne children from

the class of twenty-seven were selected by the teacher to complete the trial questionnaires.

These children were selected by the teacher because she considered they represented a

range of children in the class in terms of socio-economic background, gender, ethnic groups

and levels ofreading. ability. These nine children worked with the researcher in a room next

door to their classroom. Working with nine children enabled the researcher to obtain

Mback about the questionnaires on a more individual basis rather than within a whole

class setting. Children were told they had been chosen to help to design a questionnaire for

Standard Two, Three and Four ohildren. They recorded their gender goup on the top of

the questionnaire and then listened to the instructions as they were read out by the

researcher. In order that instant feedback could be obtained about specific instructions

which may have been unclear for the childreq time was given for questions after each

instruction. Children were asked not to complete the questionnaire with a partner, but to

work independently through each question. Once all children had completed the

questionnaire they were given opportunity to highlight any difficulties which they had and
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they were encouraged to make zuggestions about how these difrculties could be overcome'

Rezults from the pilot investigation showed that all children prefened to have each question

read to them rather than working independently at their own pace through the questions.

Children had difficulty understanding the instructions for flarter's Self Report Scale (1981)

because many children compl*ed both the either/or options instead of selecting one option

only. All children stated they could read and understand the words in each questionnaire,

but it was not likely that a child having ditrculty would acknowledge this in fiont of their

peers. The fact that children preferred each question to be read out to them overcame the

problem ofthe readability levels within the questionnaires. All children in the pilot sample

completed the two questionnaires within 20 minutes. Rezults from this pilot investigation

provided very useful information about the procedures to be used when the questionnaires

were presented to the children in the Treatment and Control groups in this study.

Phase 5

Novernber l99l-February 1992 Preparing TheEnrichmentProgramme

Before the Enrichment Programme was written, all teachers in the Treatment group were

asked which themes or topics they had covered with their classes during the year.

Navigation was introduced as a poturtial topic upon which to base the Enrichment

Programme for the second term of 1992. All four teachers in the Treatment group were

most enthusiastic about working with this topic. Navigation was selected for this study for

five reasons. It was a topic:
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which introduced and focused upon the specialnavigational abilities of people from

other cultures, particularly Maori and Pacific Island people

in Social Science which gave children the opportunity to examine their heritage and

the ways in which people fiom different cultureg times and places made decisions,

respected the environment and valued attributes such as individual strengths, effort

and responsibility (Mnistry ofEducation, 19934 p. 14)

which could be intqgr*ed into other cuniculum areas zuch as Ianguagg The Arts

and Technology; cuniculum areas where some children's potential special abilities

can be overlooked

which had potential for girls, gving them opportunities to identi$ and learn about

famous women in this field

where children could be involved in a range of activities which reinforced team co-

operatiorq co-operative learning and respect for other people's individual strengths

and abilities

At the end of l99l when the Enrichment Programme was being written, the new Social

Science Cuniculum Document had not been produced by the Mnistry ofEducation. While

the activities within this Enrichment Programme correspond with many of the learning

experiences in the new Social Science Cuniculum Doanment, there are no direct references

in this prograrme to the specific Achievernent Aims or Objectives in the 1996 Social

Science Document.

3.

4.

5.
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The Emichment Programme incorporated the structures and pedagogical philosophies of

four cuniculum enrichment models. These curriculum models were:

L Renzulli's Enrichment Triad (1977)

2. Betts' Autonomous Learner Model (1985 and 1991)

3. Treffinger's Model for Increasing Self-Directedness (1986)

4. Feldhusen and Kolloffs Three Stage Enrichment Model (1986)

Each ofthese models has been described in detail in the Literature Review.

The activities within the Navigation Enrichment Programme were sequenced in three

stages, based on Renzulli's Enrichment Triad. Tlpe I activities were the Creneral

Exploratory Activities, Type tr activities focused upon advanced levels of thinking and

Type Itr activities were the Individual and Small Group lnvestigations. Within this

Navigation Programmg Renzulli's Tlpe I activities were adapted to include Tref6nger's

first two stages (command sryle and task style) and the first dimension in Betts' model

known as orientation.

The Type tr activities in the Enrichment Programme incorporated Renzulli's advanced

levels of thinking skills, Treffinger's third stage @eer-Partner Style), Feldhusen and

Kolloffs stages of Divergent and Convergent Thinking and Creative Problem Solving and

the tbree dimensions within Betts' Model, Individual Development, Enrichment Activities

and Seminars.
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Renzulli's Type III investigations were adapted in this programme to include Treffinger's

selfldirected $age, Feldhusen and Kolloffs Independent Study Skill Stage and Betts'

dimension of in-depth study.

Each page in the Navigation Enrichment Programme booklet was divided into three partq

each part corresponding to a Type I, II or III leaming task A copy of the Navigation

Enrichment Programme is in Appendix B. The Enrichment Programme was designed to

la* for approximately 8 weeks. Pragmatic reasons for this time ft:ame were that:

l. all children in the class could have opportunities to participate in Tlpe I and tr

enrichment tasks over a two to tlree weck period

2. children with Special Abilities would have the opportunity to develop in depth

invesigations within this time fiame

3. there was a necessity for the Navigation Enrichment Programme to be covered

inside one school term to enable the final questionnaires to be completed before

children went on holidav

Phase 6

N{arch 1992 Individual Meetings with Teachers and Distribution ofParent/Grardian

Permission Forms

Teachers in the Treatme,lrt and Control classes were not visited in February or early lvlarch

1992, asthis is a particularly busy time of the school year in terms of establishing routines,

meeting parents and, completing Progfessive Achievement Tests. Each of the seven
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teachers was visited during the last two weeks of March and an after school meeting was

arranged for each teacher. During this meeting the purpose of the study was explained.

Teachers were told that one ofthe aims of the study was to increase understandings about

the links between children's selGconcept and the demonstration of their individual strengths

and abilities. Teachers in the Treatment goup were asked to work on the Navigation

Enrichment Programme for eight weeks in term two of 1992.

Teachers were told that the Navigation Enrichment Prognmme was written in a way which

gave children many oppornrnities to demonstrate their individual strengths and abilities.

Teachers were asked to attend two workshops relating to the Navigation Programme. It

was explained that the children would be asked to complete some questionnaires both at

the beginning and end ofthe second term. Teachers were told that the Auckland University

Ethics Committee had approved the questionnaires, but the teachers and school principals

were given the opportunity to read the questionnaires if they wished. Letters explaining the

pqpose of the study and requesting the parents' permission for their children to complete

the questionnaires were given to the teachers They were asked to distribute these letters to

each child and keep a record of the children who were given permission to complete the

questionnaires. A copy of the letter and consent form is in Appendix A At this meeting

specific dates for presenting the first questionnaires were organised with the teachers.

Teachers in the Control group were also visited indMdually and the purpose of the study

was explained to them in exactly the same way as it had been for the teachers in the
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Treatment goup. Teachers in the Control goup were not asked to work with the

Navigation Enrichment Programmq but instead were asked to outline the theme topics

which they intended to cover during the year. All three teachers in the Control goup

planned to cover three or four integrated themes in term two, which they considered would

last ttpee to four weeks. Since it was only March the teachers had not finally decided upon

the exact theme toPics.

In order to ensure that consistent information was shared with both the Treatment and

Control teachers, the researcher introduced the concept of special abilities by commenting

on the children's work displayed in the classroom and emphasising how encouraging it was

to see that children had oppornrnities to demonstrate their individual strengths and abilities.

Details relating to the questionnaires were discussed and, as for the Treatment groups, it

w113 arranged that these be presented to the children in the Control goup at the beginning

and end ofterm two.

The same letters and parent consent forms were given to the teachers in the Control group.

As for the Treatment group, teachers in the Control group were asked to distribute these

letters to each child in the class and record which children were given permission to

complete the questionnaires. Dates for presenting the first questionnaires were also

arranged with the Control teachers during this meeting.
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Phase 7

April 1992 Class Visits

The researcher arranged to visit the classroom again and work with the children on

integrated theme work in orderthat they might feel at ease with her when she presented the

questionnaires to them. These one and a half hour sessions in the classroom also enabled

the researcher to focus on the general pedagogical style ofthe teachers and to note whether

aspects of Renzulli's Enrichment Triad were an obvious paft of the class programme.

Notes relating to the above two points were r@orded by the researcher on leaving the

classroom. Two reliability checks were made by an independent observer, who was an

experienced Developmental Psychologist, and who accompanied the researcher on these

visits. The independent observer was introduced to the school principals and teachers as a

research colleague. It was considered that this observation session was a necessary pre-

requisite for planning relevant workshop sessions for the teachers.

When the researcher observed in the classrooms, aspects of Renzulli's Enrichment Triad

such as Type tr and III taskq were not an obvious part of any class programme. Reliability

checks showed 90Yo agreement between observers in this area.

Phase 8

April 1992 First Presentation of Questionnaires

Three questionnaires were given to the children. The first questionnaire was the Perception

of Ability Scale for Students (PASS). The second questionnaire was the SelfReport Scale
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of Intrinsic and Extrinsic Orientation In The Classroom. The third questionnaire was on

Self Efrcacy relating to class-based learning autonomy.

Results from the pilot investigation showed that children completed the latter nvo

questionnaires in nventy minutes. It was estimated that the first questionnaire would take

another twenty minutes, and therefore a forty minute time slot was needd for children to

complete all thnee questionnaires. The 9.20 to 10.30 morning slot was used to present the

questionnaires for all seven classes. Beginning at9.20 enabled latecomers to have arrived,

lunch orders to be completed and for all children to work on the questionnaires without

having been exposed to different cuniculum activities earlier in the day. This 9.20 to 10.30

slot provided more than adequate time for children to complete the questionnaires,

therefore avoiding time pressures and enabling the children to have a few minutes break

after each questionnaire. Also, as all seven schools in this study had their morning recess at

l0.30anL children and their teachers were able to have a break after completing the

questionnaires.

Presenting the Questionnaires

In order io maintain consistency in conducting the delivery of the questionnaires the

researcher read the questions in each questionnaire to the children in each of the Treatment

and Control classes. It was requested that the teachers remain in the room while the

questionnaires were presented in order that the teacher could ensure the children's answers

were not influenced in any way by the researcher.
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These three questionnaires were presented in the same sequence for both the Treatment

and Control classes:

l. before the researcher anived the teachers could send childrerl who did not have

parent permission to complete the questionnaires, to work with another class for

the morning

Z. children with parent permission sat at the front of the room and were shown the

questionnaire booklets

3. children were told that each question would be read out individually to them and

they should answer the question after it had been read out

4. children returned to their desks with their questionnaire sheets. The teacher read

out their roll number; they recorded this at the top of their questionnaire sheets so

that children's names were not recorded

5. children were given time to fill out the information at the top of the questionnaire

sheet relating to their gender, 4ge, class level

6. instructions for the first questionnaire were read oug and children were given the

opportunity to ask any questions if points needed further clarification

7. the first question was read out and children were told to record their answer

8. each ofthe remaining questions were read out and children recorded their answers

This format was repeated for all three questionnaires. Children were given a few minutes

break after their first questionnaire had been collecte4 and the second and third

questionnaires were then completed. Special emphasis was given to the instructions

relating to Harter's (1981) questionnaire on Infinsic and Extrinsic Orientation. Pilot
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re$.rlts had shown that some children had mizunderstood the instructions for this

questionnaire. A blackboard was used to illustrate the instructions of this questionnaire'

Since each question was read out individually to the children all questionnaires were

completed by the children at about the same time. Prior to the collection of the

questionnaires all children were reminded to check they had recorded their roll number at

the top of their sheets. Questionnaires were marked by the researcher. One in every five

questionnaires was r+marked by an independent marker, who was an experienced primary

school teacher. Reliability assessments were based on an agreement procedure between the

experienced teacher and the researcher. The mean percentage of agreement was 10ff/o.

Teachers were not given any information about the questionnaire rezults.

Phase 9

June 1992 Teacher WorkshoPs

Dates for the two workshops had been agreed upon at the first introductory meeting.

Teachers were contacted by letter and telephone to remind them about the meeting dates,

time and venue. Workshops occurred at a centrd meeting place, both workshops being

scheduled for one hour after school, 4 to 5pm.

Workshop I

l0 June 1992

All four teachers in the Treatment gfoup attended this workshop. Teachers were thanked

for their commitment to the study. Confidentiality was aszured in relation to their identity,
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the name of the schools and the children in their classes. Confidentiality was also

estabtished within the group. The aim of the research was re.stated exactly as it had beetl

outlined during the first introductory visit in March. Teachers were asked whether they

were familiar with Reruulli's Enrichment Triad and whether they used any aspects of his

triad in their class progrrunme. None of the teachers in the Treafinent goup had heard of

Renzulli and none was familiar with his ctrniculum model. These cornments stlpPorted the

findings from the researcher's initial classroom observations. The st4ges within Renanlli's

Enrichment Triad were shown on transparency and the emphasis within each stage was

discussed. It was considered that it would have been confusing to preserit the teachers with

details about the other cuniculum models used in this study particularly becarse some

models had ditrering structures and different numbers of stages. For clarity therefore,

details relating to Renanlli's Enrichment Triad only were presented to the teachers.

Although the teachers in the Treatment goup had not had experience with Renzulli's

Model, they had all previously worked using Integrated Unit approaches and therefore they

were familiar with the strategies of theme teaching. The Navigation Enrichment booklet

was given to the teachers and the layout of the programme, in terms of Type I, tr and Itr

tasks was explained. Teachers were asked to take the Navigation booklet home and spend

time reading it before they attended the workshop the following week. A transparenry

showing the planned sequence of the study, in terms of questionnaire dates and the dates

for teaching the Navigation Enrichment Programme were discussed. Similar dates for

beginning the Navigation Enrichment Programme were confirmed.
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Workshop 2

17 June1992

All teachers in the Treatment goup also attended this workshop. The second workshop

began by focusing on the Navigation Enrichment Programme which the teachers had been

givur the previous week. Teachers agrd that the Enrichment Programme was

appropriate for the children in their classes and trvo teachers in particular were most

positive about the range and depth of ideas within the Enrichment Programme. All teachers

expressed confidence in teaching the Navigation Enrichment Programme for eight weeks.

During the workshop the teachers asked questions about the Navigation Programme.

These questions were all based on organisationd strategies such as:

l. do the activities in the Navigation booklet need to be covered in pa'ge by page

sequence?

2. do the children working on Tlpe m taslc need to stop their investigations in order

that they be introduced to more Type I tasks?

3. do a1 the Type I tasks in the Navigation booklet need to be introduced to the

children?

These questions were discussed. It was explained that teachers could select any ideas fiom

the Navigation Enrichment Programme and these ideas could be developed according to

Tlpe tr and Itr tasks if children showed potential or special interests in these areas- The

teachers shared ideas with each other about introducing this topic to their classes- This

sharing occgrred spontaneously and had not been planned as part of the workshop.

Teachers were encouraged to discuss their ideas together. A box of resource books
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relating to this Navigation topic, was to be delivered to each teacher in the Treatment

Soup, from the National Library. These proved to be very useful resources for teachers

and children.

In the latter part of the workshop teachers were shown the modified RenzulliAlartman's

Perception of Special Abitties Scale (1977). This scale is described in the Measurement

section of this Method chapter. Teachers were asked to complete one Renanlli/llartman

Scale for each child in their class in relation to their g€neral classroom progress. All the

teachers were confident about estimating their students' social leadership, motivatiorl

creativity urd learning ability characteristics, but they requested a set definition of 'special

abilities' in order that they could complete the scale with consistenry. Dalton and Smith's

(1991) definition of 'special abilities' was presented on an overhead transparency,

Children with special abilities have a capacity for outstanding achievements or
accomplishments in one or more areas ofworthwhile endeavour. Sometimes this

capacity may be recognised by the relative excellence of children's performance in
various cuniculum areas ... at other times, it may be possible only to glimpse a

potential for outstanding accomplishments...(199 l, p. I 0).

This definition was explained in relation to Gardner's Model of Multiple Intelligences

(1983). The modified Renanlli/tlartman Scales were completed by the end of the following

week after the second workshop. Dates for beginning the Navigation Enrichment

Programme were r+confirmd and times were organised with the teacher for the

researcher to visit each class, every two weeks, to take part in some of the Navigation

Enrichment activities.
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Teachers in the Control gtroup were given the modified Renanlli/tlartman Scale in the same

week as the Treatment teachers. Unlike the teachers in the Treatment FouP, the Control

teachers discussed the modified Renanlli/tlartman Scale individually with the resarcher. In

order to maintain consistency within the Treatment and Control groups, Dalton and

Smith's (1991) definition of Children with Specid Abilities was shared with each teacher in

the Control gtroup. Teachers in the Control goup completed the modified

Renzulti/Ilartman Scales and these were collected during the following school visit.

Phase l0

June-August 1992 The Enrichment Programme ln Progress

Teachers and children in the Treatment goup worked on the Navigation Enrichment

Programme for approximately eight weeks during term two of 1992. Teachers were asked

to spend a similar arnount of time each week on the Enrichment Programme as they would

spend on other integfated topics during the year. This was requested in order to maintain

as much consistency as possible in terms of the time spe,lrt on Integrated topic work for

both the Treatment and Control groups.

The teachers in the Treatment group were asked to select Tlpe I activities fiom the

Navigation Enrichment Programme which focused upon the needs or interests of the

children in their classes. They were told that these Tlpe I activities would lead most

children into Type tr tasks. Children with Special Abilities, or children showing potential

with Type tr tasks, should be given the opportunity to purzue a particular Tlpe Itr
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investigation which was of interest to them. Children could work individually or co-

operatively in small groups when involved in Type Itr work. It was emphasised that

children working on Type Itr tasks still required teacher support. As Davis and Rimm

(1994) explain in relation to Tlpe Itr enrichment "the teacher-as the 'guide on the side'

helps with clarifying the problenr, designing the projeot, locating materials and equipment,

and recommending information sources or community experts" (p. 150).

Teachers were encouraged to work at their own pace with the Enrichment Programme- It

was acceptable for the children to work on the programme at a regular time each day or for

teachers to organise Navigation Enrichment activities which lasted for one or two full days'

The importance of all children in the class being given opportunities to participate in Type I

and Tlpe tr tasks was a crucial point emphasised to the teachers in the Treatment goup.

This point was stressed in order to enzure the inclusion of at-risk and underaohieving

children in the class.

While the Navigation Enrichment Programme was in progress the researcher visited each

class once every two weeks. The purpose of this visit was two-fold; firstly to determine

whether the programme was actually being taught according to the guidelines and

principles outlined, and secondly, to encourage and zupport the teachers. The independent

obsenrer did not accompilny the researcher on these visits as it was considered that the

pr€sence of two extra adults in the classroom might lead the children to believe that their

teacher was being observed. During these class visits the researcher was not involved in
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any teaching. Instead she interacted with the children as they worked in groups or she

discussed with individual children the wall displays which they had completed relating to

the Navigation activities.

Each Treatment class was visited five times during the eight week period when the

Enrichment Programme was in progress. It was considered that this was an adequate

nurnber of visits to ensure that the Enrichment Programme was being taught within the

guidelines and principles outlined. Visits were in the moming teaching bloclc" between 9arn

and l2noon. The duration ofthe researcher's visit was approximately one and a half hours.

At the end of the visit, the teachers were thankd and times for the next visits were

confirmed. In order to maintain consistent conditions for both the Treatment and Control

groups, each class in the Control goup was also visited five times during the same eight

week period. As for the Treatment classeq all visits lasted approximately one and a half

hours and occurred b*ween 9am and l2noon. These visits had been arranged in time slots

where children in the Control goup were likely to be working on activities associated with

their tntegrated theme. As for the Treatment gfoup, the researcher interacted with the

Control children as they worked in groups or she discussed wall displays with individual

children. The teachers in the Control gfoup were told that the researcher was interested in

observing aspects of the Integrated themes which might encourage children to demonstrate

their individual strengths and abilities. It was considered necessary to emphasise this point

to the Control teachers in order to equate the Treatment and Control goup conditions as

much as possible. Ethically, it was also considered that honesy and openness should be
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maintained. At the end of each classroom visit each teacher was thanked, and as with the

Treatment groups, times for the next visits were confirmed.

Phase ll

August 1992 Second Presentation of the Questionnaired Completion of the Second

Renzulli/flartman Special Ability Scales

The same tluee questionnaires, which had been completed in April 1992, were presented

again in August to the children in both the Treatment and Control groups. The conditions

for presenting these questionnaires were repeated in the way described in Phas€ 8 of the

Timetable section in this chapter.

Children were familiar with the layout of the questionnaires so that instructions took less

time to present. Children were told to fill out the questionnaires in relation to their current

feelings. It was explained that they could record the same ililiwers as they had done in

Apdl, but if they now felt differently about certain questions they should choose the answer

that best represented their current feelings. Each question was read separately to the

children and they were given time to record their answers before the next question was read

out.

As in April, all children completed the questionnaires in approximately forty minutes.

While the researcher presented the questionnaires to each class, the teachers from both

Treatment and Control groups were asked to complete a second Renzulli/[IarUnan Special
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Ability Scale (1977) for each child in the class. Teachers were not given copies of the first

RenzullilHartman Scales which they completed in June. At the end of this sessior\ the

questionnaires and Renzulli/tlartman Scales were collected. Teachers in the Treatment

goup were given a Navigation Programme Evaluation Sheet which they were asked to

complete and bring to the final meeting. A copy ofthis evaluation sheet is in Appendix A.

Phase 12

August 1992 Final Meeting with Teachers

A final meeting was arranged with dl teachers. Teachers in the Treatnent group met

together after school in August 1992, between 4 and Sptq in the same venue where the

workshops had been taken. The Navigation Programme Evaluation Sheets were collected

and teachers spent the rest of the session disarsing aspects ofthe Enrichment Programme

which had been most s:uccessfirl for them. Some teachers shared charts, models and

investigative studies which the children in their class had produced. All teachers were very

positive about sharing the Enrichment Navigation Programme with other teachers in their

school and atl teachers expressed commitment to incorporating Renzulli's Enrichment

Triad when working in other cuniculum areas. Teachers were thanked for their

contributions. Letters of thanks were forwarded to each teacher, to their school principals

and Board of Trustee Memberg in September of that year. Copies of these letters are in

Appendix A.

Teachers in the Control goup had their fnal meeting with the researcher on an individual
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basis becagse they had not met the other teachers in the Control group. As with the

Treatment Foup, teachers in the Control goup were thanked for their contributions. In

September 1992, letters ofthanks were also sent to each teacher and school principal in the

Control goup.

All intervention phases for this study were completed by the end of August 1992, before

the schools started their August vacation. Working to this time frame was an important

component of this study since intervention phases left for the third term could not be

carried out consistently by the teachers. This was due to end of year school commitments

zuch as school drama productions, and children's inconsistent attendance because of

Standard Four children's interviews at Intermediate and Secondary schools. Table 4, p.129

provides a summary ofthe phases outlined above.

Measurcs Employed

Questionnaires

Three questionnaires were given to the children in the Treafinent and Control groups

before they started work on the term two Integrated Units, and again at the end of term

two. Reasons for using these questionnaires, and information relating to their reliability and

validity are described below.
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Table 4

Timetable Showing Each Phase within the Study for Treatment and Control Groups

Phase Date Description

I
2

3

4
5

6

April l99l
Augrst l99l
Sept/Oct l99l
Oct/l.Iov l99l
NovlFeb 1992

March L992

April 1992

April 1992

June 1992

June/Aug 1992

August 1992

August 1992

Treetment Group
Initial meeting
with teachers

Obtaining parent

permission

Classroom visits

First presentation

of questionnaires

Workshops
l'Rena.rlli/flartman
Scales completed

EnriohmentProg.
Classroom visits

2d presentation
of questionnaires

Renzulfr,/Ilartman
Scales compl*ed

Final meeting with
teachers
Letters of thanks

Control Gnoup
Initid meeting
with teachers

Obtaining parent
permission

Classroom visits

First presentation

of questionnaires

No Workshops
lrRenz,rlli/flartman
Scales completed

Regular ClassProg.

Classroom visits

2d presentation

of questionnaires
2d Renzulli/tlartman
Scales completed

Final meetingwith
teachers
Letters ofthanks

Introductory Survey
Ethics Approval
School Selection
Pilot Investigation
Preparation of Emichment Programme

9

l0

ll

t2

I
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Questionnaire I

Perception of Ability Scale for Students (PASS)

This questionnaire @oersma and Chapmart, 1992) was designed 'to assess children's

feelings about their academic abilities and school-related achievement" (p.l). The PASS

questionnaire is uniqug in that it focuses on the Phenomenological perspective relating to

children's perceptions of their own ability and achievement. This questionnaire was

considered a most appropriate instrument for use in this study, because it measures

children,s academic self concept, as distinct from their general self concept or self esteenq

and it is children's academic self concept which is the key area of focus in this research

study. While PASS can be used as a screening device to identiff children who have low

academic self concepts and negative feeling associated with school, Boersma and Chapman

(lgg1) explain that it can also be used to evaluate educational programmes, which aim to

enhance children's achievement-related self perceptions. One of the aims within the

Navigation Enrichment Programme in this study was to enhance children's achievement

related self perceptions.

pASS was also selected for this study because it has been zuccessfully used by a number of

different researchers to assess the ability perceptions of snrdents. In New Zealand,

Chapman and McAlpine (l9SB) used PASS as the instnrment in a longitudinal snrdy to

determine the ability perceptions of gifted students in mainstream New Zealand classrooms-

Ifiebert, Wong and Hunter (1982); Chapman and Wilkinson (1988) used PASS to

investigate the academic self concept of learning disabled and nonJearning disabled
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secondary school students. A high degree of consistency was demonstrated when the

results of these two studies were compared. Rybq Edelrnan and Chapman, (198a) used

pASS with over two hundred special class high school students in New Zealand schools.

Ryba et al's findings further support the sensitivity of PASS in terms of assessing the

academic self concept in a range of students.

General Description of PASS

PASS has been standardised for use with children in Crrades Tlree to Six (eight to eleven

years). The entire scale can be administered in fifteen minutes when iterns are read aloud,

althouglr twenty to twenty-five minutes is recommended. While items in PASS have been

written at a seven to seven and a halfyear readability level it is recommendd in the PASS

manual that the questionnaire is read aloud to children, to help ensure that students with

reading difFculties can understand the items and that children will work at a consistent pace

through the questionnaire.

pASS contains seventy items, and each item is written in the form of a statement that

describes feelings which students may have about themselves in relation to school and

school work. Students indicate whether each statement applies to them by ticking either

YES or NO in the box next to the statement. ln order to gain more detailed information

about specific areas of the school cuniculunl PASS has been developed according to six

zubscales:

l. Perception of General Acadernic Ability
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2. Perception ofMath Ability

3. PerceptionofReading/SpellingAbility

4. Perception of Penmanship and Nearress Skills

5. School Satisfaction

6. Confidence in Academic AbilitY

According to Boersma and Chapman (1992) "A high score on a particular zubscale

indicates high academic self concept in that area' (p'2)'

While the children in this strdy compteted all sflenty PASS itenrs, their scores on the first

subscale of Perception of Creneral Acadenric Ability are presented in this research. The

reason for this is because the first srbscale focrlses on Creneral Acadenric Ability and since

teachers in the Treatment and Control gtoups focused on different cuniculum areas in their

integrated programme work it was considered that a more general zubscale would provide

a more consistent measure of general acadernic self concept when compuing children

across all seven classes. In the PASS questionnaire there are twelve items relating to

Perception of General Acadenric AbililV.

Reliability

Boersma and Chapman (lggzrreport high scores of internal reliability at .91 and '92 for the

full pASS questionnaire. These reliability scores were obtained when PASS was presented

to luge groups of American children in Grades Three to Six. The data indicate that PASS

has stable internal reliability across homogenous samples of eight to eleven year old
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children. Boersrna and Chapman (1992) also report that there are consistent reliability

soores for the srbscales in the PASS questionnaire with internal consistency co-efficients

showing scores of .80. Test-retest reliability, relating to the extent to which scores for

individuals are consistent over time and across settings, can be influenced by the fact that

acadenric self concept is srbject to developmental change. Boersma and Chapman (1984)

have provided data however to detennine the test-retest reliability of PASS. The rezults

fromBoersma and Chapman's (1984) researc[ which is most relevant to this ourrent thesis

in terms of the ages of the children and the test-retest timeframe, showed stability co-

efficients of .83 for the full PASS scale and .75 for the Perception of General Ability

Subscale within PASS.

Validity

Data to zupport the conten! criterion-related and construct validity of PASS have been

presented by lfiebert, Wong and Hunter (1982); Chapman & Wilkinson (1988); Boersma

and Chapman (1992). In ternrs of content validity, Boersma and Chapman (1992) report

that one hundred and forty-three items were initially trialled for the PASS questionnaire and

following item and factor analysis seventy items were wentually selected for inclusion in

PA*SS. Although not all school srbjects are covered in these items, Boersma and Chapman

(1992) state that "seventy items tap a meaningful range of achievement and general school

perceptions and feelings... the content of PASS seerns valid for assessing academic self-

conc€,pt in school childreq especially at the elementary level " (lt, 4849).
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Several studies are outlined in the PA,SS manuat (1992) which illustrate the relationship

between pASS scores and other measures of self concept. Relationships between PASS

and the Brookover Self Concept of Ability Scales, Tenessee Self Concept Scale and

Canadian Self Esteem lnventory for Children have been outlined, but the strongest

relationships of .69 nd .74 have been correlated with the Piers Flarris Self Concept Scale

and the Piers Harris Inteilectual and School Status Scale @oersma and Chapman, 1992, p.

49). ApASSPiers Hanis correlation of .60 occurred between the zubscales of Perception

of General Ability and Inte[ectual and School Status. Boersma and Chapman (1992) also

demonstrate the external validity of PASS in relation to other variables associated with

academic self concept, such as academic achievement, academic locus of control and

general personality characteristics. Of particular relevance for this thesis are s@res relating

to academic locus of control, with conelations of .56 being demonstrated between PASS

and Harter's (1981) Intrinsic and Extrinsic Orientation Scale.

According to Boersma and Chapman (1992) correlations between PASS and the New

zealand Progressive Achievement Tests of Maths, Vocabulary and Reading

Comprehension "showed a relatively high conelation of .40 to .52 for these tests in relation

to the zubscale ofPerception of General Abilif O.57)'

When assessing the pqychometric properties of PASS, Boersma and Chapman (1992) also

acknowledge that variables zuch 6 age, gender, ethnic background and SES can influence

scores of academic self concept, either individually or in combination with each other. The
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factors outlined above, plus the reason that the PASS manual presents clear administration

and marking instructions, provides strong zupport for using the PASS questionnaire in this

study. Details relating to the presentation of this questionnaire for the children in the

Treatment and Control groups have been described in Phase 8 of the Timetable section'

points relevant to marking scoring urd interpretation of the questionnaire are zummarised

below.

Marking and Scoring PASS

The PASS may be scored by hand or by computer. Details relevant to scoring using the

computer PASS Autoscore are described in the PASS manual. In this current shtdy, the

marking ud scoring of all PASS questionnaires was completed by hand as the required

computer facilities were not available to the researcher at the time of this study' A marking

grid indicates the correct YES or NO response for each of the seventy items. Raw scores

can be obtained for each of the six subscales by identi$ing the items in the PASS manual

which correspond to each subscale.

lnterpretation ofPASS

Once raw scores are obtained the PASS manual provides three tlpes of standardised scores

to aid in interpretation of PASS scores. Boersma and Chapman (1992) present these

according to gender, since they claim that girls have been found to score consistently higher

on pASS than boys. In the PASS manual, the raw s@res for girls and boys are presented

according to percantile scores, stanines and normalised T-scores, for the total scale and for
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each ofthe six zubscales.

Each of the children in this study had their full PASS Scale and Perception of General

Ability scale percentile scores recorded on the computer spreadsheet for both the PASS

questionnaires which they had completed in April and Atrgust.

Permission to Use the PASS as an Instmment within this Study

The PASS questionnaire was nrbject to copyright, and therefore a licence to reproduce

copies of the questionnaire was obtained from the Western Psychological Services in

California. Permission was granted to reproduce up to one hundred copies of PASS. A

copy ofthis copynght licence is in Appendix A

As there were over one hundred children completing this questionnaire this licence did not

enable each child to have their own copy of the questionnaire. In order not to infringe the

copynght requirements, thirty master cards of the questionnaire were produced and each

child anached their own arNwer sheet to the maSer card. Answer sheets were numbered

and stickers were cut in hatf and attached to both the master and answer sheets so that

children could match the two sheets without difrculty.

Questionnaire 2

The SelfReport Scale oflntrinsic VerzusExtrinsic Orientation In the Classroom

Harter's SelfReport Scale (1981) was used in this study to provide a measure of children's
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internal and external locus of control for classroom learning. This Self Report Scale was

considered particularly relevant for this study because Harter claims "it m@sures the degree

to which a child's motivation for classroom learning is determined by intrinsic or extrinsic

orientation" (p.300). The SelfReport Scale was also considered appropriate for use in this

study becagse Harter emphasises that it may provide useful ffirmation about classroom

interventions which are designed to influence children's motivation for school learning.

The Enrichment Programme used in this study could be described as a classroom

intervention which would come into this category.

General Description of Harter' s Self Report Scale

Harter's Self Report Scale (1981) is based on five dimensions of classroom learning which

can be characterised as having intrinsic or extrinsic orientation. These dimensions are:

l. preference for challenge versus preference for easy work

2. curiosity/interest versus pleasing teacher/getting good grades

3.

4.

5.

independent mastery versus dependence on teacher

independent judgonent versus reliance on teacher judgement

internd criteria versus external criteria

This Self Report Scale was designed originaly for children in Grades Th,ree to Six (eight to

eleven years of age). It contains thirty items, six from each of the dimensions outlined

above. Within each dimensio4 three items are presented wtrich deprct intrinsic orientation

and three which depict extrinsic orientation. Each item receives a score from one to four
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depending on the direction of the aftniler gven; that is the more intrinsic the responsg the

higher the score received. Instructions for this questionnaire stress that one total score

should not be calculated for this Self Report Scale because "such a score would mask

differences manifest in the profiles of individual childrenl' (Ilartea 1981, p. 303). As a

rezult, item scores are nrmmed for each dimensio4 and a mean score is calculated for each

ofthe five separate dimensions in the SelfReport Scale.

Reliability

Reliability scores for each of the five dimensions in flarter's Self Report Scale have been

assessed using the Kuder-Richardson reliability co-efficient formula. llarter (1981)

presents reliability score ranges for each dimersion

Challenge .78 - .84

Curiosity .54 - .78

Mastery .68 - .82

4. Judgement .71 -.81

5. Intemal. .75 -.83

After a five month period, test-retest reliability has been reported by tlarter (1981) at

approximately.5S.

Validity

llarter (l9Sl) describes a number of snrdies which emphasise the validity of this Self

Report Scale. In zummary significant differences between p<.05 and p<.OOt were obtained

l.

2.

J.
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for each goup on all five dimensions when groups of children from schools supporting

principles of intrinsic motivation were compared with contrast schools. According to

Harter (1981) zuch results demonstrate adequately the content validrty of this Self Report

Scale.

Use ofHarter's SelfReport Scale in this Cunent Study

The five dimensions of challenge, curiosity, mastery, judgement and internal versus extemal

criteria zupport the pedagogical principles within the cuniculum models from Renz,rlli

(1977); Betts (1985 and l99l); Treffinger (1986); Feldhusen and Kolloff(1986) used in

this snrdy. Since children were compl*ing PASS prior to llarter's Self Report Scale, it was

considered that for this study llarter's questionnaire should be shortened from thirty to

fifteen items in order to avoid children losing concentration. In order to retain the five

dimensions in the Self Report Scalg and to ensure that each dimension was equally

represented, three items instead of the original si:<, were selected from each dimension in

the Scale. The three items which Harter outlined as having the highest mean score when

factor analyses were performed on the Self Report Scale were selected for inclusion. As

Ilarter (1981) states "item means indicate that there are no ceiling or floor effects for

particular items" (p. 304). All items selected had mean scores above 2.5'

In the present study, the children in the Treatment and Control groups completed 15 items,

from the original thirty in ltrarter's Report Scale (1981). The questionnaire was presented

in the same format as Harter's original design. Two phrases were read to the children: they
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selected the phrase which best summarised how they felt, and then ticked whether it was

.very true, or 'sort of true' for them. The basic santence structure which Harter developed

was retained for the fifteen items, but for this study s€ntence beginnings were changed from

.some kids like...' to 'I like' or 'I do'. In some cases vocabulary was adapted to suit New

Zealand childreq for example, marks instead of grades. The items were scored using the

same criteria as Harter (1981) outlined. A one to four scale was used, with four marks

given for a 'very true' response on an internal criteria and one mark given for a 'very true'

response on the external scale. Totals for each five dimensions were recorded for each

child in the Treatment and Control groups-

Questionnaire Three

SelfEfrcacy

Self efficacy questionnaires for children are uzually designed to measure self efficary in

relation to a specific currioulum area such as Maths (Schunk and tlansoq 1985; Norwictq

1987) and ReadingAilriting Achievement (Shell, Murphy and Bruning 1989).

In the current study, children were required to make judgements about their self efficacy in

relation to strategies which they had learnt from integrated elements of the four cuniculum

models of Renzulli (1977); Bens (1985 and l99l); TrefEnger (1986); Feldhusen and

Kolloff(1986). To promote construct validity within this current study, a new self efficacy

questionnaire was designed. This questionnaire focused on self efrcary in relation to the

specific area of children's beliefs about their ability to take a more active role in decisions
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about their own learning. Ten questions were developed around this theme. These

questions were also based on Bandura's (1977) four principles of self efficacy expectation,

that is: performance accomplishmen! vicarious experiences, verbal perzuasion and

physiological arousal. Bandura uses rating scales rangng from zero to one hundred in

order to m@sure the perceived self efficacy of adults. The rating scale format was retained

for the self efficacy questionnaire in this study, but it was cornidered that a four point Likert

Scale would be more appropriate for primary school children. A one to four scale, rather

than a one to ten scale, was used in order to avoid the chance of answers occuning in

neutral positions. Scoring occurred in line with the one to four scale, so that when a

positive answer was required only one point was given if children responded negatively.

Four points were given if children responded in the most positive category.

This new self efficacy questionnaire was trialled with a group of nine children. Prior to

trialling its content validity was checked and confirmed by two New Zealand researchers in

the field of developmental pqychology. As a measure of reliability, an internal consistenry

measure was obtained by the split half method and the rezult of the Spearman Brown

formul4 used as a calculation of whole test reliability was (121.773. Based upon the

Spearman Rank Order this was significant at the .05 level.

Children involved in the pilot were from a Standard Two to Four composite class, the same

class levels as children from the Treatment and Control groups in the study. This trial

school was not one of the schools which had been randomly selected for this study. Three
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trialled. Theseireas were given specific focus when the self efficacy questionnaire was

ar@s were:

l. diffiorlty levels of each item

2. comprehension levels ofeach item

3. antbtgutty ofthe items

Following the pilot investigation items were modified in the light of the oral and written

feedback from the children in the pilot group. The modified version of the self efficacy

questionnaire is included in Appendix A

Children in the Treatment and Control groups were given the modified self efficacy

questionnaire. Points were summed and a total score out of forty was recorded for each

child in the study.

Teachert' Questionnaire

The Renzulli/flartman Perception of Special Ability Scale.

In this study teachers in both the Treatment and Control groups were asked to complete the

Renzulli/tlartman Perception of Special Abilities Scale. The Perception of Special Abilities

Scale used in this study was a modified version of the Renzulli/Flartrnan Scale for Rating

the Behavioural Characteristics of Superior Students (Renailli Smitb White, Callahan and

Hartrnarq lg77'). The Renzulliltlartman original scale consists of ten parts, and each part

contains a series of characteristics which can indicate children's zuperior abilities in specifio
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areas. Teachers complete the scale by indicating how frequently the characteristics are

observed in particular students.

In the current study, teachers were required to complete a Renzullilllartman Scale for each

child in their class. For some teachers this meant completing more than thiay scales. It

was considered that the original scale was too time conzuming for the teachers, particularly

since they were required to complete the scale nrice in one term in order that any changes

in the children's demonstration of special Sility behaviburs could be noted. To overcome

this challenge two options were considered:

l. the teachers complete the questionnaires for only those children in the class who

they considered had a specialability

2. the Renzulli/tlartman scale was modified so that teachers could complete one short

scale for each child within a realistic time frame.

In order to avoid the possibility of overlooking any child, the second option was accepted

as being most appropriate for this study. Also, to further support this second optiorl the

aim of completing the scale in this study was to obtain a general overview of Children's

Special Abilities, not to obtain a detailed porfolio about each child. fu a rezult of the

points abovg the adapted Renzulli/tlartman Scale was employed in this study' Teachers

responded to six items. The modified Renanlli/tlartman Scale is in Appendix A.

Teachers were asked to estimate whether students demonstrated social leadership,

motivatiorq creativity and learning ability, according to a four point rating scale ranging
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from'seldom' or 'never' to 'almost all of the time'. Two additional pieces of information

were included in the adapted scale. Firstly, teachers were asked to record any cuniculum

area" or areas of special Sility which they had observed for the child. The second item

asked teachers to note any supportive information which may zubstantiate the special ability

area/s which had been noted. In this present study the number and nature of special abilities

were recorded and comparisons were made between the June and August scales which the

teachers had completed,

Class Record Sheet and The Elley-Irving Socio-Economic Index

In order to obtain specific information about the composition of each class, teachers in both

the Treatment and Controls groups were asked to complete a class record sheet. To

maintain confidentiality, the names of children were not recorded; instead each child's roll

number was listed. In addition to each child's roll number, teachers were asked to

complete a grtd relating to the child's:

o 4ge in yeardmonth

. ethnic group

o first language

o approximate time living inNew Zealud

r parent or guardian's occupation

attendance at different numbers of schools

class level and whether this had been repeated

place in the family
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. generd ability level (as perceived by the teacher)

o attendance at special needs programmes

fur abbreviation key was provided at the bottom of the grld in order that teachers could use

this format when completing each columr\ rather than writing answers in long hand. A

copy ofthis Class Record Sheet is in Appendix A

Parental occupations listed on the class record sheet were categorised by the researcher

according to the six socio-economic levels in the l98l Revised Elley-Irving Socio-

Economic Index. This index was used because it provided an objective scale of

occupational status developed from the l98l New Zealand Census data. The 1981 index

includes one hundred and sixty-four new occupations and it makes use of the New Zealand

adaptation of the International Standard Classification of Occupations. Elley-Irving Socio-

Economic Indices have been used extensively in a range of research studies. According to

Elley and Irving (1981) there are over twenty studies since 1976, reported in the New

ZealandJoumal ofEducationd Studies, which have employed Elley-Irving indices.

In this study ctrildre,lr's parental occtrpations were categorised according to the six Elley-

Irving levels and these levels were then recorded on the computer spreadsheet. Information

relating to children's:

o a8e

o gender

o ethnic group
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. teacher perceived ability goup

o placement in Treatment or Control goup

was also trunfened from the class record sheet and recorded on the computer spreadsheet'

This information was recorded on the spreadsheet in order that results could be analysed in

relation to these nrbgrouPs.

The other four information categories on the Class Record Sheet, nrch as length of time in

New Zealand and whether a child had repeated a year at school were not recorded on the

computer spreadsheet. This information was filed in order that it could be referred to at a

later date, if it was considered that any of these factors might have had any influence on the

final results.

Curriculum Model Record Sheets

Cuniculum Model Record sheets were designed specifically to be used in this study. They

were not used to measure the quality of teachers' behaviours; rather they were designed in

order that a standardised recording sheet could be completed so as to determine the

pattems of teaching strategies used in the classroom at specific times. The Cuniculum

Model Record sheet listed strategies fiom the four cuniculum models of Renzulli (1977);

Betrs (1985 and l99l); Treffinger (1986); Feldhusen and Kolloff(1986). The sheet was

completed by the researcher, after her class visits and prior to intervention. Ticks were

placed in a YES or NO column depending upon whether a particular stratesf had been

observed by the researcher during her visits. Brid comments could be recorded on the
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sheet ifthe YES or NO responses required further support. The Cuniculum Model Record

sheets were not scored; instead they were referred to by the researcher as a guide in

prepuing relevant workshops for the teachers about the Enrichment Programme. A

sample of the Cuniculum Model Record Sheet is in Appendix A

Theme Evaluation Sheet

This Evaluation Sheet was designed specifically for use with the teachers in the Treatment

gfoup in this study. The purpose of using this non-standardised instrument was to gain

personal feedback from each teacher, about specific aspects of the Enrichment Programme

which they used in Term Two. Although teachers were en@uraged to comment on the

programme during the workshop sessions it was considered that a Theme Evaluation

Sheet, which could be completed anonymously, would provide teachers with an

opportunity to make direct and honest comments about the Enrichment Programme.

The Evaluation Sheet consisted of fifteen questions requiring comments in relation to:

o teaching approachedstrategies or specific tasks which teachers considered worked

well within the Enrichment Programme

o activities within the programme which may have

(a) encouraged children to demonstrate spwific skills

O) encouraged children with learning difrculties'

specific children or groups of children who may have bene,fited from being involved

in the Enrichment Programme
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o the l€ngth ofthe programme and the relerrance ofthe associatd workshops

. any other commerns from the teachers

The Evaluation Sheet was not scored: teachers' comments provided usefirl feedback about

the Emichment Programme and tlrese have been $mmarised under each of the five areas

above. A copy of the teachers' responses to the Teachers' Evaluation Questionnaire is in

Appendix A

Stetisticrl Mcthods

Multivariate Analysis of Variurce ([4ANOVA)

'Manova is an analysis of vuiance procedure employed when two or more outcome

(dependent) variables are being analysed simultaneous$' (Vockell and Asttu, 1995,

p.475). In this sudy there werc eight dependent variables. These were:

I PerteptionofCrenerrlAcademicAbility

Iocus of Control:

2 Challenge

3 Crrdosity

4 Independent t\,Iastery

5 Judgement

6 Internal

7 Sclf Efrficacy

t Teachen'Recognition of Children with Special
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In order to analyse the combined effects of these dependent variables for children in the

Treatment and Control groups IVIANOVA was used. Wthin the MANOVA four

procedures are used for determining levels of signfficance. These are:

o Wilk'sLambda

o Pillai's Trace

o Hotelling Trace Criterion

o Roy's Greatest Root Criterion

Huclg Cormier and Bounds (197a) explain that each of these alternatives are reputable

procedures. In this study therefore the levels of significance for MANOVA have been

reported according to Roy's GreatestRoot Criterion procedure.

Although there were eight dependent variables in this study it was not possible to run a

MANOVA and keep each of these eight dependent variables separate because the number

of variables exceeded the number of degrees of freedom viable for the corresponding

univariate test of the same effect. As a result it was necessary to aggregate the variables

that formed part of the locus of control questionnaire. Aggregating the zubscales for locus

of control was the only possible option to be taken because the other tluee dependent

variables were based on an individual score and did not contain any zubscales. [Iarter

(1981) wanui howwer, that combining loq,rs of control zubscales can "mask the

differences'' within each of the subscales. In order to run the MANOVA and to work in

accordance with Harter's (1981) recommendation, Analyses of Variance using split plot

design with implicit repeated measures (ANOVA) was also calculated for each of the eigfut
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separate dependent variables. In this way the differences within each of the five locus of

control zubscales was made visible. In order to provide more detailed information about

the changes between the pre and post test scoreg t-tests were also completed for each

group ofchildren in each dependent variable.

The computer progrmme used to calculate the MANovA and AlIovA was sAS/STAT

GLM Procedure (1993). This programme was selected for use because it analyses

IVIANOVA and AI'IOVA especially for unbalanced data. As there was not an €qual

number of children in the Treatment and Control srbgroups this snrdy conained

unbalanced data"

In order to carry out the II4ANOVA and A}IOVA" a text, comma delineated data sheet

was prepared' This data sheet contained information about each child's gender, ethnic

group' class levef socio-economic levd teacher perceived ability group and pre and post

questionnaire results.

Lcvel of Significance for II{ANOVA, AIYOVA and t-tests

In this study the probability lwel of p <.05 was employed to determine the level of

significance. According to Tuckman (1978) the "p < .05 is considered an acceptable level

of confidence to reject the null hypothesis ... between the control and experimental group"

(p. 250). However, Klugh (1974) explains that selection of the appropriate alpha lwel is

ultimately a matter of the experimenter's judgement. Rezults approaching the .05 level of
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significance have also been discussed in this study because zuch rezults indicate that

changes have occurred and it was considered that instead of discarding these results they

warruted firther disctrssion.
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CHAPTER FOUR

RESULTS

A Multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was undertaken on the diference

between the pre and post test scoreg in order to determine whether or nor there was

any significant difference following intervention, between the Treatment and Control

groups' scores in the four combined areas of

e Perception of General Academic Abilitv

o Locus of Control

r SelfEfficacy

o Teachers' Recognition of children with speciar Abilities

The MANOVA (Roy's Greatest Root F(4,2) = 12.022,p = .07g) was not significant at

the alpha 0'05 level. It is important to emphasise however that the dependent variables

in this study were measuring different constructs. Also a different scoring system was

used for each of the areas measured, therefore the non significant IvIANOVA result

may have been an artifact of the different scoring systems employed. Taking these

points into account, and the fact that .078 is very close to the .05 probability level, it

was considered important to present more detailed information about the results for

each separate dependent variable. The pre and post mean scores for the children in the

Treatment and Control groups have been presented for each variable in Table 5. Each

of the subscales in the area of Locus of Control have been listed separately in order

that the different scores for each subscale are visible. (Slight variations in numbers,
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Table 5 Mean Scores for Separate Dependent Variables for Treatment and

Control Groups

General
Pre
Post

! (206) : r.753

Locus of Control
Challenge
Pre
Post
t (188): .906

Curiosity
Pre
Post

I (188): 1.196

Independence
Pre
Post

I (188): l.16l

Judgement
Pre
Post

t (188) : .815

Internal
Pre
Post

t (188): 1.583

Self Eflicacy
Pre
Post

! (l9l) = 1.080

Special Abilities
Pre
Post

t(214):2.941**

9.31

9.50

9.12
9.58

8.27
8.64

7.26
7.58

6.34
6.95

28.37
29.22

2.27
2.r4

8.93
8.81

9.28
9.34

8.27
8.37

2.43
2.56

TREATMENT
Mean SD
6.72 3.04
7.49 3.27

General
Pre
Post

! (136):.186

Locus of Control
Challenge
Pre
Post

! (130) = .230

Curiosity
Pre
Post

! (130) = -260

Independence
Pre
Post

! (130) : '273

Judgement
Pre
Post

! (130) = r.730

Internal
Pre
Post

! (130): 1.814

Self Eflicecy
Pre
Post

t(142) = 2.233*

Special Abilities
Pre
Post

! (138) = 1.185

CONTROL
Mean SD
7.30 3.01
7.46 3.25

2.36
2.25

2.33
2.08

2.02
2.r8

2.60
2.71

2.52
2.22

2.44
2.63

6.84
7.69

6.45
7.27

2.38
2.75

.79
1.08

5.41
5.49

27.79
29.53

2.33
2.72

4.43
5.21

.59

.97
.77
.93

.44

.61

** 
B ( .01 (two tailed) * B. .05 (two tailed)
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which appear for some groups in the following tables have been discussed in the

Method section).

The t-tests showed that following continued involvement in the regular class

programme, the children in the Control group made a significant increase in one are4

that of Self Efficacy t (142) = 2.233 p < .05. The control group did not make a

significant increase in the other three areas:

o Perception of General Academic Ability

o Locus of Control

o Teachers'Recognition of children with special Abilities.

Following their participation in the Enrichment Programme, the t-tests showed that the

children in the Treatment group made a significant increase in the area of Teachers,

Recognition of Children with Special Abilities tel4):2.941p < . 0l. The Treatment

group did not make a significant increase in the other three areas:

o Perception of General Academic Ability

Locus of Control

SelfEfficacy

Summary for Treatment and Control groups

In conclusion, the MANovA did not identify a significant effect. Analysis

separate dependent variables revealed that both the Treatment and Control

made a significant gain in one of the four areas measured.

of the

groups
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Ability, Ethnic and Socio-economic Groups

The series of MANOVAS identified that Ability, Ethnic and SES differences occurred

over time in this study. one of these areas of difference was significant.

Ability Groups

There were three Ability groups in this study - higt\ middle and low. These groups

were based on teachers' perceptions of the children's ability levels. The IMANOVA

identified a significant effect (Roy's Greatest Root F (4,7): 6.g77,p < .01) for Ability

which was across both Treatment and Control groups.

Ability l: Means and t-tests in Table 6 showed that following their participation in the

Enrichment Programme, Treatment children in Ability group I made a significant

increase in scores in the area of Teachers' Recognition of Children with Special

Abilities t (58) = 2.036, L< .05. No other significant gains were made for this group

of children. There were no significant gains made by the Control children in Ability

group l.

Ability 2 : Means and t-tests in Table 7 showed that the Treatment Ability group 2

children made a significant increase in Teachers' Recognition of Children with Special

Abilities t (106) = 2'622, p < .01. No other significant gains were made for this group

on any of the other variables. Ability group 2 children in the Control group made a

significant increase in Internal Locus of Control I (34) :23,46,p < .05. No other
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Table 6 Mean Scores for Separate Dependent Variables for Treatment and

Generel
Pre
Post

t (56) : l-494

Locus of Control
Challenge
Pre
Post

! (s4) : .323

Curiosity
Pre
Post

t (54) : 1.33

Independence
Pre
Post

! (54) : .497

Judgement
Pre
Post

! (54) : .162

Internal
Pre
Post

! (s4): 1.395

Self Eflicacy
Pre
Post

1(s4) :1.029

Special Abilities
Pre
Post

TREATMENT
Mean SD
8.06 2.9r
9.13 2.53

10.28 1.53
10.14 l.7l

9.92 t.92
10.60 1.89

8.96 2.42
9.25 1.91

8.50 2.t5
8.60 2.45

Generel
Pre
Post

1(40) :1.607

Locus of Control
Challenge
Pre
Post

t (40) = r.217

Curiosity
Pre
Post

t (40) : .340

Independence
Pre
Post

! (40) = .517

Judgement
Pre
Post

t (40) :1.239

Internal
Pre
Post

! (40) = r.731

Self Ellicacy
Pre
Post

t (40): 1.833

Special Abilities
Pre

Post

t(46) = 1.165

CONTROL
Mean SD
8.31 2.64
9.68 2.12

9.40 2.44
10.18 t.76

9.31 2.31
9.54 2.t7

8.59 l.8l
8.90 2.15

8.13 2.51
9.00 2.t3

7.00
8.03

2.68
2.84

7.90
9.09

29.63
32.t8

.62
1.00

2.06
2.48

4.30
4.91

l.0l
r.2l

30.42
3t.57

l.l3
1.66

4.18
4.t7

.93

1.09
t (s8) :2.036*
** p ( .01 (two tailed) * p. .05 (two tailed)
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Table 7 Mean scores for separate Dependent variables for Treatment and

Control- ABILITY GROUP 2 Children

General
Pre
Post

1(104): .815

Locus of Control
Challenge
Pre
Post

1(lo2) : .770

Curiosity
Pre
Post

t (102): .909

Independence
Pre
Post

! (102) : .227

Judgement
Pre
Post

1(I02): 1.490

Internal
Pre
Post

1(lo2): 1.703

Self Efficacy
Pre
Post

! (102): .558

Special Abilities
Pre
Post

9.25 2.29
9.59 2.21

9.09 2.44
9.51 2.27

8.50 2.32
8.61 2.17

6.80 2.24
7.51 2.s4

TREATMENT
Mean SD
6.62 2.94
7.t3 3.46

General
Pre
Post

! (34) =.190

Locus of Control
Challenge
Pre
Post

! (34): .305

Curiosity
Pre
Post

! (34) -- .2s2

Independence
Pre

Post

! (34): 1.069

Judgement
Pre
Post

! (34) = 1.401

Internal
Pre

Post

tQ4):2.346*

Self Efficacy
Pre

Post

! (34): 1.685

Special Abilities
Pre

Post

CONIROL
Mean SD
7.83 2.68
8.00 2.67

9.16 t.97
8.94 2.33

9.72 2.16
9.88 1.60

7.78 1.76
8.50 2.25

6.44 2.22
7.61 2.76

6.00
6.82

2.t6
2.61

5.5s
7.tr

2.t4
1.84

4.00
4.53

27.33

29.77

28.03

28.65
5.56

5.76

.65

1.06
! (106) :2.622'F* ! (34) : .413

.75

.85

** p ( .01 (two tailed) * p. .05 (two tailed)
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significant gains were made for the Control group in Ability group 2.

Ability 3 : Mean scores and t-tests in Table 8 showed that neither the Treatment nor

Control groups in Ability group 3 made significant gains in any of the areas measured.

Summary for Ability Groups

In conclusiorL MANOVA and t-tests showed that children in Ability groups I and 2

from the Treatment group made significant gains in the area of Teachers' Recognition

of Children with Special Abilities. Ability group 2 children in the Control group made

a significant gain in Internal Locus of Control. Neither Treatment nor Control groups

in Ability group 3 made significant gains in any of the areas measured.

Ethnic Groups

As discussed in the Method chapter, the results for three Ethnic groups have been

presented in this study: Pacific Island, Pakeha and Other childrenr. The MANOVA for

Ethnicity was not significant at the p < .05 level. (Roy's Greatest Root F (4,14):

2.963, p: .057). However, because of the reasons outlined on page 152 and because

the obtained MANOVA for Ethnicity was very close to the .05 level of significance,

the results for each separate dependent variable have been presented.

Other children (Children born in countries other than the Pacific tslands or New Zealand with
a parent or parents from these countries)
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Table 8 Mean Scores for Separate Dependent Variables for Treatment and

Control - ABILITY GROUP 3 Children

Generel
Pre
Post

t (34) : .495

Locus of Control
Challenge
Pre
Post

t (28) = .32r

Curiosity
Pre
Post

t (28) = .262

Independence
Pre
Post

! (28): 1.514

Judgement
Pre
Post

! (28) = .632

Internal
Pre
Post

! (28): 1.0e4

Self Ellicacy
Pre
Post
! (30): .588

Special Abilities
Pre
Post

TREATMENT
Mean SD
5.44 2s9
5.88 2.74

7.73 2.54
8.00 2.03

7.73 2.31
7.93 1.83

6.20 2.42
7.60 2.64

Generel
Pre
Post

! (50) : .773

Locus of Control
Challenge
Pre
Post

! (50) : .920

Curiosity
Pre
Post

t (s0) : .242

Independence
Pre
Post

! (50): .809

Judgement
Pre
Post

t (50): .843

Internal
Pre
Post

! (50) :0

Self Ellicecy
Pre
Post

! (s0): .381

Special Abilities

CONIROL
Mean SD
5.92 3.23
5.23 3.02

8.38 2.68
7.57 2.74

8.96 2.50
8.80 2.24

8.34 2.34
7.84 z.tl

6.03 2.60
6.65 2.72

6.53 2.92
5.93 2.52

.57 Pre

.58 Post
! (46): .251 I (s4) = .402

6.33
5.40

25.81
27.00

.37

.41

2.44
2.29

5.96
5.47

5.84
5.84

.10

.t4

26.61
27.t|

4.54
4.9r

2.t4
2.58

.31

.35

** p ( .01 (two tailed) * g <.05 (two tailed)
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Pacific Island Children : Mean scores and t-tests in Table 9 showed that there were no

significant changes in either the Treatment or Control groups' scores in any of the

areas measured.

Pakeha Children : Mean scores and t-tests in Table l0 showed that following

intervention, the Pakeha children in the Treatment group did not make significant gains

in any of the areas measured. A similar pattern occurred for Pakeha children in the

Control group.

Other Children : Mean scores and t-tests in Table I I showed that Other children in the

Treatment and Control groups did not make significant increases in any of the areas

measured.

Summary for Ethnic Groups

In conclusion, the MANOVA showed that there was a non significant Ethnic effect and

there were no significant gains for any Ethnic groups in any of the areas measured.

SES Groups

As outlined in the Method chapter there were three SES groups in this study: higtr,

middle and low. MANOVA identified no significant SES effect for the Treatment and

Control groups. (Roy's Greatest Root F (4,7 ): 3.885, p : .056). Although there

was no signfficant MANOVA effect for SES, the results for each separate dependent
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Table 9 Mean Scores for Separate Dependent Variables for Treatment and

CONtTOI. PACITTC ISLAND CHILDREN

Gcneral
Pre
Post

! (99) : 1.798

Locus of Control
Challenge
Pre
Post

! (98) : .980

Curiosity
Pre
Post

t (98) : .669

Independence
Pre
Post

I (98): 1.108

Judgement
Pre
Post
I (98): .81I

Internal
Pre
Post

1(e8): 1.084

Self Efficacy
Pre
Post

! (100) = .493

Spccial Abilities
Pre
Post

TREATTIENT
Mean SD
6.15 3.02
7.22 3.24

8.82 239
9.26 2.09

892 2.49
9.24 2.29

8.24 2.60
8.74 1.85

Generel
Pre
Post

! (52) : .710

Locus of Control
Challenge
Pre
Post

! (s0) : .455

Curiosity
Pre
Post

!(50)= l.l9o

Independence
Pre
Post

t (s0) : .l2l

Judgement
Pre
Post

! (50) : .616

Internal
Pre
Post

! (50) = .178

Self Ellicecy

CONTROL
Mean SD
6.35 2.89
5.80 2.80

8.76 232
9.03 t.94

9.53 I.65
8.96 1.80

8.26 2.42
8.19 1.65

7.06
7.46

6.02
6.54

27.98
28.50

.39

.70

2.4r
2.52

2.29
2.50

6.80
7.23

6.38
6.50

27.00
28.26

2.62
2.02

2.02
2.78

3.87
s.39

5.47 Pre
5.l8 Post

t (52) = '777

Special Abilities
.69 Pre
1.02 Post

.62

.84
.33

.51

t(114): l.2ll t(52)=.916
** 

B ( .01 (two tailed) * p < .05 (trvo tailed)
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Table l0 Mean Scores for Separate Dependent Variables for Treatment and

Control - PAKEHA CHILDREN

General
Pre
Post

! (39): 1.309

Locus of Control
Challenge
Pre
Post

! (40) :.155

Curiosity
Pre
Post

! (40): .540

Independence
Pre
Post

! (40): .788

Judgement
Pre
Post

t (40): .355

Internal
Pre
Post
! (40): 1.338

Self Eflicacy
Pre
Post

1(40) : .715

Special Abilities
Pre
Post

! (40): 1.886

TREATMENT
Mean SD
8.04 2.20
9.00 2.54

10.04 1.83

9.95 l.9l

9.90 t.99
t0.23 t.97

8. 19

8.76

7,71

8.00
2.4r
2.86

2.51
2.99

28.66
29.85

5.44

5.35

1.09

1.66

General
Pre
Post

! (46) = .579

Locus of Control
Challenge
Pre
Post

! (46) : .759

Curiosity
Pre
Post

! (46) = .406

lndependence
Pre
Post

! (46): o

Judgement
Pre
Post

! (46): .839

Internal
Pre
Post

! (46) : .874

Self Efficacy
Pre

Post

! (46) = 1.303

Special Abilities

CONTROL
Mean SD
8.44 3.01
8.91 2.59

8.52 2.48
9.08 2.52

8.78 259
9.08 2.41

8.17 l.6l
8.17 2.48

2.35
2.34

6.95
8.09

7.56
8. l3

7.r3
7.78

28.08
30.00

2.to
2.49

2.43
2.6r

4.89
5.29

.83 Pre
1.1I Post

t (48) = l'225

.63

.95
.36
.64

** p ( .01 (trvo tailed) * p. .05 (rwo tailed)
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Table I I Mean Scores for Separate Dependent Variables for Treatment and
Control - OTHER CEILDREN

TREATMENT

General
Pre
Post

t (23) = .oo7

Locus of Control
Challenge
Pre
Post

lQq :.319

Curiosity
Pre
Post

t (2o): -125

Independence
Pre
Post

t (20) = .243

Judgement
Pre
Post

t (20) : .515

Internal
Pre
Post

t (20) = .7r5

SeIf Ellicecy
Pre
Post
t (20) : .186

Speciel Abilities
Pre
Post

Mean
6.84
6.83

SD Generel
3.21 Pre
3.71 Post

tQ6\=.6Q2

CONTROL

Mean SD
7.33 2.94
8.07 3.49

Locus of Control
Challenge

9.54 1.69 Pre
9.27 2.24 Post

tQ4) = r'3r2

9.92
8.38

2.21
3.61

2.25
1.83

2.2r
2.58

3.28
3.72

2.66
2.90

4.54
5.01

10.00
10.09

6.72
5.81

26.63
27.09

.30

.76

1.95

2.48

5.64
5.95

Curiosity
l.4l Pre
1.92 Post

tQ4):.074

10.38
t0.76

8.38
9.00

6. l5
7.69

5.53
7.38

28.53
30.84

Independence
8.36 2.50 Pre
8.09 2.70 Post

tQ4): '874

7.63 2.33
7.A9 2.58

Judgement
Pre
Post

tQ4) = I'l2o

Internal
Pre
Post

tQ4): r.694

Self Ellicecy
Pre
Post

tQ6):1.27r

Speciel Abilities
.630 Pre
.169 Post

tQ4): r.678 I (26):0

.71

.71
t. l3
l. r3

** g ( .01 (two tailed) * B. .05 (trvo tailed)
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variable have been outlined because ofthe reasons discussed on page 152 and because

the MANovA obtained was vory close to the .05 level of significance.

SES 1 : Mean scores and t-tests in Table 12 showed that following their participation

in the Enrichment Programme, Treatment SES I children made a significant increase in

the area of Perception of General Academic Ability I (35) = 2.05g, p <.05. These

children did not make any significant gains in the other areas measured. Following

their continued involvement in the regular class progr.unme, Control SES I children

made a significant gain in the area of Judgement I (2S) : Z.Og4, p < .05. This group

did not make significant gains in any of the other areas measured.

SEs 2 : Following participation in the Enrichment Programme mean scores and t-tests

in Table 13 showed SES 2 children in the Treatment group did not make significant

gains in any of areas measured. An identical pattern existed for SES 2 children in the

Controlgroup.

SES 3 : Mean scores and t-tests in Table 14 showed that following intervention, SES 3

children in both the Treatment and Control groups made no significant gains in any of

the areas measured.

Summary for SES Groups

In conclusioq the MANOVA showed Treatment children in SES I made a significant

gain in Perception of General Academic Ability. Control children in SES I made a
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Table 12 Mean scores for separate Dependent variables for Treatment and

Control CHILDREN in SES I
TREATMENT

Mean SD
7.00 3.39
9.ll 2.84

CONTROL

General
Pre
Post

t (35):2.058 *

Locus of Control
Challenge
Pre
Post

t (34) : .332

Curiosity
Pre
Post

t(34): r.t79

Independence
Pre
Post
! (34) : .947

Judgement
Pre
Post
! (34) = 1.530

Internal
Pre
Post
! (34): 1.563

Self Efficacy
Pre
Post
! (34) :1.245

Special Abilities
Pre
Post

10. t6 1.50
10.33 t.57

9.44 2.t2
10.22 1.98

8.s0 2.47
9.27 1.93

7.55 2.54
8.72 2.02

General
Pre
Post

! (31) = .2oo

Locus of Control
Challenge
Pre
Post

!(28):.lll

Curiosity
Pre
Post

! (28) -- .0e7

Independence
Pre
Post

! (28) : 920

Judgement
Pre
Post

! (28) = 2.084*

Internal
Pre
Post

Mean
8.33
8.53

9.40
9.53

9_53

9.60

7.46
9.13

7.46
8.33

SD
3.02
2.72

2.50
2.4r

1.88

2.06

1.66
2.28

2.47
1.88

1.59
2.32

4.85
5.45

8.06
8.73

6.94 2.57
8.33 2.76

29.r1
31.38

t(28)= l'198

Self Eflicecy
5.32 Pre
5.61 Post

t (31) = '860

Speciel Abilitics
.91 Pre

1.30 Post

28.44
30.00

t (36): 1.593 t (34) = .329
** 

B ( .01 (two tailed) * p <.05 (two tailed)
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Table 13 Mean Scores for Separate Dependent Variables for Treatment and

Control CEILDREN in SES 2

TREATMENT

Mean SD General
7.06 3.07 Pre
7.59 3.17 Post

I (68): .104

CONTROL

General
Pre
Post

! (92) : .82r

Locus of Control
Challenge
Pre
Post

t (82) = .058

Curiosity
Pre
Post

t (82) : .233

Independence
Pre
Post

! (82) = .583

Judgement
Pre
Post

! (82) = .126

Internal
Pre
Post

t (82) = .l5l

Self Ellicacy
Pre
Post

t (83) = .245

Special Abilities
Pre
Post

! (98): 1.930

9.42
9.45

9.21
9.33

8. l6
8.45

SD
3.05
3.35

2.50
2.34

2.39
2.28

2.40
1.86

9.08
9.44

2.29
2.42

2.48 Pre
2.58 Post

! (66) = r.667

Locus of Control
Challenge
Pre
Post

! (66) = .051

Curiosity
Pre
Post

! (66) : .691

Independence
Pre
Post

! (66) = .059

Judgement

Internal
Pre
Post

! (66) :1.r77

Self Eflicecy
Pre
Post

! (68) = Ll34

Speciel Abilities
Pre
Post

! (66): 1.0e5

Mean
7.58
7.55

8.97
9.00

8.41

8.38

6.70
7.79

1.92
2.25

2.27
2.66

4.21
5.09

.70
1.03

2.53
2,00

7.33
7.40

6.42
6.59

29.23
29.50

2.32
2.53

4.79
5.32

2.48
2.63

6.32
7.05

28.05
29.32

.44

.67

.82
1.03

** p ( .01 (two tailed)

.64
1.00

* p..05 (two tailed)
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Table 14 Mean Scores for Separate Dependent Variables for Treatment and

Control CHILDREN in SES 3

General
Pre
Post

! (7s) : .636

Locus of Control
Challenge
Pre
Post
t (68) : .740

Curiosity
Pre
Post

! (68): 1.258

Independence
Pre
Post
1(68) : .42r

Judgement
Pre
Post

t (68) : .316

Internal
Pre
Post

! (68) : r.r92

Self Ellicacy
Pre
Post

! (70) : .641

Special A.bilities
Pre
Post

TREATMENT

Mean SD
6.15 2.79
6.60 3.34

Generel
Pre
Post

! (33) -- .62s

Locus of Control
Challenge
Pre
Post

t (32) = .719

Curiosity
Pre
Post

t (32) = .891

Independence
Pre
Post

L(32): .152

Judgement
Pre
Post

I (32) = .331

Internal
Pre
Post

t (32) = .990

Self Ellicacy
Pre
Post

! (33) = 1.595

Special Abilities

CONIROL

Mean SD
5.72 2.37
6.35 3.31

8.85
9.57

8.74
9.14

8.28
8.54

7.02
7.22

5.94
6.68

2.35
2.t7

2.58
2.58

2.39
2.87

2.33
2.84

5.99
5.37

8.47
7.82

9.47
8.94

8.17
8.05

6.58
6.23

5.82
6.76

26.61
29.52

2.29
2.94

2.64
2.56

2.55

2.01

3.33
2.81

2.40
3.09

4.44
5.52

2.60
2.17

26.97
27.83

.30
.61

.56 Pre

.87 Post
.22
.33

.54

.59
! (76): 1.841 ! (33) = .574
'r* p ( .01 (two tailed) * p <.05 (two tailed)
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significant gain in Internal Locus of Control. Children in SES Groups 2 and 3 made

no significant gains in any of the areas measured.

Analysis of variance (split Plot Design with rmplicit Repeated Measures)

An important priority in this study was to focus on the scores for each separate

dependent variable. This was considered important because each dependent variable,

and its associated questionnaire, represented a specific aspect of academic self concept

and behaviour performance. In order to focus on changes within the separate

dependent variables, the remaining section of this chapter has presented results for

each dependent variable using Analysis of Variance and t-tests.

Perception of General Academic Ability

Analysis of Variance showed there were significant effects in Perception of General

Academic Ability for children in Class level (Standards 2, 3 and a) and Ability (Groups

1,2 and 3). No other significant effects occurred in this area.

Class level effects have not been presented in this chapter because it was not possible

to analyse the results meaningfully as classes in the Treatment and Control groups

were mixed, with different combinations of class levels in different schools, as shown

in Table l, p.97. Since there was no significant age effect, it was not possible to

establish viable groups for comparison between the Treatment and Control groups in

this area of class level.
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The Ability effect E (2, 13) = 6.058, p : .013 indicated that gains in Perception of

General Academic Ability were associated with Ability groups. The means in Tables 6

and 7 showed Ability groups I and 2 made gains in their Perception of General

Academic Ability scores, regardless of whether or not they were in the Treatment or

Control groups. However, t-tests showed that none of these gains were significant.

As shown in Table 8 neither the Treatment nor Control children in Ability Group 3

made significant gains following intervention, in the area of Perception of General

Academic Ability.

Analysis of Variance identified no significant effects for either Ethnicity E (3, 25) =

1.056, p = .384 or SES E(2,17): 1.447, p: .262 in the area of Perception of General

Academic Ability. The t-tests in Table 12 showed however that Treatment SES 1

children made a significant gain in their Perception of General Academic Ability t (35)

= 2.058, p < .05. The t-tests in Table 5 showed that neither Treatment nor Control

groups made significant gains in this area.

Locus of Control

Challenge

Analysis of Variance revealed that following intervention, there were no significant

AbilityF Q,lz):1.352,9:.293, Ethnic F (3,24) =.838, p=.486 or SES effects

F(2,19) : .164, B = .849 in the area of Challenge. The t-tests in Table 5 showed the

Treatment and Control groups did not make significant gains in this area.
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Curiosity

Analysis of Variance showed that following intervention there were no significant

AbilityF (2, 14)=1.361, g:.287, EthnicF (3,21F1.003, p=.411 or SES effects

F(2,14) = 1.815, B: .198 in the area of Curiosity. The t-tests in Table 5 showed the

Treatment and Control groups did not make significant gains in this area of Curiosity.

Independence

fuialysis of Variance illustrated that following intervention there were no significant

Ability F (2, 10) = 1.124, p: .362, Ethnic F (3, 2l) = .454, g: .717 or SES effects

F(2, I l) : l.l 16, p = .361 in this area of Independence. The t-tests in Table 5 showed

that neither Treatment nor Control children made significant gains in their

Independence scores.

Judgement

Analysis of Variance showed that following intervention there were no significant

Abiliry F (2, 16) : .236, g= ;19t, Ethnic F (3, 26) : .157, p: .923 or SES effects

F (2,16): .398, p: .677 in this area of Judgement. The t-tests in Table 12 showed

that Control SES I children made a significant gain in the area of Judgement I (28) :

2.084, B < .05. The t-tests in Table 5 showed that neither the Treatment nor Control

children made significant gains in their Judgement scores.
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Internal

Analysis of Variance revealed that following intervention there were no significant

Ability F (2,12): .169, p: .846, Ethnic E(3,29):2.529,p: .076 or SES effects

F (2, 18) : 3.165, p : .066. The t-tests in Table 7 showed Ability Group 2 children in

the Control group made a significant increase in this area of InternalLocus of Control

1 (34) : 2.346, p < .05. The t-tests in Table 5 showed the Treatment and Control

groups did not make signfficant gains in this area.

Self Eflicacy

Analysis of Variance showed that following intervention there were no significant

Ability F (2,12) : .805, p: .470 or Ethnic effects F (3, 2g) : .1g2, p: .gO7 in this

area of Self Efficacy. There was a significant SES effect F (2, 2Z): 5.569, p = .010.

Mean scores and t-tests for all SES groups in Tables 12, 13 and 14 showed that

although most SES groups made gains in their Self Efficacy, these were not significant

at the .05 level. The t-tests in Table 5 showed that following interventioq the Control

group made a significant gain in Self Efficacy t (l4Z) : 2.233, p < .05 while the

Treatment group did not make a significant gain in this area.

Teachers' Recognition of Children with Speciet Abilities

Analysis of Variance revealed that following intervention there was no significant

Ethnic effect F (3, 20) : Lr62, p : .348 but there were significant Ability F (2, 13) :

7.449, p: .007 and SES effects E (2, 16) = 5.744, B = .013 in this area. The t-tests in

Tables 6 and 7 showed that Treatment children in Ability group I ! (58):2.036, p< .05
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and Ability group 2 ! (106) : 2.622, p < .01 made significant gains in Teachers'

Recognition of Children with Special Abilities. The Control Ability I and 2 groups

made gains in these areas but these gains were not significant. Treatment SES groups

made gains in the area of Teachers' Recognition of Children with Special Abilities,

however these gains were not significant as shown in Tables L2,13 and 14. The t-tests

in Table 5 showed that children in the Treatment group made a signfficant gain in

Teachers' Recognition of Children with Special Abilities t(214):2.941, p <. 01. The

Control group did not make a significant gain in this area.

Summary of Analysis of Variance Results

In conclusion, Analysis of Variance carried out for each dependent variable showed

that there was a significant Ability effect in Perception of General Academic Ability, a

significant SES effea in Self EffEcacy and significant Ability and SES effects in

Teachers' Recognition of Children with Special Abilities. The results presented in this

chapter will be explored in more detail in the Discussion chapter which follows.
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CHAPTER FTVE

DISCUSSION

The discussion focuses upon significant results at the .05 probability level. Results

which approached this level of significance have also been discussed. The results

which approached the .05 significance level have been included in the discussion

because the Pacific Island children and lower SES groups obtained results in this

category, and in terms of equity, pedagogical and implications for these groups of

children should not be overlooked. The results in this chapter have been analysed

according to Bandura's (1986a) theory of reciprocal determinism and the

Phenomenological perspective has also been drawn upon.

According to Bandura's (1986a) theory of reciprocal determinism there is an

interactive relationship amongst cognitive/personal factors, environmental events and

behaviour performance. In this study:

. Perception of General Academic Ability

. Locus of Control

. SelfEfficacy

were identified as cognitivdersonal factors. Teachers' Recognition of Children with

Special Abilities was identified as an area of behaviour performance. The Enrichment

Programme and the regular class programme were identified as environmental events.
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The first research question in this study was to determine whether or not there was a

difference in the relationship between cognitive/personal factors and behaviour

performance, when comparing children in the Enrichment Programme with those in the

regular class programme.

MANOVA illustrated that when combining the scores for:

o Perception of General Academic Ability

Locus of Control

Self Efficacy

o Teachers' Recognition of Children with Special Abilities

there was a difference, approaching significance, (p: 0.78) between the Treatment and

Control groups. Further analysis of the separate dependent variables showed that the

Control group made a significant increase in Self Efficacy (p < .05) and increases

approaching the .05 significance level in two areas of Locus of Control. These two

areas were Judgement ! (130) : l.'l3o,p < .10 and Internal I (130) : 1.814, p < .10.

In other words, the Control group made gains in three cognitive/personal areas. They

did not however, make a significant gain or an increase approaching significance, in the

behaviour performance area of Special Abilities.

In comparison, the Treatment group made a highly significant increase in the behaviour

performance area of Special Abilities (p < .01) and an increase approaching the .05

significance level in the cognitive/personal area of Perception of General Academic
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Ability t(206):1.753, p < .10. The Treatment group results seem to illustrate that

following participation in the Enrichment Programme, an increasing trend in scores

which could be interpreted as a positive interactive relationship occurred between the

cognitive/personal area of Perception of General Academic Ability and the behaviour

performance area of Special Abilities. Alternatively, there did not appear to be a

positive interactive relationship, occurring between the cognitive/personal and

behaviour performance areas for the Control group at the time of measurement. Since

the Treatment group participated in an eight week Enrichment Programme, and the

Control group did not, results could indicate that this Enrichment Programme may

have been the environmental catalyst promoting this positive interactive relationship.

The Treatment group results could also indicate that Bandura's (1986a) principle of bi-

directionality can apply to an educational context. According to this principle,

cognitive/personal factors, environmental events and behaviour performance can

produce or be the product of influence. In this study, children were not selected to

participate in an Enrichment Programme on the basis of their behaviour performance.

Instead, an alternative approach was used where all children in the Treatment groups

were given the opporhrnity to participate in the Enrichment Programme, irrespective of

whether or not they had been identified as having a special ability. Following this

inclusive enrichment approach, Teachers' Recognition of Children with Special

Abilities significantly increased and there was an increase in these children's Perception

of General Academic Ability. In other words, the change in the sequence of the
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presentation of the Enrichment Programme may have contributed towards promoting

the positive outcomes in both the cognitivelpersonal and behaviour performance areas.

This finding may have important implications for educators because it shows that by

being flexible with the sequence of identification and programmes for Children with

Special Abilities, more children can participate in various stages of enrichment. This

could promote an increase in academic self concept and behaviour performance.

Renzulli and Reis (l99la) state that "talent development is the business of our field"

(p 34). The results from this study illustrate that designing an Enrichment

Programme, which aims to include as many children as possible in initial enrichment

tasks, can be an effective way of enhancing children's Perception of General Academic

Ability and demonstration of talent.

The results from the Control group provide interesting information which warrant

further discussion. While the Control group did not make a significant increase in the

area of behaviour performance, this group made a significant increase in Self Efficacy

and increases approaching significance in two areas of Locus of Control. Although the

Control group did not participate in the Enrichment Programme, observations during

the intervention period indicated that these children continued to be involved in a

positive, supportive class programme and this seems to have reinforced and enhanced

children's Self Efficacy and Locus of Control. Perhaps, over a longer period of time,

the Control group may have made an increase in the area of Teachers' Recognition of

Children with Special Abilities. It must be emphasised however that the children in the
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Control group had already been involved in the regular class programme for one term

before this study b.gutl yet t'tests showed that a positive interactive relationship was

not apparent between cognitive/personal areas and behaviour performance for these

children. It seems that the eight weeks Enrichment Programme had a more immediate

influence in terms of promoting a positive interactive relationship between academic

self concept and behaviour performance than did the regular class prografilme.

It is important to stress that eight weeks was a relatively short time frame in which to

introduce children to an alternative sequence of enrichment and promote a significant

shift in the academic self concept of the learners. There are a number of reasons,

described in the Method chapter, why the time frame could not be extended in this

study. In future studies of this kind, it would be worth extending the length of time the

children were involved in the Enrichment Programme so as to determine whether or

not significant increases in the cognitive/personal area could be achieved. It would

also be interesting to see the effects of a longer time frame for the children in the

Control group.

MANOVA showed that there was a changg between pre and post test scores, which

was approaching significance (p :.078). Although the .05 significance level was not

obtained, MANOVA illustrates that a shift in scores did occur for the children in this

study. This shift highlights the importance of future research in this area because it

indicates that an intervention, such as the one designed in this study, has the potential
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to promote change for children in the areas of cognitivdersonal and behaviour

performance.

The effects of sample size should be considered when focusing on the MANOVA

result outlined above. Involving more schools in the study would increase the size of

the population sample and with greater numbers it is possible that this could contribute

towards achieving a significant MANOVA result. For future studies in this area"

increasing the number of schools involved in the intervention prograflrme would be an

option worth considering.

In conclusion, results showed that both the Treatment and Control groups made gains

in the cognitive/personal area following intervention. For the Treatment group

however, a positive interactive relationship also appeared to have occurred between

the cognitive/personal and behaviour performance areas. This positive interactive

relationship was not evident at the time of measurement for the children in the regular

class programme. A possible explanation for the Treatment group's results has been

presented from the perspective of reciprocal determinism. This explanation emphasises

that the change of sequence in the presentation of the Enrichment Programme may

have been one of the main factors contributing to the cognitive,/personal and behaviour

perfiormance increases. However, analysis of the results from a different theoretical

perspective may shed more light on these findings. The Phenomenological perspective

focuses on "the way pupils perceive themselves and their own personal experiences"
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(Fox, 1993, p. 67). From this perspective, the Treatment group's increases in

cognitive/personal and behaviour performance could also be explained by focusing on

the children's perception of their involvement in the Enrichment Programme. For

example, it is possible that the children in the Treatment group may have perceived

that the opportunity to be involved in the Enrithment Programme was a reflection of

their teachers' positive attitudes about their behaviour performance. This may have

contributed towards their increase in Perception of General Academic Ability. The

theory of reciprocal determinism and the Phenomenological perspective can provide

different explanations for why these results may have occurred, however it is possible

that both theoretical perspectives can support each other to give a more detailed

explanation of the results. This link between the two theoretical perspectives has been

explored in more detail towards the end of the chapter.

The remaining research questions in this study focused upon whether or not changes

occurred for specific groups of children within separate dependent variables. In order

to address these research questions, and to focus on the Ability, Ethnic and SES

differences identified by MANOVA the rest of results have been discussed

systematically according to the eight separate areas below:

l. Perception of General Academic Ability

Locus of Control

Challenge

Curiosity

2

J
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4 Independence

5 Judgement

6 Internal Locus of Control

7 SelfEfficacy

8 Teachers'Recognition of Children with Special Abilities

I Perception of General Academic Ability

Following intervention, neither the Treatment nor Control gtroup made a significant

increase in Perception of General Academic Ability. The t-tests however, showed that

children in the Treatment group made an increase in this area which was approaching

the.05 level of significance ! (206) :1.753, B <.10. Since children in the Control

gtroup did not make such an increase, it seems important to explore some of the factors

which may have contributed to the Treatment group's gain in Perception of General

Academic Ability.

The main intervention in this study was the Treatment group's participation in the

Enrichment Programme. Therefore, results suggest that it could have been the

participation in the Enrichment Programme which contributed to the Treatment

group's gain in Perception of General Academic Ability. Bandura's (1986a) theory of

reciprocal determinism can provide an explanation for this occurrence. Bandura

(1986a) maintains that behaviour, cognitive/personal factors and environmental events

act as interacting determinants of each other. This present study applied Bandura's
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theory of reciprocal determinism to the classroom context and the second research

question focused upon two variables within Bandura's Model. These two variables

were cognitive/personal factors and environmental events. The Treatment group's

results in this study seem to indicate that Perception of General Academic Ability and

participation in enrichment could have been interacting determinants of each other.

Inclusion

Landvogt (1991); Renzulli (1986); Renzulli and Reis (l99la) highlight the importance

of including children in enrichment programmes and according to Boersma and

Chapman (1992); Andrews and Lupart (1993) children who have been involved

regularly in successful learning experiences tend to have positive perceptions about

their own academic ability. The Enrichment Programme in this present study was

designed specifically so that as many children as possible could be involved in

successful learning experiences and have frequent opportunities to develop positive

perceptions about their own academic ability. As Renzulli (1986) states, "there is no

defensible reason why accelerated curriculum or enrichment experiences cannot and

should not be used with larger groups of students" (p. 76). For this reason one of the

most important components of the intervention design in this study was that all

children were given the opportunity to participate in the class Enrichment Programme.

Since the Enrichment Prograrnme was structured according to three sequential stages,

and it was based on curriculum models which could be incorporated within the

framework of the regular class programmg this enabled ell children to participate in
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enrichment tasks at their own level. It was considered that providing all children with

this opportunity may reinforce children's feelings of personal competence and

academic self worth. Results showed that in this study, children's feelings of academic

self worth were reinforced and enhanced, and those who participated in the

Enrichment Programme made an increase approaching significance in Perception of

General Academic Ability.

The Formation of Self Concept

Another possible explanation for the Treatment group's increase in Perception of

General Academic Ability could be related to the key principle which underpins the

formation of self concept. Tannenbaum (1983); Meyer (1991); Fox (1993) emphasise

that the formation of self concept is influenced by the individual's perception of

feedback from others. In relation to academic self concept, Davis and Rimm (1994)

explain that feedback from school work and from the teacher is crucial in terms of

giving children information about their academic competence and self worth. For

example, children who are not given the opportunity to participate in enrichment tasks

could interpret this as feedback from the teacher indicating that they do not have the

academic ability to succeed with these tasks. Alternatively, in the present study, all

children were included in the Enrichment Programme, and they could participate in this

prograrnme at their own level. It is possible that the children in this study may have

interpreted this inclusion as positive feedback from the teacher thereby reinforcing their

academic confidence and enhancing their academic self concept.
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Pedagogicd Stretegies which Eave the Potential to Promote fncreased

Perception of Genenl Acedemic Ability

In addition to the fact that the Enrichment Programme enabled all children to

participate in enrichment tasks, there were specific pedagogical strategies incorporated

within the Enrichment Programme in this study which could have promoted an increase

in children's Perception of General Academic Ability.

Firstly, activities were designed so that teachers were encouraged to give children

regular opporhrnities to work with peers or mentors on group problem solving tasks or

team investigations. This strategy was considered to be particularly important because

it was a Pre-requisite for promoting scaffolding - "the graduated assistance during

learning from someone who is more experienced and knowledgeable" (Smitb 1992, p.

197). According to Vygotsky (1978) because children are guided by others who are

more capable, it can lead to gains in cognitive development. The opportunity for

scaffolding within the Enrichment Programme may have promoted the gain in

children's Perception of General Academic Ability. Vygotsky's concept of the zone of

proximal development can shed further light upon the Treatment group's increase in

Perception of Creneral Academic Ability. According to vygotsky, the zone of

proximal development is, "the distance between the actual development level, as

determined by independent problem solving and the level of potential development, as

determined through problem solving under adult guidance or in collaboration with

peers" (vygotsky, 1978, p. l3l). vygotsky explains that during paired problem
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solving tasks, peers and mentors who are more knowledgeable, provide guidance and

support for the learner and they model metacognitive strategies as they work on tasks

together. It is likely that this support promotes more confidence in the area of

academic self concept. Vygotsky (1978) states, "an essential feature of learning ... is

that it awakens a variety of internal developmental processes that are able to operare

only when a child is interacting with people in his environment and in co-operation

with his peers" (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 90). The Enrichment programme in this study

provided Tlpe I, tr and III enrichment tasks which were specifically designed so

children had many opportunities to interact collaboratively with their peers and

participate in activities which promoted scaffolding. It seems appropriate to propose

that involvement with these collaborative tasks may have contributed to the Treatment

group's increase in Perception of General Academic Ability. It is important to

acknowledge that children in the Control group would also have participated in

collaborative tasks as they continued their involvement in the regular class programme.

It is likely however that collaborative tasks with more knowledgeable peers were

deliberately encouraged for children in the Treatment goup since the importance of

promoting these tasks was highlighted to the teachers in the Treatment group during

their workshops.

Metacognitivc Tesks

Metacognition refers to an individual's knowledge and control of their cognitive

activities @rowq Bransford, Ferra and Campiane, 1983). Activities for the children
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within the Enrichment Programme in the present study were based on metacognitive

tasks such as: predicting, problem-solving, designing learning plans and evaluating the

effectiveness of investigative strategies. It was considered that giving children the

opportunity to participate in these tasks at their own levels would help them to gain

knowledge and awareness of their own cognitive processes and thereby foster

increased confidence and enhanced academic self concept. Results showed that

children who participated in these metacognitive tasks within the Enrichment

Programme, did make an increase in their Perception of General Academic Ability. As

part of the regular class programme, the Control group also participated in some

problem solving activities. Howeveq from observations during the intervention phase

of this study, the regular class prografirme did not appear to be centred around

metacognitive activities.

The Eight Week Time Frame

Even though the information from the Initial Unit Survey showed that primary school

integrated units generally last between two to four weeks, the Enrichment Programme

in the present study was designed to cover an eight week time frame. This time frame

was used in this study so that children could have regular and repeated exposure to the

pedagogical strategies described above. Although the Enrichment Programme

occurred for longer than most other primary school units of study, this time frame may

not have been sufficiently long enough to promote a significant increase in the area of

Perception of General Academic Ability for children in the Treatment group, It must
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be remembered that an alternative sequence of enrichment was introduced to the

Treatment group during this period and pre-intervention observations confirmed that

this was an entirely new strategy for most children. A longer intervention period might

have been needed to confirm and further enhance children's confidence in their

increasing Perception of General Academic Ability. With a longer intervention time, a

significant increase in Perception of General Academic Ability may have occurred

rather than an increase which approached the .05 level of significance.

The third research question in this study explored to what degree:

o Pacific Island students

o Pakeha students

o Grls

o Boys

. Children in teacher perceived high, middle and low Ability groups

o Children in high, middle and low SES groups

made a significant change in their Perception of General Academic Ability following

their participation in the Enrichment Programme.

Abitity Groups

AI.{OVA showed there was a signfficant Ability effect (B : .013) in this area of

Perception of General Academic Ability across both the Treatment and Control

groups.
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The Enrichment Programme in this study was incorporated within the context of the

class programme and it was designed in a way that enabled all children, whether or not

they were in Ability groups 1,2 or 3, to participate in enrichment tasks at their own

level. One of the risks of incorporating enrichment in the mainstream context is that

the quality may be 'watered down' because of the demands which are placed on the

classroom teacher (McAlpine, 1993). In this study particular care was taken to avoid

the 'watering down' of academic content within the Enrichment Programme. It was

considered that this could be achieved by structuring the Enrichment Programme so

that it included a number of specific features:

l. it provided opportunities for acceleration and enrichment

2. it was based on the curriculum models of Renzulli (1977); Betts (1985 and l99l);

Treffinger (1986); Feldhusen and Kolloff(1986)

3. it emphasised higher level cognitive processes based on Bloom's taxonomy such as

application, analysis, synthesis and evaluation

4. it integrated the affective domain with the cognitive

5. it incorporated multicultural values

6. the instructional objectives were related to curriculur4 student's choice and a

range of learning styles.

Each of these features has been highlighted by McAlpine (1993) as being important

characteristics of an effective differentiated programme.
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Although AI.IOVA identified a significant Ability effect, significant gains in Perception

of General Academic Ability were not obtained for the Treatment or Control children

in Ability groups l, 2 and 3. Mean scores however showed that in the Treatment

group, all children from all Ability groups made increases between their pre and post

Perception of General Academic Ability scores. While these increases were not

significant at the .05 level, the results could indicate that the enrichment tasks were not

'watered'down' and the Enrichment Programme may have contributed towards

promoting increasing trends in Perception of General Academic Ability. Howeveq

Ability groups I and 2 children in the Control group also made increases in their

Perception of General Academic Ability, therefore it cannot be assumed that the

Enrichment Programme in itself promoted increases in this area for the Treatment

children in Ability groups I and 2. Such increases may have occurred as a result of

children's maturation and/or their increased confidence in the class prograflrme.

Since the trend for Treatment and Control children in Ability groups I and 2 children

was very similar, it is particularly interesting to focus on the Perception of General

Academic Ability scores for Ability group 3 children in this study. Mean scores in

Table 8 showed that Ability group 3 children in the Treatment group made a small

increase in their Perception of General Academic Ability score. The Control children

in Ability group 3 did not make an increase in this area, in fact a decreasing trend

occurred for this group as they continued with the regular class programme.
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Since there was a different trend for Ability group 3 children, it is possible that the

Enrichment Programme may have contributed to the increase in Perception of General

Academic Ability for the Treatment children in Ability group 3. A possible reason for

this may have been that the Ability group 3 children interpreted their involvement in

the Enrichment Programme as an indication that their teachers' had positive

expectations about their academic performance. This may have led to an increase in

their confidence and perception of their own academic ability. The low score in

Perception of General Academic Ability for Ability group 3 children in the Control

group, however seems to have been perpetuated,

When comparing the trends for the different Ability groups in this study it is possible

that both the Enrichment Programme and the regular class programme may have

reinforced the academic self concepts of Ability groups I and 2 children. For Ability

group 3 however, the Enrichment Programme seems to have been more effective than

the regular class programrne in terms of enhancing these children's positive perceptions

about their academic ability. It would be interesting to see whether or not the same

trends occurred for the Treatment and Control Ability groups if a longer intervention

phase has been utilised. This could be an area to explore in more detail in future

research of this kind.
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Ethnicity

ANOVA did not identify a significant Ethnic effect in the area of Perception of General

Academic Ability. However, since the Pacific Island children were a group of specific

focus in this study, and since they made an increase in Perception of General Academic

Ability which was approaching the .05 level of significance ! (99) : 1.798, p < .10, it

seemed important to discuss their results in more detail.

Pacific Island Children

Jones (1988); Reid (1992); Mara (1995); Schoeffel and Meleisea (1996) claim that

underachievement is particularly apparent for Pacific Island students in New Zealand

schools. Studies by Chapman and Boersma (1986); Chapman (1988); Chapman and

Wilkinson (1988) show that there are significant group difrerences in the area of

academic self concept when comparing children performing poorly, with children

performing at above average levels in schools. Based on these research findings, and

on Bandura's (1986a) theory of reciprocal determinism, one could predict that Pacific

Island children's achievement in New Zealand schools would be likely to result in a

downward trend in Pacific Island children's Perception of General Academic Ability.

In this study however, the opposite trend occurred for the Pacific Island children who

participated in the Enrichment Programme. Although the Pacific Island children did

not make a significant increase in Perception of General Academic Ability, following

their involvement with the Enrichment Programme this group of children made an

increase which was approaching significance. In contrast, the Pacific Island children
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who did not participate in the programme did not make an increase in the area of

Perception of General Academic Ability. In fact, mean scores showed their results

decreased over time in this area. The increase for the Pacific Island children in the

Treatment group could have occurred due to a number of reasons. Some of these

reasons have been outlined below.

Inclusion

As previously outlined, all children in the Treatment group were given the opportunity

to participate in the Enrichment Programme. When focusing on the results from the

Phenomenological perspective, it is possible that the Pacific Island children's inclusion

in the Enrichment Programme may have encouraged them to interpret this as positive

feedback from the teacher in terms of their ability to succeed with such academic tasks.

This positive feedback may have promoted the children's enhanced Perception of

Academic Ability. As Landvogt (1991) states, "inclusion in special programmes and

acknowledgement of ability may be a way of beginning to encourage children who

have already become disillusioned either with their own perceived capability or with

the system to which they are expected to conform" (p. 8).

Enrichment as an Integral Pert of the Class Progremme

The Enrichment Programme was designed specifically to be an integral part of the class

progranrme. As a result children did not have to be withdrawn, segregated or draw

attention to themselves in order to participate in the enrichment tasks. This
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pedagogical strategy is particularly supportive of the values of the Pacific Island

cultures which Schoeffel and Meleisea (1996) claim, discourage "individualistic

behaviour". According to Reid (1992), strategies which segregate children from each

other are at variance with the Pacific Island norns and values. It is possible that the

integral nature of the Enrichment Programme may have contributed to the Pacific

Island children's increase in the area of Perception of General Academic Ability.

Collaboretion and Co-operation

The tasks in the Enrichment Programme were designed specifically so that children

could work co-operatively with their peers to pursue group challenges or team

investigations, While these tasks were structured in this way to promote scaffolding

and enhance children's progress within their zone of proximal development, they also

support Pacific Island children's co-operative learning style. As Reid (1992) explains,

group co-operation and loyalty is considered very important within Pacific Island

values.

The Holistic Approach to Knowledge

Another factor which might have contributed to the Pacific Island children's increase in

Perception of General Academic Ability was that the enrichment tasks within the

prograrnme were linked in an integral way to a number of curriculum areas such as

Social Studies, Science, Reading/Language and Art. According to Davis and Rimm

(1994) it is particularly advantageous for children from minority ethnic groups when
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curriculum areas are treated in a more integral way because it supports the holistic

approach to knowledge which is evident in minority cultures.

In addition to these areas, Davis and Rimm (1994) specify three factors which are

particularly important for supporting the education of children from difFerent ethnic

groups. These factors are: maintaining ethnic identity, extracurricular enrichment and

significant role models. Each of these was utilised in this study, and may have

contributed towards promoting an increase in the Pacific Island children's Perception

of General Academic Abiliw.

Mainteining Ethnic Identity and Extracurricular Enrichment

In this study particular emphasis was placed upon designing enrichment tasks which

maintained and reinforced Pacific Island children's ethnic pride and identity and

acknowledged the achievements of their ancestors. This was done in order to help

them to develop a positive self concept about their own cultural abilities. As Davis and

Rimm (1994) explairq "the positive self concept derived from ethnic pride is extremely

important to the minority children's educational and life achievements" (p. 269).

Significant Role Models

The enrichment tasks were also carefully designed so that children could work with

their elders, peers or mentors to learn or further develop their cultural skills. Bandura
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(1986a) explains that social comparison with peer models can have a powerftl

influence on children's belief in their own ability.

Each of the factors described above formed an integral part of the Enrichment

Programme in this study because it was considered that they had potential to enhance

the academic self concept of Pacific Island children. Since the Pacffic Island children

made an increase in their Perception of General Academic Ability, following their

participation in the Enrichment Programme, it is possible that a combination of these

factors outlined above may have contributed to this increase.

Unlike the Treatment group, the Pacific Island children in the Control group did not

make an increase in their Perception of General Academic Ability score. [n fact, mean

scores showed that there was a decrease in this area for these children. It is important

to emphasise that while the Enrichment Programme was carefully designed so that it

incorporated specific strategies with potential to enhance the academic self concept of

the Pacific Island children, it is likely that the regular class programme was not

designed with this specific aim in mind. While this does not explain the decreasing

trend in the area of Perception of General Academic Ability it could account for some

of the difference between the scores for the Treatment and Control Pacific Island

children. It would be interesting to focus on the scores for the Pacific Island children

in the Control group over a longer period of time to determine whether the decreasing

trend was maintained or reversed.
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In summary, Moltzen (1995) explains that one of the most important components of a

responsive environment is "that diversity and individual differences are valued" (p,

283). The present study aimed to provide a responsive classroom environment where

Pacific Island children's culture and learning styles were supported and valued.

Results indicate that the responsive environment in this study may have contributed to

the Pacific Island children's increase in Perception of General Academic Ability.

Socio-economic Groups

AIiOVA did not identify a significant SES effect in Perception of General Academic

Ability. However, since the SES I children in the Treatment group made a significant

increase in this area the results for this group will be discussed briefly.

Hallahan and Kauffinan (1994) explain that one of the greatest challenges in education

is the inclusion of economically disadvantaged children in special educational

prograrnmes' In the present study, it was not a great challenge to include economically

disadvantaged children in the special Enrichment Programme. In fact, all children from

all socio-economic levels were included in the class Enrichment programme.

Following intervention, results showed that only SES I children in the Treatment

group made a significant increase in Perception of General Academic Ability. These

results indicate that although all children from all SES groups were included in the

Enrichment Programme, the SES I children seemed to have made greater benefits than

those from other SES groups in terms of their Perception of General Academic Ability.
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When focusing on the results for SES I children it is interesting to return to the

principle of the Matthew Effect. According to Merton (1968) the Matthew Effect

occurs when "individuals, who have advantageous early educational experiences, are

able to utilize new educational experiences more effectively'' (in Stanovich, 1986, p.

122). For SES I children in the Treatment Eroup, it is possible that the opportunity to

participate in the Enrichment Programme combined with the influence of the Matthew

Effect, may have contributed to the significant increase in Perception of General

Academic Ability for children in SES l.

The Enrichment Programme was designed to support all sEs groups, yet SES 3

children in the Treatment group did not make a significant increase in their Perception

of General Academic Ability. Again the Matthew Effect could provide a possible

explanation for this. Perhaps, the children in SES 2 and 3 may have needed more time

within the Enrichment Programme to benefit from the new educational experience in

terms of their Perception of General Academic Ability. In further research studies of

this kind it would be interesting to see whether or not an increase in perception of

General Academic Ability could be obtained for children in SES 3 if they were given a

longer period of time in the Enrichment programme.

In summary, results from this section of the study showed there was a significant

Ability effect in this area of Perception of General Academic Ability for Ability I and 2

children in the Treatment and Control groups. Also SES I children in the Treatment
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group made a significant increase in this area. It was particularly interesting that the

Treatment group and the Pacific Island children made an increase approaching the .05

significance level in this area because literature highlights Pacific Island children as

being at risk of underachieving in New Zealand schools. According to Whitmore

(1980) the primary characteristic of underachievement in school is a low perception of

self worth. The results from this section of the study could indicate that including

children in a class based Enrichment Programme may contribute towards enhancing

children's Perception of General Academic Ability.

Locus of Control

The concept of locus of control is based on the belief that an individual forms a

perception of the etiitent to which they are in control of the events in their life @otter,

1975). Locus of control can be applied to academic contexts, for example; those who

accept responsibility for their academic achievements are said to have internal locus of

control and those who generally attribute their success or failure to external factors

such as luclg chance, or other people, are said to have an external locus of control. In

this study, children's locus of control \ilas measured by using the five subscales in

Harter's Self Report Scale of Intrinsic versus Extrinsic Orientation (flarteq l98l).

According to Harter, one total score should not be calculated from her subscales

because this would mask subscale differences. As a result of Harter's

recommendatiorq a summary of each of the five subscale results has been presented in

this chapter.
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2 Challenge

This first subscale measured children's preference for challenge versus their preference

for easy work. ANOVA did not identify significant Ability, Ethnic or SES effects in

this area. The t-tests also showed that children in the Treatment group and Control

group did not make a significant increase in their preference for more challenging

work.

Harter (1981) explains that the challenge dimension can be interpreted according to

"whether children would like to go on to new work that is at a more challenglng level"

or "whether they would like to continue doing academic work that is fairly easy" (p.

305). In this study, children who were involved in the three stage Enrichment

Programme were given the opportunity to participate in enrichment activities which

were based on metacognitive tasks. The Treatment group's non significant score in

the area of challenge could indicate a number of things in relation to the tasks within

the Enrichment Programme. For example, it is possible the children may have

considered that the enrichment and metacognitive tasks were too challenging for them

and this may have reduced their desire for more challenging work. Another possibility

could be that the children liked the level of challenge within the Enrichment

Programme and their responses on the questionnaire may have signalled their desire to

continue with a similar, rather than an increasing level of challenge. A third possibfity

could be that the children required a longer period of time in the Enrichment

Programme in order to gain satisfaction from participating in the challenging tasks.
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Whatever factors contributed to the non significant score in this area, the results

appear to indicate that the children did not have a preference to participate in more

challenging work. These results can provide further support to illustrate that the level

of challenge within the Enrichment Programme had not been 'watered down' as a

result of the inclusive nature of the intervention.

Children in the Control group continued their involvement in the regular class

programme and, like the Treatment group, these children did not make a significant

gain in their preference for more challenging work. As for the Treatment group, these

results could indicate that the tasks in the regular class programme were too

challenging, or that the children enjoyed the level of challenge within the tasks. Unlike

the Treatment group however, the Control children had been involved in the regular

class programme for two terms when post test measures were taken. It seems less

likely that the Control children would require a longer time frame in order to gain

satisfaction from participating in more challenging tasks.

3 Curiosity

According to Harter (1981) the curiosity subscale measures the extent to which

children gain satisfaction from working towards their own interests and curiosities, or

whether they gain more satisfaction from working to the teacher's expectations and

towards gaining good marks. AI.IOVA did not identify a significant Abitity, Ethnic or
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SES effect in this area of Curiosity and t-tests showed that neither the children in the

Treatment nor Control groups made a significant increase in their Curiosity score.

It is particularly interesting that the children in the Treatment group did not make a

significant increase in the area of Curiosity because one of the important features

within the Enrichment Programme was that it could give children the opportunity to

pursue their own interests and investigations. In the workshops however, it was

emphasised that within the Enrichment Programme, teachers had an important

facilitatory role in terms of helping children design realistic and achievable research

questions. As Davis and Rimm (1994) explain in relation to Renzulli's Type III tasks,

"the teacher as a guide on the side helps with clarifying the problenq designing the

project, locating materials and equipment and recommending information sources or

community experts" (p. 150). While it could be possible that the children in the

Treatment group may have preferred working towards their teacher's expectations,

when drawing on the Phenomenological perspective it could also be possible that the

children may have perceived their teachers' facilitatory advice as teachers'

expectations. The results could indicate therefore that the children in the Treatment

group may have gained satisfaction from the support gtven to them by their teacher as

they were pursuing their personal research. This raises an interesting point in relation

to Harter's Curiosity Scale. It is possible that there might be an element of overlap

between the two categories of 'own interests' and 'teachers' expectations' in Harter's

Curiosity Scale. Working towards one's own interests could easily link or overlap
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with teacher's expectations, particularly in a programme where teachers were

encouraged to support and guide children as they pursued their own interests. If such

an overlap were present, it could provide an explanation for why the children in the

Treatment group may not have made a significant increase in their Curiosity score. It

could be of value to explore outcomes relating to Harter's Curiosity Scale in more

detail in future research.

4 Independence

The Independence subscale measured children's preference for independent mastery,

or children's dependence on teacher guidance when working on school tasks.

AI.IOVA identified no significant Ability, Ethnic or SES effects and children in the

Treatment group and Control group did not make a significant gain in this area. These

results suggest that, at the time of measurement, the children who participated in the

Enrichment Programme did not seem to want more opportunities for independent

mastery in their academic work. Some possible reasons for this have been outlined

below.

The Enrichment Programme in this study was based on the four curriculum models of

Renzulli (1977); Betts (1985, l99l), Treffinger (1986); Feldhusen and Kolloff(1986).

Each of these models aim to give children opportunity to develop more independence

in their learning. Since no specific Treatment groups expressed a significant preference

for more independent mastery, it could indicate that the Treatment children may have
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considered they were given adequate opportunity for independence in their school

work over the term. It is important to emphasise that in the Enrichment Programme all

children had regular opportunities to work with peers, in order that learning could be

enhanced through the process of scaffolding. According to Vygotsky (1978), one of

the most important components of learning is the internalisation of interpersonal

processes and this internalisation is promoted through the assistance of others. It is

possible that the children in the Treatment group may not have expressed a significant

increase in their desire for more independent mastery because they may have enjoyed

and gained satisfaction from working with their peers. The children in the Control

group did not make a significant increase in this area of Independence. As for the

Treatment Broup, the Control group did not seem to want more independence with

their academic work. While the regular class programme was not based on enrichment

curriculum models, it appeared from the classroom observations during the time of

intervention that children were given teacher and peer support as they pursued their

academic tasks. As for the Treatment group, the Control group results could indicate

that these children were enjoying the learning support they were receiving. They may

have also been gaining satisfaction from working with their peers.

As with the Curiosity subscale, it is possible that there could also be an element of

overlap on the Independence subscale in Harter's (1981) Self Report Scale. Although

there are h{to distinct categories of independent mastery' and 'teacher guidance', in
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the primary school context children usually learn how to achieve independent mastery

through teachers' guidance and peer support. The possibility that these two categories

may support one another rather than being completely distinct from one another should

be considered when reflecting upon children's responses in this area of Independence.

5 Judgement

This subscale measured children's preference for more independent judgement or for

more teacher direction in the work they were doing. ANOVA indicated that no

significant Ability, Ethnic or SES effects occurred in this area of Judgement. Also,

children in the Treatment and Control group did not show a significant increase in this

area.

Children who participated in the Enrichment Programme were involved in activities

based upon the curriculum models of Renzulli (1977); Betts (1985 and l99l);

Treffinger (1986); Feldhusen and Kolloff (1986) all of which aimed to give children

opportunity to become more self directive in their learning. In fact, Treffinger's

Curriculum Model (1986) is called the model for "Increasing Self Directedness", and

Betts (1985) has called his model, "The Autonomous Learner Model". It is possible

that the children in the Treatment group did not make a significant gain in the area of

Judgement because they might have considered that the Enrichment Programme was

already providing them with increased opportunities for making judgements about their

own academic work. Alternatively, it is possible that the children in the Treatment
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group may have felt less confident about making independent judgements about their

school work because of the changed level of challenge within some of the academic

tasks. In future researclq it would be interesting to explore whether or not there was a

change of trend in the area of Judgement if children were given a longer time frame in

which to develop more confidence for making judgements about their academic work.

The t-tests showed that children in the Control group made an increase in Judgement

which was approaching significance ! (130) = 1.730, B <.10 and Control SES I

children made a significant increase (p < .05) in Judgement following their continued

involvement in the regular class programme. These results could have occurred

because the Control groups may have felt confident about continuing to make further

judgements relating to their academic work. Alternatively, they may have occurred,

especially for SES I children, because they considered they were not being given

enough opportunities to make independent judgements about their academic work.

Classroom observations during intervention were not carried out systematically every

day, therefore it is not possible to conclude whether or not the regular class

programme provided children with adequate opportunities for making independent

judgements about their academic work. As previously emphasised however, the

children in the Control group had been working for two terms within the class

programme when the post intervention questionnaire was completed. Therefore the

Control group's increase in this area of independent judgement may have been

influenced by the children's familiarity with the regular class programme.
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6 Internel

This subscale measured whether or not children knew internally (intrinsically) if they

failed or succeeded with academic tasks or if they were dependent upon external

sources of feedback, such as teacher's comments or marks to provide this information.

ANOVA did not identi$ significant Ability, Ethnic or SES effects and the Treatment

and Control groups did not make a significant increase in this area of Internal locus of

control. Mean scores showed however, that the Control group made an increase

which was approaching significance I (130): 1.814, B <. 10. Vygotsky hig$ights that

Learning awakens a variety of internal developmental processes that are able to
operate only when a child is interacting with people in his environment and in co-

operation with his peers. Once these processes are internalised they become part

of the child's independent development achievements. (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 90).

It is particularly interesting that the children in the Treatment goup did not make a

significant increase in their Internal score, especially when these children were involved

in the Enrichment Programme which specifically aimed to promote scaffolding and

'internal developmental processes'. Perhaps, if the children in the Treatment group

had been given more time to participate in the Enrichment Programme, their

confidence in determining their own success or failure may have been enhanced. The

Controlgroup's increase in this area, which was approaching the .05 significance level,

may have been a reflection of the confidence they had within the regular class

programme, particularly in relation to what constituted success or failure with specific

tasks.
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The t-tests showed that Control Ability group 2 children were the only group to make

a significant increase in this area of Internal locus of control. This result may reflect

the type of activities which Ability group 2 children were completing in the regular

class programme. Perhaps the work was too easy for these children and they did not

need teacher feedback in order to know whether they had failed or succeeded. If this

was the case, it would be likely that this would have been reflected in other subscales,

yet this trend does not seems to have occurred for this group of children. In future

studies of this kind, a more detailed analysis of the tasks completed by the children in

Ability group 2may be of interest.

In conclusion, following intervention there were no significant Ability, Ethnic and SES

effects in any of the five areas on Harter's (1981) Scale. Also, the Treatment and the

Control groups did not make significant gains in any of the five areas of locus of

control. This could be a reflection of the possible overlap between some of the

categories, as highlighted in the areas of Curiosity and Independence. Also, it could

indicate that despite the opportunities for enrichment and increased independence,

children at the primary school level consider teaiher feedback in relation to their

academic performance, to be an af,ea of priority for them. As Covington and Beery

(1976) state, "for childrerq teachers and school success are the majoq if not the only

source of feedback concerning one's abilities, competence and worth" (in Davis and

Rim4 1994, p. 300).
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7 Self Ellicacy

Self efficacy is defined as "an individual's belief in his/her ability to perform a

behaviour in a given situation" @andur4 1986a, p. 86). One of the research questions

in this study explored the degree to which self efficacy, in relation to classroom

learning autonomy, was influenced following intervention. AIIOVA indicated that

there were no significant Ability, Ethnic or SES effects in this area of self efficacy.

The t-tests showed that following participation in the Enrichment Progtamme children

in the Treatment group did not make a significant increase in their self efficacy score.

Alternatively, children in the Control group, who continued their involvement in the

regular class progranrme did make a signfficant increase in self efficacy G < .05). Also

Ability group I children in the Control group made an increase in this area which was

approaching significance ! (40) = 1.833, p < . 10.

Although the Treatment group did not make a significant increase in self efficacy it is

particularly interesting to explore this result in more detail because the Enrichment

Programme was designed to incorporate principal sources of self efficacy and the six

pedagogical strategies influencing self efficacy. (Schunk, 1984). Initially, results will

be discussed by exploring the nature of self efficacy in more depth.

According to Cervone and Peake (1986), "judgements of self efficary are often

judgements made under uncertainty, they involve estimating one's capabilities for

performance in situations in which one cannot be sure of the precise skills required" (p.
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4gZ). lt seems logical to propose that for a belief in performance to be confirmed, the

opportunity to demonstrete thet performence is usually needed in order to reinforce

the individual's belief in their own performance ability. For example, one way in which

a runner can confirm her belief that she has the ability and fitness level to run a

marathon is by attempting to complete a marathon. By successfully completing a

number of marathons over time, it is likely that the runner's self efficacy about her

running abiliry will be reinforced and may even be enhanced. In this study, the

Treatment group made an increase approaching significance in the area of Perception

of General Academic Ability, yet this group of children did not make a significant

increase in their self efficacy score. It is possible that the children in the Treatment

group may have needed more time to build up their certainty about their self efficacy in

relation to their increased Perception of General Academic Ability. This proposal has

been supported by Shell, Murphy and Bruning (1989) who explain, "in the area of

reading and writing the relation between self efficacy beliefs and achievements may

become stronger as persons become more proficient" (p' 97).

It is interesting to note that the self efficacy results in this study were similar to results

obtained by Stednitz (1985). Following participation in an eight week series of Type I

enrichment activities, Stednitz found that children failed to show any changes in self

efficacy. Stednitz suggests however, that there were other positive effects in terms of

children's increased interest and curiosity level when comparing children in the

Treatment and Control groups.
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Although children in the Treatment group and Treatment children from different

Ability, Ethnic and SES groups did not make significant increases in self efficacy' mean

scores showed that these children did make increases in their self efficacy. As

previously outlined, it is possible that these children may have had to adjust their self

effEcacy in relation to the challenging tasks which were introduced within the

Enrichment Programme. Therefore, these children may have needed more time to

participate in the Enrichment Programme so that their confidence in their self efficacy

might have been enhanced.

Results from the Control group seem to provide further support for the influence of

time upon self efficacy. Children in the Control group, who continued their

involvement in the regular class programme made a significant increase in self efficacy.

Also Ability group I children in the Control group made an increase in this area which

was approaching significance. While the regular class programme may have

incorporated some of Schunk's (1984) strategies which reinforce self efficacy, the

children in the Control group continued to work within the class programme in which

they had already been involved for one term. The pertinent point is that unlike the

children in the Treatment group, the children in the Control group may not have had to

adjust their perception of self efficacy in response to a changing classroom programme'

Rather, it is likely that these children would have been familiar with the requirements of

the regular class programrne, within which they had been involved since the beginning

of the year. Children in the Treatment group however, had only eight weeks in which
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to build up their self efticacy for learning autonomy, within the context of a new class

programme and in response to their increasing Perception of General Academic

Ability.

When focusing on the area of self efficacy, Norwich (1987) highlights the importance

of taking 'incentive conditions' into account when asking children to make personal

judgement about their competence. Norwich claims that

with reference to a particular incentive condition the child may answer negatively,
implying that he or she cannot perform the task correctly at that time. With
reference to a different incentive condition for the same task, the chitd may
answer affirmatively, implying that he or she cannot perform the task at the time,
but could learn to do so. (Norwich, 1987, p, 387).

In this study it was not feasible to write questions which catered for a range of

incentive conditions because there would have been too many questions for children to

answer in the time available. It could be possible therefore that the types of questions

used in the questionnaires may also have contributed to the Treatment group's non

significant score in self efficacy, especially since these children were responding in

relation to a classroom programme which was comparatively new for them.

In summary, the results obtained in this section of the study indicate that both time and

performance opportunities may be two very important variables influencing the

development of an individual's perception of self efficacy. Being aware of these

variables and attempting to create a classroom environment which supports these
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variables, may be one way in which classroom teachers can contribute to the

development of self efficacy for children.

Bandura (1986a) explains that self efficacy can influence behaviour performance. The

results from this study indicate that an alternative perspective could also be possible,

that is, behaviour performance could influence self efficary. In other words, if children

have the opportunity to develop more confidence in their behaviour, through their

performance of that behaviour, this may lead to increased self efficacy. Theoretically,

this finding is supported by Bandura's principle of bi-directionality in which he explains

that there is an interactive relationship between cognitive/personal factors,

environmental events and behaviour performance, and each of these components can

produce or be the product of influence @andura" l9g6a).

This section of the study suggests that self efficacy may be influenced by

confirmation of behaviour perfonnance over time. when aiming to enhance

development of children's academic self concept, it is possible that one important

objective could be for children to participate in educational programmes in which they

have both the opportunity to enhance their performance and the time to confirm their

belief in their own ability.

the

the
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8 Terchers' Recognition of Children with Special Abilities

In relation to education, Renzulli and Reis (l99la) state that "talent development is the

business of our field and we must never lose sight of this goal" (p. 34). The last two

research questions in this study focused specifically on the area of talent development.

They explored the degree to which children's demonstration of special abilities was

influenced as a result of their participation in the three stage Enrichment Programme.

Both before and after intervention, teachers in the Treatment and Control groups

completed an adapted version of the Renanlli/llartman Perception of Special Ability

Scale for each child in their class. Pre and post intervention comparisons were made

for each child in terms of the number and nature of special abilities which had been

recorded by the teacher.

ANOVA identified signfficant Ability and SES effects in this area of Teachers'

Recognition of Children with Special Abilities. Also results showed that teachers in

the Treatment group made a significant increase in their Recognition of Children's

Special Abilities G < .01). The teachers in the Control group did not make a

significant gain in this area.

It is possible to interpret the Treatment group results in a number of ways. Firstly, the

Treatment group teachers' increased Recognition of Children with Special Abilities,

could have occurred because the Enrichment Programme and associated workshops

may have had a positive influence on teachers' perceptions of Children with Special
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Abilities. If this was the case it would highlight some of the benefits of teacher

development in this area. McAlpine (1993) states that "all teachers are potentially

teachers of the gifted and talented" (p. 8), and he stresses the need for on-going

opportunities for teacher development in this field.

Another possibility is that through the teachers' involvement in the Enrichment

Programme, and their decisions about whether or not to promote children to Type II

or III tasks, they may have recognised the potential or special abilities which some of

the children in their classes possessed. ln this way, the process of identification may

have become an integral part of the class prografitme. The importance of this is

emphasised by Renzulli (1986); Feldhusen (1986a); Landvogt (1991); Moltzen (1995).

Another interpretation of the results could be that the teachers' increased Recognition

of Children with Special Abilities may have occurred because more children were gtven

the opportunity to demonstrate their special abilities, as a result of their participation in

the Enrichment Programme. In other words, integrating the Enrichment Programme

within the class programme may have been an effective strategy for promoting the

demonstration of children's special abilities. Bronfenbrenner (1979); Tannenbaum

(1983);Renzulli (1986); Gagne (1993) claim that the environment plays a major role in

influencing children's development. The results from this section of the study indicate

that an inclusive Enrichment Programme may contribute towards enhancing the

demonstration of children's talent.
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The Treatment group's significant result in this area of Special Abilities could also

indicate that an increase occurred in both the Teachers' Recognition of Children with

Special Abilities and in the children's demonstration of their Special Abilities. In

relation to the Enrichment Triad, Renzulli states, "the model provides a framework for

change for both the student and teacher" (in Newell and D'Iberville, 1989, p. l0l). In

this study, a pattern of reciprocity may have developed betrveen the teacher and

children as they worked together on the Enrichment Programme. Fox (1979) states

that "the goal of any prograrnme for the grfted should be to provide meaningful

experiences in the most efficient and effective way in order to maximise learning and

individual development" (in Davis and Rimm, 1994, p. 67). Fox does not state that

this goal applies only to the children. The results in this area of Special Abilities could

indicate that the Enrichment Programme may have maximised the learning and

individual development of both children and teachers.

It is possible that the significant increase in Teachers' Recognition of Children with

Special Abilities may have occurred despite the children's participation in the

Enrichment Programme. The maturation of the children and their familiarity with the

teacher over the term may have produced a significant increase in the area of Special

Abilities. Since the Control group did not make a significant increase in this area, it

seems unlikely that these factors may have caused this increase.
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Critics may claim that the increase in Teachers' Recognition of Children with Special

Abilities could have occurred as a result of the Hawthorne Effect, where participants,

pleased by having been singled out to participate in an experimental project, may react

more strongly in a particular area than those not involved in the study (Tuckmall

1978). The author acknowledges that all the teachers seemed to have been pleased to

be involved in this study. However, since the teachers were not told whether or not

they were in the Treatment or Control groups and since they did not have specific

details about the design of the study, it seems most unlikely that their answers on the

Renzulli/Hartman Perception of Special Ability Scale could have been influenced by

their knowledge in this area. While a definition of this term Special Abilities was

discussed with all teachers in both the Treatment and Control groups, other terms were

also defined and discussed such as; self concept, enrichment and co-operative learning.

When teachers were asked to complete questions about the characteristics of the

children in their classes, it seems unlikely that they considered particular emphasis was

being placed only on their answers relating to children's Special Abilities. Tuckman

(1978) explains that introducing a second control group, which has no contact with the

researcher, except for collection of pre and post test data" can be an effective design

strategy to control for the Hawthorne Effect. In this study however, the pre and post

data from a second Control group would be subject to the influences of yet another

class programme. It was considered inappropriate therefore, in this study to compare

the two Control groups' results with each other because each may have been

influenced by different factors within their class programmes. Every effort was made
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in this study to keep the conditions consistent between the Control and Treatment

groups. It seems unlikely that the significant increases in this area of Special Abilities

would have been due to a Hawthorne Effect.

ANOVA showed that there were significant Ability (p < .01) and SES G < .05) effects

in this area of Special Abilities. It is particularly pleasing to find that children from

Ability groups I and 2 in the Treatment group made significant increases in this area.

The t-test results also showed that Treatment children from SES 2 ! (98) : I.930, B <

.10, SES 3 ! (76) : 1.841, p < .10, the Pacific Island group ! (114) : l.9ll, p ( .10,

and Pakeha children ! (40) = 1.886, p < .10 made increases which were approaching

significance in this area. These are most positive results because they indicate that

children from a range of Ethnic, Ability and SES groups can benefit from participating

in an inclusive Enrichment Programme in term of increased Teachers' Recognition of

their Special Abilities. Haberman (1991);Landvogt (1991); Renzulli and Reis (l99la)

recommend that educators try to include at-risk and potential underachievers in

enriched educational programmes to give them the opportunities to demonstrate their

potential talents. As Moltzen (1995) states, "ability is not a respecter of ethnicity,

gender or socio-economic background" (p. 282). An inclusive Enrichment Programme

was introduced in this study and the rezults seem to indicate that it may have

contributed to the increases in Teachers' Recognition of Children with Special

Abilities.
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It is important to emphasise that in the design of this study the author went beyond

simply including at-risk and potential underachievers in the Enrichment Programme.

Rather, the three staged Enrichment Programme was specifically designed to support

the learning style preferences of children from different Ethnic, Ability and SES

groups. Pedagogical strategies such as:

o providing enrichment tasks which aimed to reinforce cultural identity

r integrating enrichment tasks within the class programme so children did not have

to draw attention to themselves

o incorporating opportunitiesfor collaborativelearning

o ensuring that enrichment tasks included elements of both acceleration and

enrichment so children could participate in qualitatively different learning tasks

were used in order to cater for the specific needs of the children who were included in

the Enrichment Programme. It seems that the combined effects of these pedagogical

strategies, plus the process of inclusion may have promoted the increases in Teachers'

Recognition of Children with Special Abilities. Moltzen (1995) states, "a truly

responsive environment, where students are provided with multiple opportunities to

evidence interests and abilities arguably provides the most effective context for

identification" (p. 282). The three stage Enrichment Programme in this study was

designed to provide children with multiple opportunities to evidence their interests and

abilities. It seems that these opportunities provided an effective context for children to

demonstrate their potential special abilities, and/or for teachers to recognise Children

with Special Abilities.
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The Control group did not make a significant increase in the area of Teachers'

Recognition of Children with Special Abilities. Also, unlike the Treatment group, the

Control Ethnic, Ability and SES groups did not make increases approaching

significance in this area. Although the regular class programme was not based on

sequential stages of enrichment, observations during intervention confirmed that these

children were involved in supportive classroom environments. Results indicate

however, that the regular class programme did not seem to promote this increased

Teachers' Recognition of Children with Special Abilities, when compared with results

for the Treatment group. Gross and Darley (1982) provide research to show that

teachers' perceptions about pupils' abilities can be influenced by socio-economic

stereotypes. Likewise, Clark (1988) and Davis and Rimm (1994) emphasise that

teachers can have lower expectations about children's academic perfiormance when

children are from different ethnic groups. These factors above may have contributed

to the non signfficant change in Special Abilities for the Control group, especially in

relation to the Ability, Ethnic and SES effects.

Renzulli and Reis (1991a) explain that we need to re-examine our selection processes

so that more children can have the opportunities to demonstrate their potential. The

Enrichment Programme in this study included all children in enrichment tasks at their

own level. Results showed that following their involvement in the Enrichment
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Programme children from a range of Ability, Ethnic and SES groups made increases in

Teachers' Recognition of Children with Special Abilities.

This discussion has focused upon groups of children who made significant increases, or

increases approaching significance, in the areas measured. However, there are a

number of groups whose scores did not come into the categories above, therefore they

have not been mentioned in the discussion. Their silence can also tell an interesting

story but due to the space limitation it is not possible to explore what may or may not

have been happening for these children. In future researclq it would be interesting to

focus upon the results for some of these groups, such as: the girls, the boys, and

children in Ability group 3. In future research it would be worthwhile analysing results

for combined subgroups such as; Pacffic Island girls or Pacific Island SES 3 children

because literature highlights that children from these groups are also at risk of

underachieving in New Zealand schools. Results for these groups of children could

contribute towards identifying strategies within the school environment which may

have the potential to enhance these children's academic self concept.

Summary

Teachers' Recognition of Children with Special Abilities

Renzulli and Reis (l99la) recommend that a 'change in direction' is needed in the

identification of and the programming for Children with Special Abilities; so that more

children are given opportunities to develop and demonstrate their potential. Renzulli
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and Reis's recommendation was implemented in this present study. Instead of pre-

selecting some children to participate in an enrichment programme on the basis of their

demonstration of special abilities, an alternative strategy was used. A change in the

direction of the identification process was made so that all children in the four

Treatment classes had the opportunity to participate in a class-based Enrichment

Programme. The theory underpinning this intervention design was based upon

Bandura's (1986a) theory of reciprocal determinisnr" where "behaviour,

cognitive/personal factors and environmental events all operate together to produce

change" (p. l3).

Results from this study showed that when there was a change in the direction of the

identification process so all children were included in the class-based Enrichment

Programme, Teachers' Recognition of Children with Special Abilities was enhanced.

This finding can be extremely relevant for the educators of primary school childrerq

because it suggests that inclusion in enrichment can be a powerfirl catalyst in

promoting Teachers' Recognition of Children with Special Abilities. It suggests that

inclusion in enrichment can also be an effective strategy for promoting the

demonstration of children's special abilities. The importance of utilising as many

identification strategies as possible cannot be over-emphasised if one is really intent

upon recognising and supporting children with special abilities.
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Following their participating in the Enrichment Programme, Pacffic Island children

made an increase which was approaching significance in the area of Teachers'

Recognition of Children with Special Abilities. This is a notable result because

literature from Jones (1988); Reid (1992); Simon (199a); Moltzen (1996) stress that

children in this ethnic group can be at-risk of underachieving in New Zealand schools.

The results from this study indicated that Pacific Island children benefited in terms of

Teachers' Recognition of Children with Special Ability following their opportunity to

participate in the Enrichment Programme,

Research shows that due to lower teacher expectations, children from different ethnic

backgrounds and lower SES groups can be disadvantaged in term of being nominated

for special ability programmes. Teachers' expectations can have a powerfirl effect on

children's academic performance because the way teachers treat children and the

opportunities they give to children, can in turn affect the way they behave when they

are working with these teachers. This self fulfiIling prophecy can "lock the teacher and

the pupil into a cycle of destructive stereotyping" (Fox, 1993, p. 96). In the present

study all children were included in initial enrichment tasks. It is possible that the

Pacific Island children, and children in the Ability groups I and 2, SES 2 and 3 may

have interpreted their inclusion in the Enrichment Programme as an indication of their

teachers' positive expectations about their academic performance. This in turn appears

to have had a positive effect on their behaviour performance. This finding can have

important implications for those interested in supporting children at-risk of
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underachieving in schools. If teachers are prepared to be flexible with the

identification strategies they use and give children from different Ethnic, Ability and

SES groups regular opportunities to participate in enrichment tasks within the context

of the class prograrnme, it is possible that it may increase the likelihood that some of

these children will demonstrate their potential special abilities. It is also possible that

teachers may recognise the potential which many of these children possess. In terms of

equity, one hopes that educators will be flexible, will value diversity and will explore

alternative teaching strategies which support and respect children who have different

learning style preferences. Gage and Berliner (1991) claim that "almost all educators

function as gatekeepers" (p. 178). This claim is of grave concenL especially since

much research emphasises that many of the strategies used to identi$ Children with

Special Abilities reinforce this process of gatekeeping with the same groups of

children often appearing to be subject to the effects of this process. The results from

the present study however, suggest that some of the barriers which inhibit children

from demonstrating their special abilities can be markedly reduced when all children

have a chance to participate in class based enrichment.

A major area of focus in this study was to see if teachers' recognition of Pacific Island

Children's special abilities could be enhanced. The topic of Navigation was selected as

the theme of enrichment because it gave children the opportunity to focus upon the

special Navigational abilities of people from other cultureq particularly Maori and

Pacific Island people. For those wishing to pursue further research in this area, it
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would be interesting to work with different enrichment themes in different curriculum

areas in order to determine whether or not the topic of Navigation in itself contributed

to the Teachers' Recognition of Pacific Island children's Special Abilities, or whether

similar results would still occur when different themes were used.

It is most important to emphasise that in this study it was the classroom teachers who

recognised an increase in Children with Special Abilities. Moltzen (1995) explains that

teacher observation has the potentialto be a most effective strategy in the identification

of Children with Special Abilities. He claims however that "its effectiveness depends

upon whether teachers consider all students as potentially talented" (p. 284). The

intervention design in the present study aimed to support and promote Moltzen's

philosophy by including all children in the Enrichment Programme. Positive results in

the recognition of children's special abilities were achieved.

The classroom teachers who partioipated in this study were familiar with the concept

of an 'integrated thematic approach' and each teacher worked with the children in their

class in all areas of the curriculum. In some New Zealand primary schools however,

children are 'ability grouped' in particular curriculum areas such as Maths with

teachers working with children who are different from those in their own class. It

would be interesting to explore the viability of using an inclusive Enrichment

Programme, specifically related to one curriculum area in schools with different
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organisational structures. This has potential for future research particularly in relation

to programmes for Middle Schools which are currently developing in New Zealand.

Research by Lang (1996) showed that before starting their first year of teaching,

begrnning teachers considered they were ill-prepared to manage children's behaviour.

Assurance in this area of management seems a most important pre-requisite for the

successful implementation of an Enrichment Programme such as the one designed in

this study because the teachers need to have confidence in their ability to manage a

range of different learning tasks which require different levels of autonomy. It seems

appropriate to recommend that beginning teachers may be better to implement a class

based Enrichment Programme during the second or third term of their first yeaf,, or

during their second year of teaching because this would give them time to confirm their

confidence in this area of management. For experienced teachers too, it can be

challenging to plan an Enrichment Programme when one has not had prior experience

with the children who are to be involved. It is important to recognise that it may be

easier to implement an inclusive Enrichment Programme in the second term of the

academic year, once management routines have been established and the teacher and

children have had time to get to know each other. This is not to say however, that

initial enrichment tasks should not be introduced to the whole class during term one, in

order that children could become familiar with their teachers' expectations in this area

when a more intensive Enrichment Programme is implemented later in the year.
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Cognitive/Personal Variables which can Influence the Demonstration of

Behaviour

Bandura (1986a) explains that the performance of behaviour occurs as a result of

reciprocal interactions between cognitive/personal factors and environment events. In

addition to focusing on the demonstration of special ability behaviours, this study

explored the degree to which three cognitive/personal factors were influenced,

following children's participation in the Enrichment Programme. The

cognitive/personal factors focused upon in this study were:

o Perception of General Academic Ability

o Locus of Control and

o SelfEfficacy

A summary relating to each of these cognitivdpersonal factors is described below,

Perception of General Academic Ability

The Perception of General Academic Ability subscale was used in this study because it

provided feedback about children's feelings relating to a range of general school

related activities. Boersma and Chapman (1992) explain that the Perception of

General Academic Ability score provides a measure of an individual's general

academic self concept. Results in the current study showed there was a significant

Ability effect across the Treatment and Control groups. Also children in the Treatment

group made an increase approaching significance in their Perception of General

Academic Ability, while the Control group did not make an increase approaching
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significance in this area. These findings can be explained in more depth by focusing

upon the way an individual's academic self concept is formed and by refening back to

the Phenomenological perspective. The formation of academic self concept is

dependent upon an individual's perception of feedback from others. According to the

Phenomenological perspective however, individuals can put different meanings and

interpretations on the same event. Therefore it is possible that inclusion in an

Enrichment Programme or continued involvement in the regular class programme

could be interpreted in a various ways by different children. In the present study, it

seemed that Ability groups I and 2 perceived the Enrichment Programme and the

regular class programme in a positive way thereby promoting an increase in their

general academic self concept. Alternatively, Treatment Ability group 3 children

seemed to perceive their involvement in the Enrichment Programme much more

positively than the Control Ability group 3 children who were involved in the regular

class programme. It is important to emphasise that when exploring the area of self

concept the important role of the individual's perception of environmental events must

be taken into account. It is necessary therefore to go beyond the theory ofreciprocal

determinism. This has been discussed in more detail at the end of the chapter.

While this study indicates that inclusion in class-based enrichment can promote

increases in children's Perception of General Academic Ability, these results should

not be interpreted to mean that Children with Special Abilities cannot benefit from

having the opportunity to work with others of like ability and interest. Rather, the
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results indicate that a class-based Enrichment Programme is one avenue which should

not be overlooked when teachers are aiming to help children develop their academic

self concept.

The Enrichment Programme in this study also appears to have contributed towards

enhancing the general academic self concept of Pacific Island children. The three stage

structure of the Enrichment Programme could have contributed to this because all

children were able to experience success in the stage or stages of enrichment in which

they were involved. It is likely that this success would reinforce and enhance

children's feelings of personal competence and academic self worth. Seeing others in

the class working successfully on investigative tasks may also have enhanced children's

confidence in their own ability to achieve higher academic goals. When aiming to

improve the academic self concept of specific groups of childrerq such as those who

are at-risk of underachieving in schools, the importance of providing opportunities for

children to participate in a class-based Enrichment Programme should not be

undervalued.

In this study, children in the Treatment goup who participated in the Enrichment

Programme made increases approaching significance in their Perception of General

Academic Ability. However, due to the time constraints within this study it was not

possible to continue the intervention until the end of the year. As discussed earlier in

this chapter, in further research it would be interesting to explore whether or not
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significant increase in general academic self concept could be achieved for the

Treatment group after a longer period of involvement in the Enrichment Programme.

Before concluding this sectiorg it is important to focus on the results in the study from

a different perspective. If inclusion in enrichment can enhance children's academic

self concept, then based on the theory of reciprocal determinism and the

Phenomenological perspective, it is possible that exclusion from enrichment could also

affect children's academic self concept. Although this present study did not explore

this proposal, it is possible to proffer that children who are never given the opportunity

to participate in enrichment tasks at school may interpret this as feedback from the

teacher to indicate that they do not have the ability to succeed with these challenges.

As a result, this may have a detrimental effect on their general academic self concept.

It is of paramount importance therefore, that educators are aware that when young

children are not chosen to participate in Enrichment Programmes, it may have an effect

on children's academic self concept. As Gage and Berliner (1991) state, "teachers

must ... carefully monitor the school environment to guard against incidents that could

harm selfconcept" (p. 159).

Locus of Control

In this study neither children in the Treatment nor Control group made significant

increases in their desire for more learning autonomy with their school work. Atthough

there appeared to be a certain amount of overlap in the subscale categories used, the
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results still seem to indicate that children in both class programmes were content with

the guidance and support which their teachers provided. This suggests that even

though primary school children are capable of working on particularly challenglng

academic tasks, it does not always mean that these children want total learning

autonomy in relation to these tasks. Neither it seems, does it mean that teacher

approval is no longer important for these children. As Harter (1981) states, "consider

the child who is curious and enjoys challenging work but for whom the teacher's

approval is also an incentive' G. 3l l). Renzulli stresses the importance of teachers

'guiding but not dominating' as children pursue Type II and Itr investigations. The

wisdom behind Renzulli's advice seems to have been confirmed according to the

children's feedback in this studv.

Renzulli (1977); Betts (1985 and l99l); Treffinger (1986); Feldhusen and Kolloff

(1986) emphasise that the structure of their curriculum models encourages children to

develop autonomy in their areas of special ability. It is important to accept that this is

not the only goal of these curriculum models. As Harter (1981) states, "we must be

cautious about ... allowing measures to take on a life of their own and become the

construct in question" b. 310). It seems reasonable to conclude from the results in

this sec{ion of the study, that teachers' guidance is considered an important priority for

primary school aged children even when they are working on enrichment tasks.
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Self Eflicacy

Self efficacy is defined as "an individual's belief in their ability to perform a behaviour

in a given situation" @andura, 1986a, p. 86). According to Bandura, self efficacy is

one ofthe most central types of reflective thought influencing an individual's behaviour

performance. The Enrichment Programme in the present study was designed to

incorporate the principal sources and pedagogical strategies which reinforce the

formation of self effHcacy. Although there were no Ability, Ethnic or SES effects in

this area of self efficacy, t-tests showed that children in the Control group made a

significant increase in self efficary and the Treatment group did not. A number of

studies relating to self efficacy have demonstrated that "higher levels of perceived self

effcacy have produced higher performance attainments" @andurq Reese and Adams,

l98l; Schunk, 1985; Bandur4 1986a). The results in the current study suggest

however, that the opposite may also be the case with enhanced performance being an

important catalyst for increased self efficacy. This proposal has been supported by

Shell, Murphy and Bruning (1989) who claim that the relation between self efficacy

beliefs and achievement may become stronger as persons become more proficient (p.

97). Bandura (1986a) states, " it takes time for a causal factor to exert its influence"

(p. l3). In the current study, it is possible that the children who did not make

significant increases in self efficacy may have needed more time to confirm their belief

that they could perform the enrichment tasks successfully. It seems therefore, that

Sving children adequate time to confirm and enhance their academic proficiency

should be an important part of the strategic plan when aiming to promote the
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development of children's self efticacy. This poses a challenge for teachers because

different groups of children will need different amounts of time to confirm their

performance accomplishment. When aiming to support the development of self

efficacy, flexibility in the programme structure seems to be an important priority.

Children are then able to have some control about the lengh of time they need to

complete enrichment tasks.

For some children in this study, a sleeper effect may have occurred in the area of self

efficacy. A sleeper effect refers to the fact that the attitude change produced by an

intervention does not become evident until a period of time has elapsed (Reber, 1985).

By repeating the presentation of the post intervention self efficacy questionnaire, a

little later in the study. Owing to the schools' commitments in the final term of the

year, it was not possible in the current study to present two post intervention

questionnaires. Those wishing to explore the possibility of a sleeper effect in relation

to self efficacy, may consider inoorporating two post intervention questionnaires,

spread some weeks apart, into the design of their research study. This could provide

some indication about the presence of a sleeper effect. However, it could be

challenging to ascertain the best time frame between questionnaire presentations,

because if the questionnaires occurred too closely together self efficacy changes may

be due to a recency effect rather than any permanent change in the area of self efficacy.
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It is important to acknowledge that it took many hours to plan the Enrichment

Programme which was utilised in this particular study. Currently, in New Zealand,

there are heavy demands on teachers in relation to planning and implementing the new

cuniculum. Baker (1995b) states, "I feel increasingly sorry for committed primary

school teachers who are coming to terms with not just one learning area, as are most

secondary teachers, but with all seven learning areas" (p. 4) It seems unrealistic to

expect teachers to have the time to plan Enrichment Programmes to the same depth as

the Navigation Enrichment Programme developed for this study. There are however,

some general strategies utilised within this study which could be integrated by teachers

into their planning and which would be more pragmatic in terms of their time

commitment. These strategies include:

o incorporating initial enrichment tasks as a natural and integral progression of the

work taught in the classroom

o planning classroom organisational strategies which enable all children to have

opportunities to be included in these initial enrichment tasks

o developing unit plans which include some starter questions which have potential to

become Type III investigations. In order that children can explore areas which are

of specific interest to them, it is important to be flexible with these questions

. glving children the opportunity to pursue enrichment tasks as individuals or in

small groups
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providing flexibility in terms of the time frame for investigative tasks. In this way

children can have the time to pursue investigations to the depth to which they are

satisfied and to confirm their belief in their own performance.

ensuring that the identification of Children with Specid Abilities is an on-going

process and that all children including those at-risk of underachieving are given an

opportunity to be included in initial enrichment tasks.

Ifthese strategies are to be incorporated into teachers' planning with any degree of

consistency, then this has implications in terms of the content and pedagogy to be

taught to teacher trainees in the future.

Implications for further research have been outlined in this chapter, however there is

one implication which should not be overlooked and which should take precedence for

future research. This is the "importance of giving priority to children's perceptions in

research" (Smith, 1995, p. 2). While the current study had a quantitative focus,

qualitative research was also included in terms of obtaining teachers' attitudes about

their involvement in the Enrichment Programme. In further research of this kind, it is

possible that a qualitative focus in relating to children's perceptions of the Enrichment

Programme could be incorporated. A representative sample of children could be

interviewed and their views pertaining to the topic being studied, the length of the

Enrichment Programme and the activities within the programme could be obtained.

Further insights relating to children's perception of their academic ability, locus of

control and self efficacy, could also be gained if questions were appropriately designed.
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The current study has produced many interesting results for the children involved.

Nevertheless, it is very important to check "existing knowledge about childrerq against

the knowledge provided by children themselves" (Smith, 1995, p. I l).

Bandura's (1986a) theory of reciprocal determinism can provide an explanation for

some of the results in this study. This explanation focuses on the reciprocal link

between cognitive/personal factors, behaviour performance and environmental events.

The theory of reciprocal determinism however, does not seem to explain why some

groups of children in this study made changes and other groups of children did not.

Bandura (1986a) emphasises that it takes time for causal factors to produce change,

but this still does not appear to explain why group differences occurred in this study.

The Phenomenological perspective can shed more light on this area. This perspective

focuses on the way individuals perceive themselves and their own personal experiences

(Fox, 1993). When drawing on this perspective emphasis is placed upon the individual

and their perception of environmental events. Based on the Phenomenological

perspective, it is possible that individuals, or groups of children may have perceived

their involvement in the Enrichment Programme in different ways. This perspective

could provide an explanation for why there were different results for different groups

of children in this study. Reciprocal determinism can be used to analyse the results

from a mechanistic perspective according to links and sequencing of environmental

events. The Phenomenological perspective on the other hand, places emphasis on the

individual and their perception of themselves in relation to these environmental events.
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Although recirpocal determinism and the Phenomenological perspective has a different

emphasis, for the purposes of this study the two perspectives seem to support each

other in terms of providing a more comprehensive analysis of the results.

Conclusion

Renzulli and Reis (l99la) recommend flexibility in both identification and

programming endeavours so at-risk and underachieving students can be included in

Enrichment Programmes and be given the opportuniry to develop their potential. This

study translated Renzulli and Reis's (l99la) recommendation into practice. However,

it went beyond simply including at-risk children in enrichment activities. Rather, an

original Enrichment Programme was designed so as to promote the demonstration of

children's potential special abilities. The structure of this Enrichment Programme was

based upon four curriculum models, developed to cater for Children with Special

Abilities. Since self concept and self efficacy had been identified as central factors

promoting the demonstration of behaviour, pedagogical strategies to enhance these

factors were included in the Enrichment Programme. The results in this study illustrate

that it is possible to design an Enrichment Programme for all children in the class

which can support academic self concept and contribute towards increasing Teachers'

Recognition of Children with Special Abilities.

A major focus in this study was to determine whether or not the special abilities of

Pacific Island children could be developed through strategies and enrichment tasks
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which supported these children's preferred learning styles and unique cultural abilities.

When Pacific Island children were given the opportunity to participate in this

Enrichment Programme, an increase approaching significance in the Teachers'

Recognition of these Children's Special Abilities was produced. Also, these children

made an increase approaching significance in their Perception of General Academic

Ability. These results are very important for educators. Not only do they confirm

Moltzen's (1995) proposal that "a responsive classroom environment can be one of the

most effective contexts for the identffications of Children with Special Abilities" (p.

282) but they break new ground in this area of educational research because they

provide teachers with practical guidelines about how to create a classroom

environment which nurtures the demonstration of special abilities and also children's

academic self concept. Much research shows that enhancing academic self concept

can have a positive impact on academic performance. Some of the strategies used in

this study seem to have had a positive impact on some children's academic self

concept and behaviour performance. It is possible that these strategies may have the

potential to break the cycle of underachievement for some groups of children in

schools. This could be a significant step forward in the area of equity.

Bandura (1986a) states that "it takes time for a causal factor to exert its influence and

activate reciprocal effects" (p.13). Likewise, Marjoram (1995) states that "not all

flowers bloom in spring" (p.58) This study has shown that it is possible to bring more

flowers to bloom if we are prepared to be flexible with the timing and sequence of
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THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND
/ATE BAG AUCKLANO

7 September 1992

NEW ZEALAND TELEPHONE 737.999 FACSIM|LE No. 649-334 29

Dear

This letter is to thank you for your participation and professional commitment to
research in the area of childrens self esteem and self efficacy.

Thank you for teaching the eight week Navigation Unit, which you so successfully
integrated into your classroom programme. Thank you for attending the after school
workshops and for providing most detailed feedback on the Unit content.

I would like to acknowledge all the extra work which you have done so willingly
during the first and second terms of this year. It has bern a delight to work with youi
class and to have the opportunity to discuss your classroom programme with you.

Participation in this research study has also involved regular visits from staff at the
Auckland College of Education, Auckland and Massey Universities. We have really
enjoyed our visits to your classroom and we appreciated your flexibility wittr
timetabling so that our visits could take place.

At present I am embarking on the long term task of data analysis but it is reassuring
to know that you and the children have enjoyed working with the Unit and that you
consider the children to have benefitted from their involvement.

I have sent a letter to the School and Board of Trustee Members thanking them for
allowing me to work at the school and also acknowledging your hard work and
commitment throughout the term.

I will contact you again later this year to give you further feedback about the research
results.

I hope I have the opportunity to work with you again in the near future,

Thank you again for your support.

Yours sincerley

Catherine Rawlinson
I-ecturer in Education
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THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND

\TE BAG AUCKLAND NEW ZEALAND TELEPHONE 737-999 FACSIMILE No. 649-33429

14 September 1992

The Chaiqperson
Board of Trustees

Dear Chairperson

This letter is to thank you for allowing me to'work in your school to carry out research
in the area of childrens self efficacy and demonstration of individual strengths.

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to work with .. I would like to
acknowledgefAachard work and professional commitment to the research requirements
throughout the first and second terms this year.

In addition to most successfully integrating an eight week Navigation Unit into *l^eir
classroom programme, has attended after school workshops and provided
detailed feedback on Unit content. It has been a delight to work with the children in

classroom.

Participation in this research has also involved regular visits from the staff at the
Auckland College of Education, Auckland and Massey Universities. We have really
enjoyed our visits to your school and we have appreciated your warm welcome, support
and timetable flexibility so that these visits could take place.

At present I am involved in the long term task of data analysis but it is reasurring to
know that the class teacher and children have enjoyed working with the Unit and that

feels thd children have benefitted from their involvement.

I will contact the school later this year so that I can give your further feedback about
the research results and details on our findings about childrens self efficacy.

Thank your again for your support.

Yours sincerely

Catherine Rawlinson
Lecturer in Education
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THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND
,TE BAG AUCKLANO NEW ZEALAND TELEPHONE 737.999 FACSIMILE No. 649-3342s

14 September 1992

Dear

This letter is to thank you for allowing me to work in your school to carry out research
in the area of childrens self efficacy and demonstration of individual strengths.

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to work with . I would like to
acknowledgelfre'irftu6 work and professional commitment to the research requirements
throughout the first and second terms this year.

In addition to most successfully integrating an eight Navigation Unit intothe classroom
programme. ... has attended after school workshops and provided detailed
feedback on Unit content. It has been a delight to work with the children in ...........
classroom.

Participation in this research has also involved regular visits from the staff at the
Auckland College of Education, Auckland and Massey Universities. We have really
enjoyed our visits to your school and we have appreciated your warm welcome, support
and timetable flexibility so that these visits could take place.

At present I am involved in the long term task of data analysis but it is reassuring to
know that the class teacher and children have enjoyed working with the Unit and that
...... feels the children have benefitted from their involvement.

I will conlact the school later this year so that I can give you further feedback about the
research results and details on our findings about childrens self efficacy.

Thank you again for your support.

Yours sincerelv

Catherine Rawlinson
I-ecturer in Education
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THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND
/ATE BAG AUCKLAND NEW ZEALAND TELEPHONE 737-999 FACSIMILE NO. 649.3342S

IINMRSITY OF AUCKLAND lfL'ltAN SIIBJECTS ETHICS COHHITTEE
0ear Parent/Guardian

I an a I ecturer at the Auck I and Col I ege of €ducati on, an
experienced prinary school teacher and gost-graduate student at
the Univers'ity of Auckland. I am currently carrying out research
for a PhD.

Through this- rese-arch ne wish to increase our understanding aboutthe possible I inks between self concept and childrens
demonstration of individual strengths and abitities.

In Hay and August of this year I would like to ask the children
in Room to fill out t$o questionnaires. fhe questionnaires
focus on-school re'lated tasks with xhich the children have been
involved as part of their regular class prograrme. Each of the'
questionnaires will take approrimately 30 minutes to comolete.
The names of the school, teacher and chi ldren ui I I nbt be
included in any surmary or report.

The 
- 
ques t_i oma i res have been approved by the Un i vers.i ty of

Auckland Ethics Conmittee, by Auckland and llassey Universities
and by the School Principa'1. Participation in the questionnaire
is entire-ly voluntary and requires parent or guardian consent.
There wi I I be no extra Hork for the chi I dren beyond the
requirements of their dai ly classroom prograrme. Failure toparticipate in the questionnaire will not prejudice your child in
any Hay.

Thank you for giving consideration to this request. If you have
any further questions p'lease contact ne at the address beiow:

Catheri ne Raw'l inson
Education Department
Auckland College of Education
EPSO{ (Extension 8736)

Plggse could you complete the consent forrn and return it to your
child's class teacher. I would really appreciate your suppori.

Yours sincerely

Catherine Rarlinson
Lecturer in Education

Consent Fonn for Participation ln Research Questionnaire

I have b.een gi ven information about the purpose of thequestionnaire.
I know that I have the opportunity to ask questions about this
research project and have them answered by the researcher.I understand that I may withdraw c6nsen! for my chi ld'sparticipation at any time, without having to give reason.

I give consent for my chi'ld to complete the questionnajres for
this research project.

Signed:

Child's llame:

(lf you do not wish to give consent for your child to complete
the queStionnaires please sign the fonn and nrite,,permission
refused" in the space below)

Please could you return this conpleted form to your child,s classteacher. Thank you for your support.

Catherine Ravlinson
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FINANCE FEGISTRAR'S DEPARTMENT

THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND

PRTVATE BAG AUCKLAND NEW ZEALAND TELEPHONE 737-999 FACSIMILE NO. 649.334i
UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HI'{AN SUBJECTS ETHICS COHMITTEE

December 1.2, L991

}InI!ORA}TDU}1I TO

Ms Catherine Rawlinson
THROUGH: Dr B MacArthur
EDUCATION

RE: APPLICATION FOR ETHICS APPROVAL

Thank you for coming to discuss with the Comrnittee on tl December
1991 the application for ethics approvar of your researcb proJect
titled I'Parameters of self concept, seLf ef f icacy and ptogramme
enrichment" (our ref. L99L/DL57).

Ethics approval was given for a period of two years condltional on
the following:

L. The data should be retained for a period of six years.

2. The Chair, UAHSEC, should
matters and his address
undersigned.

If the project changes significantly you are required to resubnit
your application to the Committee for further consideration.

In order that.an up-to-date record may be malntained it would be
appreciated if you could advise the Committee when your project is
completed.

Please contact the Chairman if you have any specif ic querie.s
relating to your application. He and the members of the Committee
would be most happy to discuss general matters relating to ethics
provisions if you wish to do so.

Secretary
University of Aucldand lluman

c.c. Head of Department
Education

be given as a contact for ethical
should be stated as care of the

GJ "WK??
Subjects Ethlcs Commlttee
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FENZULLI/HARTMAN PEHCEPTION OF SPECIAL ABILITIES

Date

Teacher Slgnsturs:,

Thls scate has been doslg-neaAy ReruultVHartrnan to obtain teacher estimdes of students

ctraraderisl.rcs In the areliof teafrrlng., r";ii;;d;;o.ti"'ny anO teadership' Ploase could 1,ou

use rhe scate nerorit-olnow.Jne Eegrso_ro wnrcrr-yoti nave obsorved the presenco or

abserrce or each .nirii.rrr"uJril"iifi iiird r" iiiJcri"-s. Rrt an x In ihe approprtate place

accorAlrU to the lotloring scales of vabe'

Flrst name ot chlld

Length of tlme teachtng ths chltd d4nor nitnor 1r2!r yts

SocfatLeadershlP: 1,=. 2 , =, ? =1asUocV- occasbnaltY ba -- funever ffi"."b" il"L*

Motlvatlon:

Creatlvlty:

Learnlng AbllltY:..

Cunlculum Area/s ol Speclal Ablllty

Any supportlve lnformatlon

1231
1231
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mACnmdb' EVA,IIIATI0N smET

I Whish themrrs' have y u,taken wittr your class duriUg the swnd terryn of

L99v?

2 Wlf,eh of the themes arbove do you concider to harre been p-articularly

succesoful w,ith you-r class,thig terml

? Whi€h teachiog appnaches/strategislu$ks within the therne trnve

worked really well witr yonr class?
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4 Do you feel that the theme, specified above, has contributed towards

enhancing childrens self esteem?

In what wavs?

strengthening childrens belief in their own ability to perform

behaviours?

In what ways?

encouraging children to demonstrate their special

in terests/talents/abilities?

In what ways?
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Do yoll fel that the therne $pcsified absve has eontrib.uted tsurards

. encouragmg children with leanfug difficulties?

trn what way"s?

., imprwing tho qual,ity of work produced by the children?

In what ways?

5 Ilave thc chitrdr-en e4ioyed betrg ifiv'olVed wift this theme?

Itrow do you know?

Wrhat fecrdback have 5mr had ftsrn the children?

6 Have there been speclfle children, or spedfrc groups of e'hildren whom

you fel have.prticulaql benefitted fiorn being involv,ed with this,theme?

(ndividual nanes not needed).

Eqtain
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7 List any dwant commeils or foedbaek fronr parents in csnnection wittr

the theme;

I Exptrain whether tftrere have been rEategies or teac,bin=g approaghes,

inuoduced within itre thome whiotr yCIu hav€ atplied or which you feel

wqrld now app$ to other curriclhr.m areqs or within y,our gg,oeral

clagsroom teaching praotiee-

I Cornment upon wheftor invoh'ernent with the theme hag beeu beneflcial

f,or 5rou in any way.

tO Friior to the intr-oduction of tlus theme ''hat were your feelings about

partieipating in an 8 weeilts thsme study?
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1l What sre you.r feelirlgs now ahotnt an I w.€ek thematie app-roact?

tZ Do you consider the Nav'igatio:r Unit to be a usefirUhelpful resource for

other teachers.

whv-?

13 Hour have you adapted thls uni't,so tfiat it uras speificalty suitd to,the

ntds of your childr,m? \ffas this a difficuW'eaqy task?

14 Did you:firrd tbe worlC=hop sessions'wortliw,llile and co- you feel they

wou,Id be neeessary flf'similar tlte,rnes'w€rc to be inE.oduge(l 'ts others

teachers and/or syldicates.
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15 Is there any other feedback, corn:rnents or suggestions which you wottld

lilc to make with regards to this research?

16 \rlllhat oomments wsuld you hAve likpd to have made and we havc not

given you the oppofiunity to do so?

Tha,nk y,orr for your dedicatiot and oom itmelt over this term. I have really

ap.pre.ciated having the opportunity to'wo.rt with you.

Date:

Siglrature:

(optional)
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rNm,oDUcToRY QIIESTIONNAIRE

This sheet is to direct your observations about themes/integrated units while on

section.

NameofSchool:

Class l,evel: Date:

::: :: = = = =::::=::::::=: =:: = ==: = = =:::: =:: =

l. Does the teacher use thernes/integrated units when teaching some areas of
the curriculum?

If so If not

Does the teacher like using the theme/ What are some reasons for
integrated unit approach? not using this theme/unit

apprclach ?

Why/Why not

2. What approach/es
would the teacher
prefer instead of using
themes/integrated
units?

2. Approximately how many themes/units 3, What are the teachers
would be coverei by the class within reasons for their

preference?
one term.
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Vflhat i* the teo-hens prcfifggil leegth of tirno (tn days.sr w@k$, fior,a

ttremc strrdy,fio lastx

tlo+n' lolrg ds ttlomdiq, qfrmi€at unitsusuaXly kst itr the e&s?

IMhy?

tiEtr.Bre norFEF,or. topftea,of*t* 15smrd'unins which the resdior fw!* baotqs

had mBst sppeal frq:the i*tren ttrey lnvetaught*

4f,pu dayhavedmets tailkttd$h t@,ehiliiiln'en abslrr.trheinEE tha-t tr€f havc

e4ioryd,,



L. t'<, L ooY Jfd
A J. BRT+oAY

l. I alv.'eYs trndcrstnnd everYiliin'! | rcad

i. |vly sclrool vjork is rrsrrall'/ unlidy ' "

22. Working witlr my lrancls is horcJ

24. I have trouble drawing picltttes * ' '

I am poor al sil'.jnl teading '. ' ' '

26. I have prolt!ems prin:ing neall!'

27. I am goo<! rrry lin',,:s lllllris ' . .:

28. I anr Ooott nl ttrarvinll ' " ' '

3O. I lrkr: lo (lo strrtY prclrll:ttrs " " .'-:"'

3l . iriy lrtentll rca(i r.,ctltlf lliitl | (lt)

292

DIRECTIONS
Thrs l:ookk"r llas a l,st of sialements ahorrl llcv'r votr feel abotrl school' Some ol the-se are

Irrr€ on(l some ale,iiot CrrclC the YES rt tl,C Si.r:ntttL'r'l is l'tstral!Y trt'e.O.l you' Circle !h:lO
rf tlrc stil!gn,ent rs ntjl trs,,,illy ,a.,o ol yorr Hrr:rrl r:,'lcll qui:iiton c.rrefully and answ'reverf'

;1.;,; ;i;;','tii ,, r,"iJ ," rJecirle wlrrctr ans.,vr.r' is rrrn3t i,tc'you Do not circle both YES and

NO JUsr Circlu one itnsw{rl fur e;rclt stilttlmctll TlttS rS hoi 'l test SO there Are 3lo right tlt

;;.".1 ;";*ers plr.:ase rnark r..xactly I'ttvr voti ritrll'/ fucl Insr(l'., ahoul sclrooi

1............. YES uo

1.......... YES NO

YES NO

*__.JEs r'ro

Yt:3 t{ll

3lr. |;rl.'ra1's (l:) ta'::li v"utl: '

34.

YLS l:o I



JO.

40.

t:5 t{u

.. YES tlo37. Ilikearitl:nrelrc .......

34. I arn a nressy l.rriter

39. Tests are casT for nrc lo takc

I lrkL. lo Sorrnd orrt wor(ls,.. :..........

41. My tenclrer oiterr rn;rkcs ntc v,rlitr: nry v.roiL agarn

,12. I lrave difficulty lookirrg up worrls in tlrc ttictiohary

43 I like to usc bi.t worrJs rvhnrr I talk .. .........

| .35. fuly teachcr thinks I nm <lirnrtr ttl anlllrrtutic
.!.

.38. I lrave dif frculty tlrinking lrp goo(l slories

49. My spelting is always riglrt .

50. Saying new words is hard for me ... : . .

51. t am unhappy witlr how I clo arilhnretic

53. I lravc dilhculty dotng what tllY lclclrsr says . .

55. I rrsually gct my arilhrlrrrlic rigltt .

56. I fin<l reatling hard . .t. . .. .

57. I am rrnhapl>y vritlr lny printing

58. t am o good reader

6C. I nrn o slow rcocler

61. In school I lincl ncw lhings difficrtlt to leilrn

62. I trstratly sllcll words riglrt .

66. I arrr goort al irrllhrnclic

293

t-
I
I

YES r.ro-

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

nrcnublIc!tIo^ v.r.l"n'! t:ro-nttc'iiut;-oLJ\lll'll.il

i:tn.i:i*itl'li:,::!: :';i::;.?l l l 

"il'ii 
l l i l'i"" "'

iii-iuii i']1.,t. r;rttorl Pr1'ci':lc:;lcrl so:'!::t' , -

i'.jiri-ii i i'urtl !: J:c"r!rl,' Lct Atr'''rl ct' c.l I lsrtrl I
,3,:1. U . S. i. '
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PART A

" Listen carefu'lly tq each sentence as it is read to you

o Decide which of the numbers on the line best te'lls vrhat you can
do

" Put a circle around that number

" ilait for each question to be read out loud before you put'down7
your answer

1 Are you able to work on your own and learn new things without
being told the answers?

Yes quite
we]l
3

2 Are you able to think of different ways of answering.questions
so that you come up with lots of new ideas?

No I Utink Yes Quite Yes very
so nell nell

1234

3 Are you ab'le to plan your own work so you wjll learn about new
thi ngs?

No

1

4 Are you able to show'others the special things you are good at?

'Yes very
hell
4

5 Are you able to get so good at doing something that you could

teach the teacher about it?
Yes very
rlell
4

No I think
so

?

Yes very
rvel I
4

I think
so

2

Yes quite
well
3

Yes very
lrell
4

No

1

I fiink
so

2

Yes quite
well
3

No

1

I tiink
s0

2

Yes quite
nell
3

6 If you tried to do something new q.nd^,I9y got it right first- ii*6, could you get it right a second tjme?

No

1

I think
so-2

Yes scne
of it
3

Yes a'l'l
of it
4
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If jlorur friend
work uould you

showed .you,try to do it
I think
so
z

2

hour to do
by yourself

s,ome' really hard sclrool
the second time round?

Y€s sqrE
sf it
3

L'lo

1

Yes all
of it
4

If you were trying to do
sal d uYou can tlo that ! r'

though it was hard?

NO

1

s-o-me hard schoo'l work an! your t'eacher
would you think you coula do it eyen

If you thought you were good at something and no one else in the
class tFuSTT-so, would you still think you were good a,t tha!
thi ng'? o '

Yes all
of it
4

Yes ssrE
of, it
3

I thirft
s0

z.

Yes vry
@
4

Yes quite
good
3

I Urink
so
2

No

1

10 Hhen J/ou tt y to
scared about doing

do nett schoo'|, Work
it the first time?

Had]y
eveNl

?

do you feel nervOus or

Yes
sqretims
3

No
Neven
,|

Yes
aTl t:ie tine,
4
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PART B

" Listen carefully to both parts of the question as they are read
out

o Dec'ide which sentence tells what you 'like doing best

o put a tick in the box to show if the answer is very true for
you or sort of true

1 I like doing harder work I 'like doing easier work
because its more difficult or because I know I can do it
Very f-1 Sort of n Yery n Sort of ntrue I I tnre l-J true I I true l-J

2 I do my school work because I do my school work to find
the teacher tells me to or out about things

Very Sort of
true l I true

Very t-_1 sort of Itrue l-J ttrue

3 I 'like to make my own I 'like the teacher to help
plans for what to do next or me plan what to do next
with my school work

Very l. I Sort of
true I I true

4 llhat the teacher thinks of What I think of my school
my school work is the most work is the most important
important thing or thing

Very -l Sort of ntruel I true l-l H{ r f.*"n

5 I know when I've made mis- I need to check with the
takes without checking with teacher to know if I've
the teacher or made a mistake

Very 1-1 Sort of ntruel I true I I

Very -l Sort of ntruell truerr

6 I ]ike doing schoo'l subiects I 'like doing schoo'l
where I donit have to think subjects which make me

hard or think hard and figure
th'ings out

H: T ffi'T

. Very J-1 Sort ofn
' true I I true l-, H T **"7
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7IworkhardbecauseIrea11y.iworkhardsothatmyworkw.i11
I'ike to learn thjngs. or look good up on the wall.

Very n Sort of nbue t-J true l'-l
Very ntruell

Sort of t-l
tnre l-,

B If I get stuck on a problem lf I get stuck on a problem
I likA to ask a teacher or I like to keep trying to
friend to help me or work it out on my own

Very ntruel I *i: "r Iil:N Sort of t-true l-J

9 I 'like to decide what I 1ike it when the teacher decides

interests me and learn what I should be learning
about these things or ar't

Very Sort of
true U true

Very 1-1
true | |

Sort of r-r
true l-J

10 I need to have my marks to I know whether or not I'm
know how well I'-nr doing in doing we'll at schoo'l with-
school or out waiting for nY marks

Very n Sort of ntnrel I true r-r

11 I like learning iust what I like 'learning-about.as

I have been told to learn many things as I can in sthool

in schoo'l or

Verv Sort of
trui l--i true

l-l

Verv Sort of
tni: l] true f

12 i do extra work so that the I do extra work so

teacher wjll be pleased.' that I can 
' learn about

or things which interest me

IruN
Sort of n
true l-l

Very Sort of
treu true

IItl
l--ltl

Very n
true l I

Sort of l-l
true l-J
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.4.

13 't'lhen I don't undetst'and l'lhen I don't understand,
.sonethring I ast( ttle, teaehetr sonething I would rather
to tell nie the answer. 6l' t,ry a'nd figu.re it ou't by

myself

ffin Sort of tltruell Iffi n ***n

14 I thi:nk that the t,eaeher is I think it would be best if
the best one t-o decide when, I could decide when to work
to uork on things o.P on schsol th'ings

trery -ltrue I I
Sort of 'n-rtrue lJ ffin ff,*n'D

15 I know if my work is good ot ['m not sure lf ryjl work is
not before the teachel tells gpod or rlot until the
me otr teacher tells me

lrun ffi"n Very n
true lJ

Sort of R
true l-l'
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Curriculum Area/s

Session Organisation:

CT]RRICT]LI]M MODEL RECORD SHEET

Time:

Date:

School:

Task Descritpion

Did the task involve children working

alone
with partner
with mentor
small group (3-6)
large group

rlrl
tl
t1
I1

on an individuaVgroup contact
with a learning centre using
different resources

Yes/No Comments

Did the task involve children
with questioning activities
. lower levels - knowledge

- recall
. higher levels - application

- analysis
- synthesis
- evaluation

. individual/group predictions

. use of creative problem solving

. an area of special interest/ability

. flexible timetable work

. Typ" I tasks
Type II tasks

Type III investigations

Did the task involve teacher as

. director

. leader

. facilitator
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Questions 1

In euestion l, teachers were asked to list which themes they had taught in the second

term of 1992. All teachers listed the Navigation Enrichment Programme. Two

teachers also referred to maths units which they had taken with their classes.

Question 2

euestion 2 asked which themes the teachers' considered had been particularly

successful with their classes during term two. Each of the four teachers named the

Navigation Enrichment Unit as being most successful. The second part of Question 2

asked teachers to explain why the theme they had selected had been so effective'

Tkee of the four teachers stated that the Navigation Enrichment Programme was most

successful because it was based upon Renzulli's Enrichment Triad. Three teachers

commented upon the opportunities within the Enrichment Programme for co-operative

and interactive work. One teacher refened to the opportunities for independent

research as being the most successful strategy for the children in her class. Reference

was also made to successful visits from visiting speakers and to the activities within the

Enrichment Programme which were able to be integrated to other curriculum areas-

Question 3

In euestion 3 teachers were asked whether or not they considered the activities in the

Enrichment Programme had contributed towards enhancing children's

selfesteem

belief in their own ability to perform particular behaviours
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o demonstration of special interests or abilities

Each of the four teachers stated the Enrichment Programme had contributed towards

enhancing children's self esteem. The teachers justified their comments by highlighting

that the co-operative group activities enabled children to:

o "share their knowledge with their peers"

o "accept greater challenges and challenge themselves to work at higher level"

"have control of their own learning"

"use their natural cultural abilities"

r "plot their own progress and have the satisfaction of setting their own goals and

move towards achieving them"

The teachers explained that each of these opportunities led children towards enhancing

their self esteem.

Three of the four teachers reported that the Enrichment Prograrnme contributed

towards enhancing children's beliefs in their abilities to perform behaviours. Two

teachers explained that the children's enhanced belief in their own perforrnance

occurred because the Enrichment Programme helped them to develop the realisation

that they were able to take more control and responsibility in their own learning. They

also commented that children, having the opportunity to share their achievements with

larger groups, contributed towards enhancing their belief in their own performance.

One teacher did not complete this section of Question 3. All four teachers responded

positively to the section about children's special interests and abilities. All teachers

stated that in their opinion, the Enrichment Programme enabled children to
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demonstrate the talents they already possessed and new skills. Two teachers explained

that many of the children in their class demonstrated cultural talents and creative

abilities from their involvement with the Enrichment Programme.

Question 3 also asked teachers whether or not the Enrichment Programme had

contributed towards encouraging children with learning difficulties and if it had any

influence on the quality of work produced by the children. Each of the four teachers

stated that the Enrichment Programme had encouraged children with learning

difficulties. They all commented on the benefits of including atl children in the

Enrichment Programme and stated that the structure of the programme enabled

children with learning diffrculties to

r "participate at their own level"

o "participate in the creative tasks"

o "work in group situations where someone else could take responsibility for the

writing"

o "gain success, as they had the opportunity to participate at their own level"

All teachers commented that the quality of work produced by the children improved as

they participated in the Enrichment Programme. Two teachers explained that this was

because children were exposed to more challenging tasks, they had the opportunity to

be extended and they were given choice about the work they were doing' One teacher

emphasised the flexibility within the Enrichment Programme and the benefits which
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this had in terms of being able to extend many of the middle and top ability children in

the class.

Question 4 and 5

These questions asked teachers whether or not they considered any particular group of

children within their class, had benefited from participating in the Enrichment

Programme. Each of the four teachers commented upon different groups of children.

Teacher I : "the ohildren in the middle ability group, they surpassed the so-oalled

bright students."

Teacher 2 : "the top readers - in terms of confidence and enthusiasm to follow

their own learning desires."

Teacher 3 : "the boys, particularly in relation to the practical tasks."

Teacher 4 : "the girls, they were more capable of deciding what to study and

organising themselves."

One teacher also commented that the whole class had benefited in terms of their ability

to co-operate.

Question 6

This question asked teachers whether or not there had been any feedback from parents

in relation to the Enrichment Programme. Two teachers completed this question. One

commented that she had received very positive parent feedback about the children's

enthusiasm to continue investigative work at home. The other teacher commented
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upon parents' feedback in terms of offers from parents to participate in the Enrichment

Programme, for example as visiting speakers.

Question 7 and I

These questions focused upon whether or not involvement in the Enrichment

Programme had been beneficial for the teacher and whether or not there were

strategies introduced in the Programme which teachers would apply when teaching

other curriculum areas. Each of the four teachers stated they have benefited from

being involved in the Enrichment Programme. Two teachers explained they had

Iearned a great deal from using Renzulli's Enrichment Triad and one teacher stated,

"Renzulli's Triad had influenced my future planning and questioning skills." Additional

comments from the teachers in relation to their involvement were:

o "the theme has encouraged me to teach with an open mind"

r "involvement in the theme was professionally stimulating"

All teachers recorded that they had been introduced to new teaching methods as a

result of their involvement in the Enrichment Programme. Two teachers commented

that they would apply Renzulli's Enrichment Triad to other curriculum ateas. One

teacher explained that she had learned a great deal from giving children the opportunity

to take more responsibility for their learning, she explained that as a result of using this

approach many children in her class "went further" than she had anticipated'
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Question 9 and l0

Question 9 and l0 asked teachers about the length of the Enrichment Programme.

Each of the four teachers explained that before participating in the Enrichment

Programme they considered eight weeks would be too long to work with their class on

the Navigation Unit. Teacher 2 stated, "shock, horror, I though eight weeks would be

too long." One teacher wrote that her apprehension about the length of the theme was

because she had become so used to teaching shorter units which had been planned co-

operatively by the teachers in the school. Another teacher expressed concern about the

lack of resources to support an eight week theme.

Following their involvement in the Enrichment Programme all teachers stated that they

had enjoyed the eight week time frame and all teachers wrote that they would like to

teach another eight week theme. One teacher proposed developing an eight week

theme which culminated in the development of independent learning centres. Another

teacher commented that the eight week theme had promoted him to develop his own

research, questioning and library skills.

Question I I

This question asked teachers whether or not they thought the theme would be a useful

resource for other teachers. All teachers stated that the Enrichment Programme would

be a useful resource for other teachers. Their reasons for this were:

o "being able to select part of the theme which most suited the children's needs"
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"the variety within the unit and the fact that the activities can be adapted to cater

for individual children's needs"

"it gives scope for other topics"

"the multi-level nature of the unit"

o "the cultural and feminine perspective within the unit"

Question 12

This question asked whether or not the teachers could adapt activities within the theme

to cater for the special needs of children in the class. Allteachers commented upon the

ease of adapting activities within the theme to suit the special needs of children in their

classes. As one teacher stated, "the children showed me where their interests were."

Question 13

This question asked teachers the value of the workshop sessions. Each of the four

teachers responded positively about the workshops. Two teachers emphasised that the

workshops were important in terms of gaining an understanding about Renzulli's

Enrichment Triad. One teacher claimed that she had learned from the diversity of ideas

from other teachers in the workshop.

Question 14 and 15

These final two questions gave the teachers the opportunity to make comments, or

give any other feedback about the Enrichment Programme or the workshops which
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they had not been able to make anyvhere else in the questionnaire. The teachers'

comments are listed below:

r "good progress made by the English as a second or other language learners"

. "several children were able to move to Type III tasks"

. "appreciated the professional stimulation and the opportunity to get back to

teaching Social Studies which is one of my own areas of strength"

One teacher suggested including more activities in the Enrichment Programme which

related to drama. Another teacher suggested numbering the pages in the unit booklet

for easy reference. One teacher explained that her involvement in the workshops and

Enrichment Programme had long term benefits for her. She stated, "Thank you, you

have re-designed my thinking."

l
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The central theme of this unit is "Navigation" and the suggested learning

activities have been included because tliey provide opportunities to promote

and further Oevetop children's higher level-s bt tninmng. Atso the tasks_ have

poGnit"l for childiEniJ indiuiduaipursuit or for cooperative exploration with

ieers, adults and members of the community.

stratesies from 
: Birffff"ffilJ;,n*'nn 

skirrs

- Dalton's Enrichment Guidelines
- Parnes's Creative Problem Solving Techniques

have been incorporated into the unit.

The activities within the unit have been sequenced in three stages. These

stages are based on Renzulli's Enrichment Triad Model. They are:

TYPe t 
nd highlight

ireas in wnicn children have genuine interesU
potential/abilitY)

Type||Activ|tiesPromotinoAdvancedLeve|sof
Thinkino
1to ennance skills which enable children to carry out
individual and small group investigations)

Type tll Indivldual and small Group Investigations

Renzulli suggests that all children participate il Typ9 I activities. There will

be some ch'iidren who are able to irogre'ss to Type ll and Type lll activities'
with teacher direction.

As children participate in Type I activities the teacher may feel that

individuals or'small iroups are-dbb to work at the Type lll level.

Quality Type lll invesligations lequire children to have

the pr6-r6iuisite skills and understandings of the
advinced levels of thinking in Type ll.

Reminders I

. Children working on Type lll tasks still require
teacher assistance and suPPort.

* One of the most important criteria when utilizing
Renzulli,s Enrichmdnt Triad is to provide a "responsiv€"
environment for all children which acknowledges and
promotes individuals strengths and abilities and where
ihe children and teacher worf in partnership to facilitate

independence in learning.

A range of learning activities haye been included in the unit. plan so

teach6rs can sele-ct and develop tasks of relevance, enioyment
iniinnge for the particular group/s of children involved.

that
and



Context of StudY
N'ft;iil 

' 
nn inleg?ated Social Studies/Research Based Theme'

General Instructional Obiectives
dy til;;-O ot nisitrOy in. .ni6rbn will have had the opportunity to:

. increase their knowledge and understanding of the meaning of the

*JiiJ nauigate/navigator, explore,.gxplorPl^ 
-^

and identify;ffi;;l"the ipeiiai sftilts'and strategies which are used by

ftrp, il6 individuats duhng navigational pursuits.

. develop a greater .ap.qleciqtion and respect for the knowledge and

speciat naui'giii;;f[liiir. oi 1pi' ancestbrs and ol the explorers and

n.avigators of todaY.

. participate in a range of higher level thinking and problem solving tasks

which

- introduce navigational strategies.of planning and team cooperation

- nignfignt somioi rheir own ipecial navigational skills
_ lurther oevliop-rnerg_rpe'cid skiils and abilities in this area-

. read and research about both women and men explorers and about

nivigational pursuits in the past and present'

. participate in group or individual investigations and/or areas of

5p""i"ii="tion tirit<eO io the central theme of navigation'

. work with a teacher/mentor on individual or team learning contracts'

. contribute to the lormulation of the unit objectives and to some of the

content focus within the studY'



Suggested Learning Outcomes

Knowledge

. of the meaning of the keY words
- navi gate/navigator/navi gation
- exP lo relexPlore r/exPloration

anO of otneir words ielevant to the theme of navigation such

asjourney,pursuit,challenge,cooperation,sulival'

. that the children themselves, their parents, grandparents or

anCeStOrS have been real "naVigatofs" and "explOrers" tOO'

. of some of the skills and strategies possessed and used by

individuaUgroupsduringnavigationa|excursions.

. some of their own special skills or abilities in relation to
navigation and navigational strategies'

.thatthenatura|e|ementsassistwithnavigation.

. that the land and sea can provide food, sheher and clothing

tor those who know how td utilise the environment effectively'

that individuals and groups of people are still involved in

navigation and exploration today.

that we all use our special navigational skills in ditferent ways.

lnd if'Ls" special siiills and abiilties can be further developed

with practice.

there are experts in the field of navigation and.these expeils

could help u's with our research and investigation'



Skills
Children have the opportunity to be introduced to a range ol skills

throughout this unii. fr1i. iFgiLti. skills develo.ped will depenq ol. thq type

and level of tasrs in wnicnTn'rl-dren ire invotved'however participalion in the

gJn"r"l exploratow 
"Aitiiies; 

*ill iocus on introducing and promoting some

of the skills below:

. giving/following directions. '. drtsiioning and interviewing '

. pt"dicting and hYPothesising '

. bbserving and graPhing '. personal and team Planning '

creating
designing
inventing
creative problem solving
map reading
using navigational equiPment. analYsing. generalizing

. Summaflzlng. evaluating

- compass
- sextant. story telling. tosearching. teaching others. team cooperation

Attitudes and lnterests

. By acknowledging our own interests, talents and abilities we can work

lo'getner *itnleeis, parenq leachers, andto further strengthen our

individual interests and abilities.

. That other people have special skills and strengths which need to be

respecteO anO inared wtien working towards achieving group tasks

and goals.

our families and ancestors worked together and.shared their special

;A;gir; an! Jr.ilrs in order to succe6d w1h their navigational

challenges.

Appreciation of the navigational challenges.e.xpe-1el:ed by other

cultures and of sorJ mfrhs, legends and art forms which depict

journeys across land and sea.

Acceptance that navigational skills.and strategies ?re still of value and

ffi;ffii-6,ilt-ffiiliffiy and that many [eopte use these skiils as

part of their dailY work.



group Investlgatlve
activlties supported by
management plans.

ual and smallActlvltles promotlng
advanced levels of
thlnklng. Emphasls . to
enhance skllls whlch
enable chlldren lo carry
out tndlvldual and small

whlch expand chlldrenb Interests
and hlghllght areas In whlch
chlldren have genulne Interest/
potentlal/ablllty

Direcl some children to focus
on the specific features
which )tgtt have included in
the class "leaming centre"

- fact cards
- reference books
- telephone book
- questions lo research
- realobjec{s of interest
- checklists
- overhead
transparencies

- informalion
brochures etc

Using the results of their
research lrom the stalter
questiorVs children could
woil individuallY/small
groups to design and set uP
a mini'leaming centre"
which teacheland Provides
oomriunilies for others in
lhe class to leam rnore about
the topic/s being
investigated.

children to the slanel
questions such as:
. How do birds lind their

way when lhey flyl
m$rate to new
countdes?

. How might Maori and
Pacilic lsland canoes have
found theirway to
New Zealand and to
other islands?

. Why is the 'homing
pigeon" given this
name? Can you find
out rnore about this
interesting bird?

. How do blind PeoPle
lind theirway around
noiv places?

. How does an
automalic pilot device
work in an aeroplane?

. Who were other
explorcrs in Maoriand
Paoilic lsland
mythology?

. Why did they wanU
need to trave! and
explore?

Set up a readinglre,sealqh
lime dudng the daY when
children have the
opportunity to find out more
about one or two ol the
starter questions above.

Theirfindings can be
displayed on
-'DH 1ou lmow" Gards
-'Fascinating Facts

Set up a
Learnlng/lnterest
Centre

including

. photographs, maps

. newspaper &
magazine ad'ples.

. equipmefi used by
explorerVnavigators
(eg back pack, @mpass,
carnenr, suruMalkit)

. fiction and non fic{ion books

. biographies/autobiographies of both
women and men
explorers.

. Who/whatArhyArhen
questions can be used to
prornote interesl in the topic
and in exploration of the
Leaming Gentre ilself.

eg
Whowas
thelirslwomsn
to sail around
ths world?

Mauilhegred
elplorerl

-travellino io lhe sun
-{bhing uip M
-finding fir€



and small group
Investlgatlve actlvltles
iuppofieo bY management
plans.

ffivtttes promotlng
advanced levels of
thlnklng.
Emphasls - to enhance
skllls whlch enable
chlldren to carry out
lndlvldual and small

General exploratory
actlvltles whlch exPand
chlldrenb Interests and
hlghllght areas In whlch
ctrlldrbn have genulne
Interestlpotentlal/
abllltY

Synthesls

Recalling their definitions of
"navigators"f explorers" - children
wfle a short story about a

-ioumeY ) wh'chtPY
-\royage lhave .
- eiploration) exPerienced

or
write about their exPerien@s as an

explorerwhen---
. 6ming to NZ forthe fi]st

fime
. goinQ to the lslands lorthe

lirst tirne
eg - findirg theirwayto a

trienG house
- exPloring in a neu/

house, building'
shoPPrE centre

Free choice Presentation could
include....

.share with friend/teacher

.publish lor class or
personalboolt
.recold on tape

Evaluatlon

Pose the Problem!

Do you thinkthat YOIU exPloration

or navigational adventure was a

benef iciaUnon-benef icial
eiperience tor !tou? WhY? \rftY
not?

Do vou think navigation has been
oen'eliciat to society? whfruhy

Classvisilto the logil lhrary
with the sPecialchallenge of

tinding 2 books about

navigation.

Before beginning the search
children iot down keywords
related to the concePt ol
'navigation" which may help
with their
- catalogue search
- comPutqr

-urord lsearcn
-rirle I
- auiltnr/

Encourage
collaborative small
group or Paired search.

Analysls

Gollected books laid out on
lhrarv floor.
Pnot6 tafen to reinforce the
benefits ol a team efiort.
Children select one book,
share wilh a friend and
corstruc't allowchart
showing the main stages of

the navigat'on or joumeY.

nowledge

Ask children to Predic{ the

meaning of the words

- navigde
- explorg
then to wdie their own

definition ot lhe words
- navigatol
- explorgl

Use the dic'tionaryAhesarus
to check and corilirm.

Definilions mounted on class
wallchart.

ComPrehenslon

Explore in
class/schoo UlibrarY and f ind
2 or 3 books which tell about
a voyage4oumeY /
exploratiorV
navigat'ro nal adve nlure.

Ghildren could
. share their favourite
storywith afdend.

. desion a new cover
lor tie book to strow it
is aboutthe theme of
navigation.



orouD lnvestlgatlve
icttvittes supported by
management plans,

advanced levels ot
thlnklng.
Emphasls - to enhance
skllls whlch enable
chlldren to carry out
lndlvldual and small

expioratory aciivlties
wnlcn exPino chlltlreris
lnterests 

-and hlghllght areas
ln whlch chlldren have
genulne lilerest/Potentlal/
abllltY

ln pairs/indivlduallY' children
write a range of oPerVclosed
interview questions which
they would-like to ask a l$il
erplglet

SmallgrouP/Paired
individual interviews to be

set up later on during this
theme.

A closed question

?

An open ended question

Children take the category
we would like to leam more

about...

and re-wdte some of the
ideas into questions.

. Teach the dilference
between a closed/
open ended question

. ClassifY questions into
open or closed cate-
gory.

. Develop or rewdte
one ortwo questions
so theY become
interesting oPen-anteresting oPen-
ended questions for

we would like to leam more about."

lndividually children list allthe things

they

. know about navigation

. would like to know about
navigation

Glass charUdisPlaY could
follow

look at allthe Here are some ol . .
rf,inilswetnow thethingswewouH
abo-ut navigdion like to leam more- about



General exploratory
actlvltles whlch exPand
chlldrenb Interests and
hlghllght areas In whlch
chlldren have genulne
Interest / polentlal /
ablllly

Actlvltles promotlng
advanced levels of
thlnklng.
Emphasls - to enhance
skllls whlch enable
chlldren to carry out
lndlvldual and small
orouD lnvestlqatlons.

lnOivtOuat and small
group Investlgatlve
actlvltles supported bY
management plans.

Present Day Navigators !

Brainstorm list of People who
gtrkLbe present day
navigato rs/explorers.
eg-bush rangerc

-prhts
-shipcaptains
+xplorerc
-missionades
'Medialteans.
.btrsh resare tearns
trilots

Invite a guest speakerto
class to talk about their iob.

Children prepare queslions
for that visitor.

Write/design thank you
letter9cards for visitor.

Could utilise computer in
planning and design ol the
finished product.

P. M.

Following the guests visits.

Smallgmups ooukl do a PMI
brainstorm identitYing the
pluses, minuses and
interesting things related to
the visitors job.

Alarge PMlchartorOHP
coukl be made lorthe class
display and sharing.

c.A. F.

In pairVindividually children
identify one or two
jobslcareers they would be
really interested to exPlore.

Wiih teacher select Oogfor a
mini-investigationl These
need nqLbe limited to
navigation related iobs.
They could include...(artist,
builder, nurse sPorts coach,
A Mum, TV announcer).

It may be possible lor child to
spend one school day with
an adult involved in the
selected iob.

Following this exPedence
child could prepare a "CAF
Display". Considering All
Factors involved in choosirq
this job or career.

Oral/visuaUtaPed f eedback
could be given to class
followino this exoerience.

Names/Dates/Comment Names/Dates/Comment Names/Dates/Gom4e4t



fiAimal and small
oroup Investlgatlve
ictlvitles supported bY

management plans.

ttles Promotlng
advanced levels ol
thlnklng.
Emphasls - to enhance
skllls whlch enable
chllren to carry out
lndlvldual and small

actlvlttes whlch exPand
chlldren's Interests and
hlghllght areas In whlch
cnttOren have genulne
Interest/Potentlal/
ablllty

Synthesis

You want this Porsorto
come to school and sPeak to
everyone in the hatl at
lunchtime.

Designop"sty' chart/ T-
shirVnewSletter, or any other
display which adveilises the
special qualilies ot this
woman exPlorer and which
will really en@urage the rest

of the scholto come to the
talk.

Evalualion

Plan some tun activities
which vou or the class could
do togbtherwith the visitor
so she would have the
chance to l{!ll You about her

exploration adventures a0d
teach orshow You
somethirE sPecialto do with
navigation

In small groups children
develop iheir summary chart
into a

'story maP".

The s{ory maP illustrates 5 or
6 important things in this
oersbns lile which clearlY

inowed they had the skills ot

a "realexPloref.

A short summary could be
wrilten at the end of the story
maps to

- Explain whY You think
was a39al

exploref.

AnaUsis

Using the story map children
identilY Ong main event
which if changed could have

resulted in an altemative
outcome in the life story of
that percon.

omen EXPLORERSI

Direc{ childrento the class
InteresULeaming Centre.

Knowledoe:

Find and list the names of
lhree women exPlorers.

(eg NaomiJames, sailed
around the world alone.
Jean Batten - flew solo
from...
Valentina Tereshkova - the
first wonnn in sPace.

GomPrehenslon

Read and research about the
lite and experiences of olte
woman involved in
explontion. eg could range
from
. famous women
. women exPlorers for
eg National
GeograPhic rnagazine

. wive9rnothers ol
missionaryfamilies.

As paired/small grcuP or
indiridual activitY children to
prcduce a summary chart,

boster, inteMew etc to tell
ihe audience what theY
thought would be the most
interesting exPeriences.



orouD Investlgatlve
icttvittes suPported bY

management plans.

advanced levels of
thlnklng.
Emphasls - to enhance
skllls whlch enable
chlldren to carry out
lndlvldual and small

General exploratory
actlvlttes whlch exPand
chllrlrenb Interests and
hlghllght areas In whlch
cnlldren have genulne
Interest/potentlal/
ablllty

Synthesls

Childrens parents/friends
could be invited to the class
to share their exPloration
experierrces with the
class/small grouPs.

Child to plan a lualf hour
schedule with the adult so
the guest is able
- to tell about their

experience
'to talk about sorne of
the things they learnl
from the ioumeY

- be welcomed ard
thanked bYthe
chiklren.

Brief welcomeslthank You
greetings can be written in
ioOition to the schedule
plan.

Evaluatlon

Following the ParerMfiends
visit the child/adult could
have the oPPoftunitY to work
together to Produce a
pictorial rePresentation of

iheirtamily PumeY eg a large

mural, trpsab, korlhaiwhai
could be created togelher.

Appllcatlon

Using their card of notes
design a story maP (with the
adults help if Possible)to
illustrate the sequence of
events in the adults ioumeY
or exploration.

Analysls

c.A.F.!

involved when moving to a
new country, new citY, new

iob, new house.

. Encourage children to
draw on their own
experiences.

eg
- moving to a new
class

- newci$
- coming to NZ orgoing

back to the lslands for
thelirsttime.

(Prepare 10 Phrases that
iniont Oe usefulforthem il
vis-iting the lslands forthe
first time and they dont
speakthe language).

ParentVRelativeV
Grandparents maY have been real

explorers.Children led to
understand that their
parentVrelatives have had special
exploration exPeriences .

Knowledge
Brainstorm together and list
possible
. joumeys
. explorations
. navigational exPeriences
that childrens Parents /
rehtives orfiienG maY
have had durirg their
lives.

eg coming to NZ frcm the
tsland or lrom other countries.
. going to other neur
. cities/places.
. coming to Auckland from...

Comprehenslon
As a class PrePare some
questions for Parents/
relatives asking about their
journeys
eg
- Whereturhen travelled
- How they decided what to

bdng/leave
- How long did iltake
- HowtheYfelt - leaving -

arivirp

Children interview familY
member/s.
Recod answers on card in note
form.



qroup Investlgatlve
ictlvitles supported by
management plans.

actvanced levels ot
thlnklng.
Emphasls - to enhance
skllls whlch enable
chlldren to carry out
lndlvldual and small

General exPloratory
actlvltles whlch exPantl
chlltlrerls Interests and
hlghllght areas In whlch
chltdren have genulne
Interest / Potentlal /
abllltY

Flan weaving - all seParate
parts linked together !o form
a beautilul connectecl
pattem an[a uselul object.

Refer again to "House of fie
People"

- Children to work
together to design a
llalt weaving/carving
team invention
grouP dance which
combines indMcluals
specia! strengths.

- Children identifY
communitY grouPs
working togetherto
achieve team goals.

eg suPermarkets
factolies
hosPitals
fanrs
families
film Produc{'on team

A visit to one of these could
lollow. Child Plans questions
and prepares a network
chai/web/or to show links.

NETWORK
CHART

?

Pose the question -
Would exPlorers, navigator
everwork together as a
team? When? WhY?

List the advantages of team
support and using PeoPles
spbbiat abililies lor the good

ol the team.

NewspaPer articles rePoiling
team rescue oPerations
would suPport this work.

Bead'The House ot The
People"

Children to research one
oroup/team (eg lamilY
joumey)and make a network
chart showing the
cooperative actMties.

Children to research one
group/team activtty
eg
-living together as a
lamiy

- building ol the whare
- atamily ioumeY
- ateam research

exploration

Team SuPPort

Children woft togelher in
small grouPs to construct a

building using Pins and
straws which could be

iudged on
height, streng[h, beauty.

Allow children to organise
themselves and work on the
taskfora settime eg 15

mins.

After struc{ures are conPlete
brainstorm ans'$rers to the
following:

. Did your grouP have a
leader?

. What did the grouP do
so that the task would
be completed on
tirne?

- How did people
helpArrod< together in
the grouP?

. What newthings did
you leam lrcm others
in the grouP?

. Direc{ children to write
a summary statement
highlighting the
benefils of combining
strengths or skills to
produce a group



llrcllvlOuat and small
group Investlgatlve
icttvittes supported bY
msnagement plans.

advanced levels of
thlnklng.
Emphasls - to enhance
skllls whlch enable
chlldren to carry out
lndlvldual ancl small

General exPloratorY
actlvltles whlch exPand
chlldren\ lnterests and
hlghllght aleas In whlch
clrlldren have genulne
Interest / Potentlal /
ablllty.

Invent a new game requiring
playen to use the skills of

. making plans

. trialling strategies

Write lhe rules lorthe game
(no more than 10)then
pdoritize these so new-players 

can leam the game in

a logically sequenced waY.

DesBn an evaluation
chectttist for game. Teach it
to some friends then make
impronements to the game
based on the result s of the
evaluation.

Prepare an advertisement for
schoolto Promote an
interest in your game.

Respond to demands bY

visiting other classes and
teaching the new game.

Give children oPPoilunitY in
class to I play

"Ghess".
- battleshiPs
- draughts

lndivilually or in Pairs cttiH
plans 3 strategies to capture
an important Piece
belonging to the oPPosition
eg castle, bishoP, queen.

Plot these strategies on
graph paper and trialtheir
effectiveness.

Teach the mosl reliable
strategy to a friend.

Some skills of navigation.

Teach children the rules to a
"strategy planning' game
such as
- noughts and crosses
- mu torere
- chess
- battleships
- draughts
- Mastermind

Children enjoy PlaYing these
together.

Encourage chiHren to PlaY
the game in gouPs of 4 or 5
so that players can Plan and
discuss -ac{io n strategies'
together. At the end of
game children discuss their
strategy Plan with an
observer anclthe other team.

As a class brainslorm
together a list of games
requiring players to use,
planned strategies eg
netball, rugby, relaYs,
snooker.

Desi;n a team
"contbination" for a game of



General exPloratory
actlvltles whlch exPand
chlldrenb Interests and
hlghllght areas In whlch
chlldren have genulne
Interest / Potentlal /
ablllty.

Actlvltrcs Promotlng
aclvanced levels ot
thlnklng.
Emphasls - lo enhance
skllls whlch enable
chlldren to carry out
lndlvldual and small
orouD Inve$lgatlons.

tnOtvlOual and small
group Investlgatlve
Sctivities supported bY
management plans.

Pattems In The SlqY

Early navigatordexPlorers
used the stars to helP fincl
and follow directions.

Children to locate books on
stars and identifY one or tvo
star pattems sPecialto the
NZsky.

Create dotto dot Pattems of
star constellations using
graphing skills introducing
- vertical
- horizontal a,ris

Maori ard Pacific lsland
navigators used the stars to
help them on their joumeYs.
Make a map olthe stars in
the night slcY. Predict which
ones may have helPed in
navigation.
Write the Maori and comrK,n
names ol the stars.

ClasJsmall gouP visits to
the planetadum.

Opportunity lor investigating
qu6stions of interest relaled
to this theme.

Children to summarize the
relevant inlormation leamt
lrom the visit and Produce 2

.FASCINATING FACT
CARDS'

for class disPlaY.

Focus speciticallY on the
- telescope
and its uses in navigation.
Research details about this
instrument
eg
. Who invented it
. The princiPles of how

itwofts
. Was it available for

use in the earlY
times?

Children could design and
make own telescope.

Pose the question
?

Could the telescoPe be
improved in anYwaY?

Child could design an added
teifgrf-to enhance lhe
efleciiveness of this
navigational tool.

NameslDates/comment tlamestOates/Comment N arres/Dates/Cqq]|!e nl-



group lnvestigatlve
ictlvittes supPorted bY
management plans.

lvltles Promotlng
advanced levels of
thlnklng.
Emphasls - to enhance
skllls whlch enable
chlldren to carry out
lndlvldual and small

General exploratory
actlvltles whlch exPand
chlldrenb Interests and
hlghllght areas In whlch
chlldren have genulne
Interest / potentlal /
ablllty

lrdividual children may be
able to workwilh an expen
and compose a short Piece
of music related to the theme
ol Navigation and PlaY this
using an instrument which
they may be leaming.

Workwtth an adult and make
upown karakiagMng
diredions or suggestions to
help with something sPecial-
Shire this karakia with the
class il aPProPriate.

In small groups children
create their own sound track
to provide backgrcund for a
- "Getting Lost Stoqf
- "Going on a ioumeY"

Ghildren could use
- tuned/untuned

percussion
- selected podions from

a piece of musictheY
are leamingb PlaY.

- selecled Portions from
a range ol nusb
whkfi theY enioY
listening to.

Design a record/taPe/CD
cover for this comPosition.

The Karakia (PraYefl PossiblY

these prayers and chants
gave directions and helPed
the Maori navigators not to
get lost.
Cntdren could rcsearch this
prediction and share 2/3
bpecial karakias wtrich rnaY

Getting Lost.

Ghildren share a Personal
experience of "getting los{"

eg
- at supermafiet
- an town
- in a nevv place.

Child retells this exPerience
through a PersonallY
seleded mode

- mime
- creative dance
- storytelling
- song
- instrumental
mnposilion

- picturelorm

Share with PeerVclass

Make videos ol the individual

Presentation.



group Investlgatlve
acttvlttes suppoiled by
management Plans.

advanced levels ol
thlnklng.
Emphasls - to enhance
skllls whlch enable
chlldren to carry out
lndlvldual and small

General exploratory
actlvltles whlch exPand
chllrlrenb Interests and
hlghllght areas ln whlch
chlldren have genulne
Interest / Potentlal /
ablllty

Children could workwilh an
exped and leam one new
skill in associatin with
land/sea survival.

eg
- karakh (prayeO

make uporvn karakh
- lorest medicine
- survivaltechnhue
- how to obtainfood

lrcmthe sea
- hangi/unu/or camp

fire cooking
- hut construction

Class/small grouP museum
visit to explore questions
relating to survival on
land/sea.

Summarize lindings on to

DIDYOU KNOWCABDS?

Investigaie fuilher into
- rituals
- tapr
otthe Pacilic lsland
explorers.

What were the
- dluals
- tapus

to take note of belore going
on a joumey?

SurvMrB - On land
OntheSea

Explorers travelled bY
both - land

-sea

and survived for manY
months.

Children make a

'PREDICTION CHART

predicting what suMval
strategies may have been
used.

Using selected stories,
newspaper articles,
autobiographies, videos,
children research the zurvival
strategies used and confirm
their predictions.
Add to the prediction chart...
I researched.....and I found

Investigate the strategies
and techniques used bY
Maori and Pacific lsland
Cultures to suMve lrcmthe
land/sea.
Anange lor visitols to corne
to class so chldren can ask



General exploratory
actlvltles whlch exPand
chlldrenb Interests and
hlghllght areas ln whlch
chlldren have genulne
Interest / Potentlal /
ablllty

Actlvltles promotlng
advanced levels of
thlnklng.
Emphasls - to enhance
skllls whlch enable
chlldren to carry out
tndlvlctual and small
orouD lnvestloatlons.

-tndtvldual 

and small
group Investlgatlve
actlvltles supported bY
management plans'

Design your own...

lssue chlldren with the
challenge of
designing/inventing their
own piece ol equiPment
which would be usetulfor a
joumey or exploration.

Plans may be sketched and
models of real inventions
made.

CONCEPT

CHALLENGE!

Challenge the reasons for
why children selected
particular shaPes, sizes, etc
in their design.

eg Does abackPackaftan
haygto be square?

Encourage children to
produce a llelt, unique
piece of equipment that has
been based on the thinking
strategy of...

F. P.

eg first important Pdorities for
the use of this Piece of
equipment.

Child to evaluate the new
desigry'creatiorVor invention
in terms of

'marketing the Producl"

Whatfactors do
salespersons consider when
deciding whether a Product
willsell?

Child could interview an
expelt in the marketing field
then consider their Producl
from

o. P. v.

others points of view.

eg
- the shopkeePer
- the customer
- the adveftiser
- the inventor themselves

ffi tta@ fl arn e s/D ate s/C om m e nlt



group Investlgatlve
actlvltles supported by
management plans.

Actlvltles Promotlng
advanced levels ot
thlnk|ng.
Emphasls - to enhance
skllls whlch enable
chlldren to carry out
lndlvldual ancl small

actlvltles whlch expand
chlldren\ Interests and
hlghllght areas ln whlch
chlldren have genulne
Interest / potentlal /
ablllty

AUTO .
BIOGRAPHIES

Encourage children to tocus
on some stepPing stone
events in their own lives.

Record these in sequence'

lntroduce children to
autobiographies.

Direct them to locate and
read an autobiograPhY from
schooUlocal libnry.

Planlbgilglufl
autobiographY using the
stepping stones as Possilrle
chapter headings.

lnterview an
author/artist/actor for hints
about writing/creating an
aulobiograPhY.

Produce own autobiography
through
-writterVoral Presentation

BIOGRAPHIES

lntroduce children to the
term biographY.

Children select a biograPhY
to read from teachers
resource box.

A range of biograPhies
would need to be available
from short page summaries
to longer novels.

Children read their selected
biography and Present an
OHP summadzing that
persons lile story as a sedes
of stepping stones. .t

at a'

o'

Read the story eg "Katrina"
or any otherto introduce the
concept of

stepping stones

ie somelhing/or somewhere
you move on to, not
because you want to staY but
because you want to get
somewhere else.

Selecl other stories.
Children wofi together in
pairdsmall groups to
produce a chart showing the
"stepping stones" in the
characterc lile story.

Characiers within the mYths
and legends from other
cultures could be
incorponted here.



General exPloratorY
acttvltles whlch exPand
chlldren\ Interests and
hlghllght areas In whlch
chlldren have genulne
lnterest / potentlal /
ablllty

Actlvltles promotlng
atlvanced levels of
thlnklng.
Emphasls - to enhance
skllls whlch enable
chlldren to carry out
lndlvldual and small
orouD lnvestloatlons

lndlvldual and small
group lnvestlgatlve
acttvitles supported by
management Plans.

Read eg..
"When The Forest Meets
The Sea" as a class s{ory.
or
. "House of The People'
or
. "The Home of The
Winds"

Direct childrens attention to
the collage .
. carvings
. Tukutuku styles

Provide opportunitY for
children to observe and
collec{ natu ral obiecis
showing'pattems of nature"
eg bad<, fruit, skins, leaves.

Children work in Pairs, small
groups or individuallY) to use
the natural objects theY have
collected and make their own
- collage
- tukutuku
- carvings pattems

Individually/smallgrouPs. 
I

Plan a collage I
- tukutuku 

I
- carving I
which depicts or Irepresents 

I

- aioumey I
- a navigationaU I

exploration time. 
I

Produce this as large class Iwalldisplay 
I
I

Focus In...... I

I

with a magnitying glass on 
I

one ol the Panens used in 
I

an
eg
-truit seed pattem 

I

-leaf vein/shellPattem .l
Create a design using misg
natural pattom as the bas'ls.

Produce this in black or

Using the sketches children
work together to design a
eg
- tapa cloth
- balik
- wall hanging.
- rafter design

Children may have the
opportunity to work with an
expert and actuallY Produce
thdir own taPa cloth, carving
etc.

&n

A nt e N ames/ uales,(;oIE me!!!



oroup lnvestlgatlve
icttvitles supported bY

managemeil plans.

advanced levels ol
thlnklng.
Emphasls - to enhance
skllls whlch enable
chlldren to carry out
tndlvldual and small

General exPloratory
actlvltles whlch exPand
chllclren's Intere$s and
hlghllght areas In whlch
ctrttOren have genulne
Interest / Potentlal /
abllltY

Find outwhat

- parents
- grandparents
- friends

bought with them when theY

bft fteir home and came to
NZ (a land whlch theY had
never visiled before).

Decision making.

You live in
Samoa/Tonga/Niue.
You arecomingto New
Zealand for a long time.
What 10 things would You
bring wilh You?

You are going backto the
lslandsfor a holidaY.
What lmpoflant things would
you take with You?
or
You are going to see a friend
in a country which You have
never visited before. The
Almort authodties will onlY

aldw you to leave NZ with

ten things.

What are the ten things You
would take?

Prepare an

lmponant Prlorlty

chart showirE a list ot Pdonty
items then retCuce the list to
the 10 toP Ptiority ilems lor
you.

Beslde each of the 10 items
explainUht-Yor decHe it is a

top priority forYou.



iiE-lvloual ano small
qrouP Investlgatlve
icttvittes supported by
management pl8ns.

Actlvltles Promotlng
advanced levels of
thlnklng.
Emphasls - to enhance
skllls whlch enable
chlldren to carry out
lndlvldual and small

General exploratory
actlvltles whlch exPand
chlldrerls Interests and
hlghllght areas In whlch
cnlnr-en have genulne
Interest / Potentlal /
abllltY

aOout tne things that
would need to be
considered when setting off
on a long ioumeYlttiP.

Make a llst or mind maP of
the top pdoritY Points to
consider

eg - length ol triP
- clirnate/clothes
- oosl
- sdety

then decide on a country
which vou would reallY like to
visit aid find out the teal
facts about these toP PriontY
points.

PrePare a conclusions chart

outlining Your tindings. MY

research showed that eg
The best time to travel
to-is 

-
lwould need $-
It takes 

-hours
I would need to take 

-Trv to interview someone
wlio has actually travelled to
vour selec{ed country. Are
your findings conec{?

Oectston.Maklng

. You are an exPerienced
tramper and You are goirg
on 4 day tramP, wilh other
experienced tramPes. Your
oe'st triend has never been
tramping before but asks if

s/he can come with You.

. Compile a CAF chart
considering all the facts
involved in making the
decision.

. Declde whether You would
bt yourldend come and give

3 top Priodty reasons to
support Your decision.



lfroivtoual and small
qrouP Investlgdlve
icttvitles supported bY
management plans-

General exPloratorY
actlvltles whlch exPand
chlldreds Interests and
hlghtlght areas In whlch
ctiitor-en have genulne
Interest / Potentlal /
abllltY

Actlvltles Promotlng
advanced levels of
thlnklng.
Emphasls - to enhance
skllls whlch enable
chlldren to carry out
lndlvldual and small
drouD lnvestlqatlons!-

o. P. v.!
(other point of view)

Your parenUs fotbid You to
exploie in an old building iust
acnss the road.

Make a chart showing

. the adults Point of
vierv

r |our point of view

There is a bus slrike and it is

difflcult to get anywhere in
Auckland for 2 daYs.
Analvse how manY different
poinis of views would need
io be considered before
deciding to extend or stoP

the sttike?

o_P.v.

Read the newsPaPer over
one week and cut out 2/3
topicalissues.

Setect the most interesting
issueforyQl"tand make a

chart showing You have
considered the issue from a
range of 'Points of view.'

I

I Wne a bttertothe editorof
I tne newspaPer Presenting
I your point of view.

iffi--esloatesr.Gqlnmen!- Names/Dateslcommenr
-N 

r rn a c / D ete s/C o m m g nt



qroup Investlgatlve
ictlvitles supported bY

mansgement plans.

advancecl levels ol
thlnklng.
Emphasls - to enhance
skllls whlch enable
chlldren to carry out
lndlvldual and small

General exploratory
actlvltles whlch exPand
chlldrenb Interests and
hlghllght areas In whlch
chlldren have genulne
Interest/potentlal I
ablllty

- Pose some of these
prcblems to the children.
Thev can wod< on them
indiriCuany or in small
groups.

eg:
. You are told neverto leave

bags unattended at the
airpott.

You are travelling on Your
own and You have 3large,
heavy bags.

You want to go to the toilet
belore the Plane leaves.

List the Pros and cons lor
these ard give the main
reasons for Yourfinal
decision
. YES OR NOI

Make an altematives chart.

POSSIBLE
ALTERNATIVES TO
THE PROBLEM

You could
eg
. trnvg flom the country

maraeto living inthe
ctty.

. nmve Your relatives
fromthe lslandswhere
they live to.....



anct small grouPlndlvldual anq smarr gl
Investlgatlve actlvltles
suppor{ed bY management
plans.

Actlvtttes Promotlng
advancecl levels of
thlnklng.
Emphasls ' to enhance
sklils whlch enable
chlldren to carry out
lndlvldual and small

General exploratory
actlvltles whlch exPand
chlldrenb lnterests and
hlghllght areas In whlch
cnt|dr-en have genulne
Interest / Potentlal /
abllltY

You are the Programme Convenor for

the Auckland ExPlorers Club.

Plan activities lor awhole summeror
winter daY lor a grouP of

.children Your own who
ipe belor€

.vdry fit adults to the

.eld-erly PeoPle ExPlorers
cto.

ErgrllClwhich ot the activities you

ho:ve gannedwould be most PoPular
with each age group.

Desion some research to determine

whet-her your predictions are lrue'

Graphthe results ot yourfindings and

wrttb a conclusion about Your
investigation.

N'5-meslPglesicomme!!



group Investlgatlve
tctlvltles supported bY
management plans.

advanced levels ot thlnklng.
Emphasls - to enhance skllls
whlch enable chlldren to
carry out Indlvldual and small

General exploratory
actlvltles whlch exPantl
chlldren's lnterests and
hlghtlght sreas In whlch
chlldren have genulne

Synthesls

Ask a kuia or korcua to work
wilh smallgrouP of children
and help them.

Research and retellin Picture
form.

eg -with maps
-mrnaleb
- synbols

the story of a group/tribes
migration to New Zealand.

Evaluatlon

Ask the child and the
kuia/koroua to tellthe class
the story of theirtribes
navigation using the mural
produced.

Analysls

Pose the question ?

What are the best colours to use for
this style of arl?

e9
- Golours of most imPact/

appeal
- Colours that are in line with

the traditional Pictures of
that slyle.

- Colours that might be used
for a particular reason.

Encourage children to Predict and
then research

- What early attists used for
parnt?

- Howdid early anists get
different colours to use in
their pic{ures?

Synthesls

Chitdren could workwith an adult to
collect a range of natural products

eg gftlss, leaves, claY, fruit, floyep.
aid'experiment with these materials
to prod'uce an interesting range of
colours to use in a Painting.

Children could Produce
individuaUgrouP charts

eg - We mixed these things- 
- We created this colour

Chitdren work individually or in small
groups to paint a large picture usirq

Differenl styles of art

Knowledge

Bead

eg:
. Rua and The Sea PeoPle
. The House ol The PeoPle
. The Clay BoY

as class shared booK

Focus on the unique stYle of art
represented in the booK

Comprehenslon

Children list the specific features
which charac{erise

- tukutuku
- kowhaiwhai
-cave paintings

Appllcatlon

Children design and Produce
their own piclure/Painting using
the

- tukutuku
- kowhaiwhai
- cave painting s$le



General exploratory
actlvltles whlch exPand
chlldrenb lnterests and
hlghllght areas In whlch
chlldren have genulne
Interest/potentlal/
ablllty

Actlvltles promotlng
aclvanced levels of
thlnklng. Emphasls - to
enhance skllls whlch
enable chlldren to carry
out Indlvldual and small
orouD Investloatlons.

lndlvldual and small
group Investlgatlve
actlvltles supported by
management plans.

Uslng navlgallonal
lnstruments and tools.

Ghildren brainstorm in

. pairs

. small gmups

. class group

a list of tools or instruments
which navigators use

eg - oompass
-sodant
-telescope
-rdar
-carEEl
-birpanlar
-maps

Children research details
aboul one of the selecled
items.

eg
. ltfiglL it b used
. [hg invented it
. the speciaLlgalurgs

of the oblec{ and
. ho!trto use the obiect

Summarize the relevant
inlormation and prepare a

FASCINANNG
FACTCARD

forclass display

Children woft wilh one of
instruments

eg - oorpass
- ssdant
- telescope
-n4s

and

. produce their own
instruclion manual
aboutthe instrument

and/or

. teach a partnerhwh
usethis in$rument.

Together, work out a
practical task to exPedment
wilh using the instrument.

eg Getting across a
landscape (odenteering)

. TdallirB the use of a maP in
a local area or hnclscaPe.

Invent an odenleering game
requiring use of
- compass skills
- mapping skills e9...

eg Game could include cards
giving directions to get from
point Ato B

giving

. other possible routes
from point Ato B

- dskirg players to
prioritize rnost
lavoured rcutes from A
toB

.F

J

Names/Dates/Comment Nemes/Dtes/Comment Names/Dates/Com De n!-



ivnns Promdlng aOvanced levels of
iirliiring. Emptrasls - t-o en!3ltce. skllls
whlch 6nable 

-chlldren to carry out
iirOlvrouat and small group Investlgatlons'

;hi;h expino chlliren-'s
lnterests 

-antl hlghllght areas
ln whlch chlldren have
genulne Interest/Potentlau

one canoes migration.
eg - why theY maY have- Httheirhomeland?

- preParations lorthe
iomey

-lhe rituals and rcles
of those inroMed

. navigator (the tohunga)

. tanifrha @lulding the canoe)

. special karakias for the ioumey
- the birds/starsileather

Ghildren maywant
to select one
canoe story which
is of inlercslto

them orwhich is
related tothem
in theirwhanau.

Children will
need to talk and
spend time wilh
family elderc,
kuia for this
investigation

Children prepare a story map/'mural.so lltg can retell

ilr;;fi HJ oaait ot tire cinoes migration' special

iiitiln'"tilii. may be incorporated as part ol the

retelling.

explorers navigate in their canoes?

Ghildren brainstorm ideas
individually then compile c-lass chart

of prediciions.

eg - using stars-" 
-;iitiTttsJot uirus <
- cloud formalions

(often showed island in the distance
under cloud)

- size of wares and colourot
wder

- landmarlG- r|ountains

Children work in groups with class

reference rnatedalto name and
identily unique characteristics of
some of the
- native birds
- native trees/llower ol New Zealand

Design a Postage stamPiorNew
Zealind ifrowing the pic{ure of one
. native bird
. native tree/flower



@advanced. leve'
of thlnkhg. Emptrasls-.-. to 9ry31:-9
irllts wtrtitr enable chlldren to carry
out Indlvlclual and small grouP

explo-torv actlvltles
&pCnO clrliorenb interests and
niiitrttg nt areas ln 

. 
whlch. .ch,llre,n,^have

iie-nut-ne Interest/potentlal/ablllty
lheir

eq The Fish of Our Fathers"

ai the keY focus lor this ac{ivitY.

Children worlc individually or in smallgroups

to plan, sketch ard design lheir own canoe'

Encourage chitdren to explain ang 19994 ,-
Wlhy specitl; teatures have been incuoeo ln

the story

the design.

Children make a modelof tl

produce a canoe that really floats'

Lead children through some of lhe
SCAMPER techniques using their canoe

rncdel as the motivation.

eg
s - substltute
What do you think would h.ae.gen il youo

changed ihe shape of the hullto""" /.

G - comblne
ilo* Oo you think it would aftect the canoe if

"bri 
put ine tatl stempost at the tront of the

iiii"tid i6" prow it fire back'?

A - adaPt
iioo,G,in the speed of ths canoe alter il
you ctranged the-shape of the sailfrom a

tdangle to a.... !
M - modlfy
Would the ianoe stilltloat and manoeuvre as

eflec{ivelY it itwas
. twioe 1
. tratf I the otiginal size?
.quailsr J

P - Put to use
Share Your design with a boat

builder/designer.
What are thdir suggestions to improve your

design?
Fuit"nutu suggestions to use in your model'

E - Ellmlnate
OeclOe on one pan of the canoe wli-cl Pay
be an extna, unhecessaryfgalure' Eliminate

this in a netv rnodel. What 
-ls 

the resu[?

R - Realrange
vio* *nri l-uoat builcler/designer and stttdy

some boat plans which interest y9u' 
- -^,-

CiCate anddesign yourotvn boat' seagotng

vessel.



Some suggested evaluation activities for the children at the end of the unit...

Children could design their own- -'e'v""'v" 
r/ l\

egv
'-lnteresting ' overhead ' pel"sofl?l

informatio'n transparency learning card

chart

. Basket of
knowledge

to show

the things they most enioyed doing during the unit

or

five things they leamed from the Navigation Study

or

some interesting ideasfiacts about Navigation which they would like to share

with others.
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